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MISSING CHILDREN'S ACT

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1981

, Housi OF REPRESENTATIVES, .
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2141, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards (chair-

man of the subcommittee} presiding.
Present: Representatives Edwards, Schroeder, Washington, Hyde,

and Sensenbrenner.
Staff present Catherine A. Leroy, counsel; Janice E. Cooper and

Michael Tucevich, assistant counpel; and Thomas M. Boyd, asso-

ciate counsel.
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today we begin consideration of H.R. 3781, the Missing

Children's Act. It is a tragedy of our society that each year ap-
proxiniately 150,000 of our children are reported missing. The
tragic events in Atlanta are apparently not an Isolated occurrence.
The vast majority of these cases go unpublicized and apparently re-
ceive little, if 'any, assistance. The pressure and anxiety which

mist be borne by the families of these children is worsened as a
result of Months and even years of uncertainty.

This bill attempts to create a national clearinghouse of informa-

tion with respect to both missing children and unidentified de-
ceased individuals. It is oui hope to use available technology to ex-

pedite the efforts. of both parents and police in locating and identi-

fying missing children. Perhaps, such a centralized computer

system can help to reduce the trauma and suffering caused by the
absence or loss of a child. .

I recognizethe ranking minority member, the gentleman from Il-

linois, Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Speaking for all of us, I

believe I can say that we are very pleased to commence these hear-

ings on this important legislation. Congressman Paul Simon initiat-

ed this bill in the House, Senator Paula Hawkins initiated the leg-

islation in the Senate, and Congressman Clay Shaw has been very
instrumental in advancing this issue.

This is the first opportunity that we have had to hold hearings

on this legislation, because this subcoMmittee has been very busy

on the Voting Rights Act, on busing legislation, on legislation con-
cerning the FBI, the Justice Department authorization, and many,

many other importiMt issues. Legislation is needed to utilize the re-

sources of the FBI, which are national in scope, and it is hoped
(1)
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that such legislation will prod the States to cooperate, because the
information that is put in these computers is only as good as the
cooperation that provides the information from local police depart-
ments So this is the beginning of a long road to achieve success, an
indispensable and essential beginning.

I congratulate the chairman for scheduling these hearings, and
look forward to the testimony.

Mr EDWARDS. The gentlewoman from Colorado.
Mrs SCHROEDER 1 want to compliment the gentleman for calling

these hearings, and ask unanimous consent that the subcommittee
permit coverage of this hearing by television or radio broadcast or
still photos in accordance with rule 5.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection.
The gentleman from Illinois?
Mr. WASHINGTON. NO.
Mr EDWARDS. We are pleased to welcome our distinguished col-

league from Illinois and the original author of H.R. 3781, Hon.
Paul Simon. We welcome you.

Mr SIMON I understand that Senator Hawkins has some buSi-
ness in the Senate that is pressing. If I may, witE the approval of
the committee, yield to her and then testify immediately after Sen-ator Hawkins, I woad like to -do that.

Mr EDWARDS I am sure that the committee would be happy to
cooperate with the request. Senator Hawkins, would you like to tes-tify at this time?

It is a great pleasure to recognize and to welcome to the House of
RepreSentatives Senator' Paula Hawkins from the great State of
Florida.

TESTIMONY OF HON. PAULA HAWKINS, A SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF FLORIDA

Mrs. HAWKINS. Thank you. I appreciate the consideration of the
time constraints on all of us in these particular days. I did bring
my beepe?, but I still say if I pad wanted to wear a beeper, I wouldhave been a doctor.

Mr Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, we thank youfor the opportunity to appear before you on a subject that is vital
to all American families.

Your consideration of the legislation before you today is an im-
porant step forward in the work of this Congress to insure the
safety of our children. Your efforts are really 1tppreciated by all
families and Members of the 97th Congress.

By introducing H.R. 3781, Congressman Simon of Illinois has
shown his foresight and_good judgment in identifying and propos-ing a solution to a national tragedy. His introduction of the Miss-ing Children's Act is a significant step and has focused the atten-
tion of the Congress on this terrible problem.

His judgment has been bolstered by evidence now in the public
record about this increasing national tragedy. Here are the facts:

First, while no one arRong us can accurately describe the extent
of the problem, estimates are that as many as 1.8 million children
disappear each year, according to the Department of Youth Devel-
opment in Health and Human Services.

. b
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Second, many children who disappear become the victims of
crime, are exploited, and are in constant danger While many chil-
dren run away from abuse, physical and sexual, or from intolerable
home lives, once they are on the street they are fair game for child
molestation, prostitution, and other exploitation.

A special issue concerns parental kidnaping. Frequently, when a
parent kidnaps his own c,hild, the situation is not what it appears
to be. It may seem that one loving parent, unable to withstand the.
separation from his child, removes him or her t4taotsafe and loving
home. Unfortunately, we have found this is ofte the case

Too often a dangerous situation exists for the child who is the
victim of a parental kidnaping, Too often the snatching parent is
the one with the history of abuse or instability. Child Find, a great
organization that testified for our Senate hearings, claims that 60
percent of the abducting parents have criminal records.

And finally, the emotional damage to a child who is kidnaped by
a parent is as significant as the physical abuse he or she may be
subjected to. In most cases, the child is told that the other parent
does not love him any more and does not wish to see him again.
This brainwashing, combined with being permanently deprivgd of
one parent, has a devastating effect on the psychological develop-
ment Of such unfortunate children.

Mr. Chairman, whatever the reason a child has lost his home,' he
is in serious danger. Whether the child was removed by abduction,
parental kidnaping, or runs away, once on the street and alone the
child is fair game for every kind of exploitation imaginable.

Though it may be comforting to ignore it, children on the street
are often sexually exploited. Child prostitution and pornography,is
a very real part of life on the street. In a recent study done in Lou-
isville, Ky., 60 percent of the children found-On the streets had
been sexually abused during their time away from home.

ThiM, available statistics indicate that only 10 percent of chil-
dren missing for an appreciable period of time are entered into the
national missing persons file, although 47 States formally partici-
pate in this system.

Testimony before the Senate revealed that often local and State
police officials either do*not know about the national clearinghouse
or refuse to use it. Steps must be taken to insure that a greater
percentage of missing children are entered into the system, are lo-
cated, and returned safely to their homes. The existing situation is
a national disgrace. '-

Fourth, presently the FBI collects information from States which
choose to send information on missing persons only on a voluntary
basis.

The Congress must send the country a message that we .care at
least as much about finding missing children as we do about find-
ing stolen cars and even refrigerators which are kept on computer-
ized file. It can do so by requiring by statute that a national miss-
ing persons file be maintained and improved.

Fifth, missing children and others do not always survive their or-
deals, and their families never find out. Each year about 2,000 to
5,000 cases involving the unidentified dead are closed. If there were
a way for officials who find an unidentified dead body to cross-ref-
erence a national missing persons file, many of the cases could be
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solved. Families aqd friends would not have to live with false hope
and despair forever

For these reitsons, I believe the subcommittee should approve
H.R. 3781, with the following minor revisions.

First, all missing children, including those who are victims of pa-
rental kidnaping, should be entered into the computer system, be-
cause they all are-exposed to serious danger and abuse.

Second, there should be no waiting period before declaring a
child missing Law enforcement officials have stated that the first
24 hours represents the most vital part of a police investiga,bion.
The first hours may be crucial, so all available tools must be ready
for use immediately.

Third, parents should be able to have their missing children
listed in the FBI computer if local or State officials fail to do so.
This gives, grieving parents a chance to help locate their children
by contacting the FBI directly if unsympathetic law enforcement
Orsonnel do not cooperate. It witl also guarantee that the 10-per-
cent utilization rate increases,sharply.

Fourth, data on the unidentified dead should be placed in a na-
tional data base 15 days, we feel, after discovery of the deceased
individual. the overwhelming number of such cases are solved
within 2 weeks. By waiting until the 15th day, unnecessary entries
and deletions can be avoided.

There have been some questions raised about the privacy rights,
if indeed we let parents have access to the clearinghouse. The pri-
vacy rights of the children are respected and protected in this legis-
lation. The age of majority is 18 years in mpst of our States. Chil-
dren older than 18 cannot be listed unless they are kidnaping vic-
tims or under a physical or mental disability. The system would
track systems eurrently in use 135f the FBI.

To conclude, I believe that we must bring together, all of the
technology, resources, and capability available today to aid in this
endeavor. It would be a sad commentary on our society if it was
said that a great nation such as ours had abandoned its lost chil-
dren.

Once again, I want to thank this subcommittee. I want to thank
Congressman Simon and the chairman for holding these important
hearings. No one can deny that solving the missing children prob-
lem is profamily, and I wish.you Godspeed in your deliberations.

[The prepared statement (4Senator Hawkins follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAULA HAWKINS

Mr Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you very much for this
opportunity tu appear before you on a subject that is of vital concetn to all Ameri
can families.

Your consideration of the legislation before you today is an important step for-
ward in the work of this Congress to ensure tha safety of our children. Your efforts
are really appreciated by all families and members of the 97th Congress

By introduung H.R 3781, Congressman Simon of Illinois has shown his foresight
and good judgement in identifying and proposing a solution to a national tragedy.
His introduction of the Missing Children Act is a significant step and has focused
the attention of the Congress on this terrible problem.

His judgement has been bolstered by evidence now in the public record about this
increasing national tragedy. Here are the facts:
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First. while no one among o, 41A acLuiately describe the extent of the problem,
estimates are that as mem as fmI1on duldren disappear each year. according to
the Department of Youth Development in Health and Human Services

Second, many children who disappear become the victims of crime, are exploited,
.and are in constant danger While many children run away from abuse, physical
and sexuai, or from intolerable home lives, once they are on the street they are fair
game for child molestation, prostitution, and other exploitation7.

A special issue comerns parental kidnapping Frequently, when a parent kidn'aps
his own child, the situation is not what lb appears to be It may seem that one
lovmg parent unable to withstand the separation from his child, removes him or her
to a safe and loving hume Unfortunately, we have found this is often not the case

Too often a dangeruus situation exists for the child who Is the victim of a parental
kidnapping Too often the snatching parent is the one with the history of abuse or
instability Child Find claims that 60 percent of the abducting parents have crimi-
nal records

And finally, the emotional damage to a child who is kidnapped by a parent is'as
significant as the physical abuse he ur she may be subjected to In most cases, the
child is told that the other parent does not love him any more and does not wish to
see him again. This brawashing, combined with being permanently deprived of
one parent, has a devastatmg effect on the psychological development of such unfor-
tunate children.

Mr Chairman, hatever the reason a child has lost his home, he is in serious
danger Whether the 4..M1d was.removed by abduction, parental kidnapping, or runs
away, once on the street and alone the child is fair game for every kind of exploita-
tion imaginable

Though it may be comforting to ignore it, children on the street are often sexually
exploited Child prostitution and pornography is a very real pari of life on the
street. In a recent study dune in Louisville, Kentutky, 60 percent of the children
found on the streets had been sexually #bused during their time away from home,

Third, available statistics indicate that only 10 percent of children missing for an
appreciable period of tune are entered into the national missing persons file al-
though 47 states formally parttipate in this system.

Testimony before the Senate revealed that often local and State police ofTicials
either do not know about the national clearinghouse or refuse to use it Steps must
be taken to ensure that a greater percentage of missing children are entered into
the system, are located, and returned safely to their homes The existing situation is
a national disgrace.

Fourth, presently, the FBI collects information from states which choose to send
Information on missing persons only on a voluntary basis.

The Congress must send the country a message that-we care at least as much
about finding missing children as we do about finding stolen cars and even refrig,
erators whwh are kept on computerized file It can do so by requiring by statute
that a national missing persons file be maintained and improved

Fifth. missing children and others do not always survive their ordeals, and their
families never find out. Each year about 2,000 to 5,000 cases involving the unidenti-
fied dead are cloSed If there v.,(ere a way for officials who find an unidentified dead
body to cross reference a national missing persons file, many of the cases could be.
solved Families and friends would not have to live with false hope and despair for-

ever
For these reasons, I believe the Subcommittee should approve H R 3781 with the

following minor revisions
First, all missing children, including those who are victims of )oarental kidnap:

ping, should be entered into the computer system, because they all are exposed to
serious danger and abuse.

Second. there should be no waiting pedal before declaring a child missing Law
enforcement officials have stated that the firSt 24 ,hours represents the most vital
part of a police investigation The tint hours may be crucial, so all available"tools
must, be ready for use immediately

Third, phrents should be able to have their missing children listed in the FBI
computer if local or state officials fall to do so This gives grieving parents a chance
to help locate their children by contacting the FBI directly if unsympathetic law
enforcement personnel do not cooperate. It will also guarantee that the 10 percenf
utilization rate increases sharply

Fourth, data on the unidentified dead should be placed in a national data base 15
clays, we feel, after discovery of the deceased individual. The overwhelming number
of such cases are solved within two weeks By waiting until the 15th day, unneces-
sary entries and deletions can be avoided.
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T. ..unulude, I believe that we must bring together all of the tet.hnology, resources
and -apability,available today tu aid An this endew,or It would be a sad commen-
tary un our society if At was said that a great nation such as ours had abandoned its
lost children

Ori,e again. I want to thank this Subcommittee, fur huldAng these important hear-
Auto N. one A..an deny that solving the missing children problem is pro-family, and I
wish you Godspeed in your deliberations.

MISSING PERSONS FILE ACTIVITY BY STATE FOR AUGUST 1981

tPopagtos m114#4)

Slate buts Rom- ",:nr
Alabama 11 3 9 43

Alaska 34 4 7

Arizona 2/0 2. / 4

Mamas *. 11 2 3 41

Ca Mama 507 23 1 25

Colorado, 276 Ao 2 9 5

Connecticut 222 3 1 13

Delaware 31 6 18

froda , 885 9 8 6

Georgia 8/ 5 5 31

Idaho 3 9 42

Ohms 835 11 4 10

Indiana '78 5 5 32

Ionia 193 2 9 12

Kansas 23 2 4 35
Kentucky 83 3 / 25
(ouisiana 68 4 2 36

Maine 2 1 1 45

Maryland 589 4 2 46

Massachusetts 318 5 / 16

Michigan 690 9 3 9

Muresota 296 4 1 11

Mississippi 19, 2 5 38

Missouri 500 4 9 3

Nebraska 12 1 6 19

Nevadi 18 8 24

New !tamps lure 18 9 21

New Jersey 424 7 4 15

New Mexico 8 1 3 39

New York - 1,446 17 6 8

North Carolina /1 5 9 33

North Dakota 31 / 20

Ouo 333 10 8 21

Orahorha 26 3 0 36
Oregon 616 2 6 2

Pennsylvania 291 11 9 22

Rhode Island 188 9 4 28
South DakoU 16 / 23

Tennessee 41 4 6 34

Texas 850 14 2 14

Utah 12 1 5 3/
Vermont 1 5 44
Virginia 295 5 3 1/
West Virginia ' 11 2 0 40
Wisconsin , 1,155 4 8 1

*Mug 9 5 29

&der 4 detenrued by Om per capda sttnutted to the BR

Moat Hawaii Mcntana Puerto Rico. SouthCarolina, and Vialangten sutnutted 14 data at ad

Source- FBI and Bureau of the Cenws.
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Senator, for a splendid
statement.

Congresswoman Schroider. .

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very much, and we welcome you to
the committee. One of the questions that some have asked me
about is what are you going to put in the file that will really help
identify the child, that will make it unique. I understand you will
put in the name, the date of birth, the clothing, and physical de-
scription, where they were last seen and persons to contact if
found, but there will not be fingerprints or dental records, is that
right?

Mrs. HAWKINS. It is a form the FBI has worked with us on for
information they feel is essential for locating the child.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. And they feel that is all they need?
Mrs. HAWKINS. That is my understanding.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Did the FBI testify?
Mrs. HAWKINS. My staff has worked closely with them on the

, language. They presently feel that it is underutilized, the police
have access to the system and do not usp it, and a lot of the local
police do not want to enter into it because it would become a statis-
tic that is not solved, so having the simplest of information would
be a giant step forward without invading the privacy of.. the chil-
dren. I believe there are 47 or 48 items that we discussed that
could be on the form. .

Mrs. SCHROEDER. What will be the motivating factor to get the
local police to use it? .

Mrs, HAWKINS. Our main idea is to get awareness of the problem
nationally. We have testimony from the chiefs of palice that
worked with us, they said there is lack of understanding in rural
communities, and that by having a national interest and a national
motivation toward this we could have the cooperation of each. State
legislature such as yotirs in Colorado. California and Arizona al-
ready have the dead body file. We feel if we set the national, pat-
tern, then each State can have the State law go into effect.

The reason we are working so hard on this and moving it rapidly
is because we feel one day could pave one child's life, and indeed
the very modest amount of information that they feel is necessary
to enter into a clearinghouse that is availablethe clearinghouse is
there today. They put guns, motorboats, refrigerator numbers, they
put anything in there; this will not clog the system.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I understand that serial numbers are identifi-
able. The date of birth, that type of thing is a little different than a
serial number. That is why I wondered if they felt they needed
more information such as dental records, fingerprints, anything
that would be more of an identifying mark that would help-them.
That is the concern that I have heard in talking to people about
the bill, that they felt that they needed something that really
helped them get beyond that, just a list of names and when they
were born and when last seen, that is better than nothing, but
maybe we need to go further.

Mrs. HAWKINS. That is the beginning. We do not want to give
each child a number.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I understand that, but there are things that
identify that the FBI uses.
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Mrs HAWKINS. Scars. I have one on my cheek that I obtained
when I fell uff rnsk trike when a year-and-a-half old. An identifying
mark on the face?,`that is on the forms, but it is still not so inclu-
sive that it would be ,a burkden on the system. It was a modest
amount of information that they felt would be adequate.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. You feel the momentum would pick up,so that
the State and local police would not feel that they were just in-
creasing their statistics if they went that way?

Mrs. HAWKINS. Yes, we had testimony from families in Atlanta,
w here the tragedy raised national consciousness to the problem.
They had no cooperation from the local police. The families got to-
'gether each time they read about another child and had another
meeting and pieced it together. They gave us great advice. The FBI
is cooperative. We had evidence in one of the hearings I read that
local policemen,, a rural policeman came to a home, filled out the
form and never did anything with it about the child, just took it
back and left it in the office. The parents hired a detective later
and found out that-information was still on his desk, and the par-
ents s,hould not have to do that. The parents should be able to
watch it being fed into the computer. It gives you comfort to know
that now it is in the total system and can have access by all police.

Mrs SCHROEDER. The trick is to make sure someone takes it out
and uses'it?

Mrs. HAwKiNs.4thild Find is an exceptionally tremendous orga-
nization that has much mure experience probably than a lot of
police organizations and law enforcement organizations, and they
found that the continued awareness by the concerned parent and
constant calling back, by having this law, they have something to
lean on that makes it manddtory.

MM. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know I have ex-
pended my time. Thank you.

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Senato , the as§age of

this legiilation or similar legislation is simply t fir step, is it
not, in raising consciousness and awareness of the oblgm, giving
parents in Florida or South Carolina hope that some track is going
to be Made in California or Wyoming should their child be kid-
naped and transported out of the immediate locality? By passing
this legislation we put something on the books that raises people,5.,
awareness, law enforcement particularly, but then we must get
State legislatures to get something passed that will require that
their local law enforcement put this inf9rmation into a cornguter df
lost, and found children, so that the information available at the
national clearinghouse will be comprehensive. But you cannot do
the second without the first, and so this is a first step, and then it
is up to all of us to try to alert our State legislators. Is th4 not
correct? -

Mrs. HAwKINs. That is correct. We have had so\lany tragedies
just in the last 18 months that hacie caused all of us to reexamine
how finely shoUld we tune this legislation. If each day we could be
solving and locating sorrie of the children, we can have a review a
year from now see how it is working. Indeed, the Walshes from Hol-
lywood, Fla., who are going to be witnesses, have turned a tremen-

. dous tragedy into an example of courage. While they are -grieving

(
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parents, they have been able to help us and help Others take these
modest steps, very modest steps. I think we could have hearing
after hearing and delay a year or two and it would be a very re-
fined ,science, but they are urging and other parents that are con-
cerned, it is a national problem, urge let us have thiS modest step
first. We can 'add to it or delete later on, and let us get on with it
It is a great example that Government can act rapidly in national
emergency, and that is what we have before us today.

Mr. HYDE. In this era of computers it is foolish not to utilize
these resources. It is like having a telephone and never making a'
phone call. The information is out there, it is there, let us put the
two together and utilize it. I think it is a great idea.

Thank You, Ms. Hawkins.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is a laudable venture. I hope it turns out to be more than

that. I hope it dobsitetraise false hopes, because it is somewhat
nebulous to me.

Can you spell out what role if any the FBI will play? Do you see
in the future that it will be necessary to involve the FBI further?
And third, would you comment on do you see any confusion in the
mountain of information coming in from the parent of a child
being found in 48 hours and no feedback from the parent? Would
you clear up those areas, FBI perceived involvement, and the con-

' fusion that might come from this mountain of information with.no
stated means of followup?

Mrs. HAWKINS. The FBI is siMply allowing us to use the clearing-
house. Let local and State law officials liave access to this comput-
gr. They already do on a voluntary basis. And the FBI stated that
less than It/ percent of the missing children are ever listed in that
computer. So they do not want to be, a national child find. That is
not their role. They cannot even come into kidnaping ofi missing
children cases unless there is evidence that they are across State
lines. We are using the FBI computer and the information is being
fed into that computer by local and State law enforcement officials

Mr. WASKINGTON. In your numerous discussions with FBI offi-
cials, was the future role of the FBI projected?

.Mrs. HAWKINS. We have not discussed that at all. -We have the
toolsthis-machinery is available today, as I haVe stated The tech-
nology is there, and it is at no extra cost to the Government to feed
this information into the computers.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Is it self-fe-eding and no man-hours involved?
Mrs. HAWKINS. They are putting, in refrigerators, putting in

guns, there was no cost. They said that we would nbt need extra
money to do this.

Mr. WASHINGTON. My second questiOn is vague. What happens, a
parent puts information in 24 hours after their child is missing; the
parent finds the child 40 hours later, what happens?

Mrs. HAWKINS. It is taken out, just like a refrigerator or boat or
car. They tatte it out and clear it. They find that it comes right out
If you are with a policeman and you see a license plate, you will
know immediately that that car is stolen. It is located, they take it
out of the clearinghouse, so it is an automatic clearout when re-
ported back
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Mr. WASHINGTON. This is a great hope yet to 'defined?
. Mrs. HAWKINS. Yes, we would like to try it..

Mr. WASHINGTON. I hope it is not sold to the American people in
any greater potency than that..I think it would be shattering if
many parents of missing chgdren think that this is the answer.

Mrs. HAWKINS. Oh,. no, this is an aid. .-
Mr. WASHINGTON. A step toward an aid.
Mrs. HAWKINS. It is a step toward locating these children. The

solution, of course, is not to have any missing children. We would
like them to stay home With their parents and be happy. Mrs. Bell
testified in our hearings in Atlanta and was very helpfu,1 in telling
us what would have been of help to those parents early on in the
Atlanta tragedy. This would have been of great benefit to them if
the parents had access.

Mr. WASHINGTON. In what way? .

Mrs. HAwKINs. By listing their children missing in that comput-
er.

Mr. WASHINGTON. And then what? A4r listed, then what?
Mrs. HAWKINS. The children are at least looked for all over.

Right now she said, Mrs. Bell testified that they really winked at it
and did not want it talked about, because Mrs. Bell said that after
three or four of these happenings the parents would meet and they
are told by local officials, not law enforcement, but local elected of-
ficials, not to yilk about this'because Atlanta was a large city, con-
vention city, and they did not want it to become an epidemic and
put a blight on that city.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Aside from that, I fail to see how listing those
children would have helped in that case. Their pictures were in the
paper. How would it have helped?

Mrs. HAWKINS. Their pictures were in the paper after it became
an epidemic. The first two or three were not listed, they were not
discussed. It was discovered they were not even in a ,countywide
search. It was in a very localized area. '

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Senator Hawkins, we ap-

preciate your testimony.
Mrs. HAWKINs.4Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. It is the pleasure of the subcommittee now to hear

from the original author of the bill, our good friend and most dis-
tinguished colleague from the State of Illinois, Congressman Paul
Simon. .

"....___ \
TESTIMONY OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. SIMON. Thank you. You are going to be hearing from some
parents. One of the things that I have learned in this process is
that there are parents who not only are grieving, but are willing to
do something about it. It is one of the heartening things to see par-
ents come in and say we have got to do something. .

The figures you will get will vary. Let us take the most conseiv-
ative estimate, and that is that 50,000 young people disappear each
year, because of "stranger kidnappings." That is the most conserv-
ative estimate you will get anywhere. If that is the correct number,

1
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or if it is appreciably hi/her, it seems to me that it is a siknificant
number and that we ought to be taking a looksit these problems

There are about 4,0N-13,000 of 'these children each year who are
found dead and probably a majority have experienced some type of
sexual exploitation.

I had an experience yesterday, Mr. Chairman and members of .
the subcommittee. I had-a air disappear for 24-hours. It is very in-
teresting that when that car disappears, that immediately goes on
the Federal records. There is no commensurate movement if I had
a 10-year-old child who disappeared..I would like to enter my full
stathment in the record at this time 'and briefly summarize my re-
marks. I do not want to repeat-:----

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. SIMON. In addition to having the clearinghouse, and I may

get the attention of my colleague from Illinois, Mr. Washington, be-
cause I think this answers his question about oecifics, one of the
things that we do in this bill for the first time is to have a national
registry for unidentified bodies. What is happening right now, since'
there is nojiational registry for unidentified bodies, is that parents
will spend money with private detectives, they will put ads in
papers, when in fact somewhere in Arizona or somewhere there is
an unidentified body that is, tragically, their child. Those parents
at least ought to have that knowledge. And that is what this bill
does. ,

My billdiffers from Senator Hawkins' bill to some extent, and I
think I ought to spell those differences out for you. I have no objec-
tion to the additional features of her bill. My bill applies only to
those under 17, because that reduces the number of entrants in the
clearinghouse and protects the rights of older teenagers. My bill
does not apply to runawayto those who have a history of being
runaways. ff it is the first time a child disappears, that is covered
by my bill. It does not apply to parental kidnaping, which gets to
be a knotty kind of situation. I have no objection to the bill cover-
ing those features, but it does greatly expand what is covered by
my bill.

There are tWo things that Senator Hawkins has in her bill that I
think are significant improvements. sine is that it permits parents
to report directly to the FBI. In the event local police do not mdve,
parents ought to be able to do that. Second, the improvement on
the waiting period I think is an improvement on my bill. I would
add that I had breakfast with the Director of the FBI to discuss
this. I do not want to be in a position of saying the FBI favors this
but I think I am ,accurate in saying there is no objection oil the
part of the FBI. They feel that they can move in the direction of
accommodating this legislation, and that there is a real need here

I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have
[The prepared statement of Representative Simon follows]

STATEMENT OP HON. PAUL SIMON

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, I want to thank you foil this
opportunity to address you today,

On June 3, 1981, I introduced a bill, ER. 3781, the Missing Children's Act This
bill addresses one of our nation's most tragic problems Each year in this country
50,000 children disappear from their home These children are not runaways They
are not.objects of parental kidnappings Theyiare innocent victims taken from their

lu
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families by strangers Fuur thousand to eight thousand of them are later found
deadmany of them iadistically abused and murdered

The existence of this problem first became a part of our national conscience
during the Atlanta slayings last year We were made aware that there were sick,
criminal minds in our society Ahu preyed upon innocent childrep But Atlanta was
tmly the tip of the iceberg When my staff started invegtigating the problem of miss-
ing children) they learned that thousands of families all across this country were
faced with the same devastating tragedy as the parents in Atlanta Children disap-
pear in small rural towns as well as in)arge metropolitan areas

One of the inck.t difTi.ult ,,bstades, faced by the families uf missing hildren is the
lack of coordinated law enforcement procedures tu locate their children While some
Iota police departnients have excellent resources and methods of finding children,
others have nv procedures at all Even mure impcirtantly, there is nu uniformly used
method tu notify other law enforcement agencies that a child has been repurted as
missing Therefore. if a ,thild has been taken across State lines, it Ls highly unlikely
that he will be fuund and returned FI.R 3781 addresses this problem directly

The Missing Children s Act would create a clearinghouse through the FBI which
would list the names arid identifications uf missing children A second clearinghouse
would also bt ebtablished tu ht descriptions of unidentified bodies Presently there

nv national registry fur unidentified bodies If the body of a child or adult is found
in an area far frum hs ur her home, chances are that body will be buried but never
identified At the same time, the family of that person will still be frantically
hoping and waiting for the return of their loved one

The specific provisions of my bill are as follows
The Attorney General is authorized to collect, acquire and exchange information

to assist other law enforcement officials in locating missing children,
Only children under the age of 17 who are not the victims Df parental kidnap-

pings and who do nut have a history of being runaways are covered, and
The Attorney General 'is authorized to collect and acquire data tu Assist in the

identification of unidentified deceased individuals
A brll similar to H.R 3781, S 1701, has also been introduced on the Senate side by

Senators Hawkins, Denton, Pell, Specter, and Thurmond Whde the goals uf the two
bills are identical, the specifics do differ Among those differences are the following

The length of time for identification uf a body Ls decreased from 30 days in H R
:3781 to 15 days in S 1701,

Under the Senate bdI parents, legal guardians, and neAt of kin can report disap-
pearances of children directly to the FBI;

There is no age limit specified in the Senate bill; and
The Senate bill does nut prohibit the inclusion of habitual runaways or parent

kidnapping victims
I encourage the members uf the Subcommittee to carefully review the differences

between the House and Senate bills Senator Hawkins and her staff have spent a
great deal of time investigating the missing children's problem and reviewing the
legislation. Some of the changes they have proposed are sound and I would not
oppose their being added to my bill.

There is one area, however, in which I feel we must act cautiously That is ensur
mg that the rights of individuals are not infringed upon I am therefure t.oncerned
that the lack of an age limit might result in the denial of the right uf older teen-
agers (above age 18) to leave home.

I want to commend you Mr Chairman for holding this hearing While this legisla-
tion Ls an essential step in providing help to families in locating missing children,
this hearing also serves anuther purpose Through heanngs we are able to bnng to
the public awareness the seriousness of this problem and what danger our children
are in

My staff and I have talked to hundreds of families who have been through the
ordeal of losing a child they treasured In most cases, those families still do not
know where their child is or even if he or she is dead or alive Some families have
lived with this void in their lives for years.

Our children are uur most important resource for the future. It is a national dis-
grace that a country which can send men to the moon, cannot develop a national
system to find its lost children If your car is stolen an alert is sent to the Federal
government and every police department in the country has access to that informa-
tion If your child is taken, no such alert is given. Usually the only police agencies
aware of your plight are those in your lout; area In ess&ce you are left on your
own to try to locate the most important possession you will every have

' lb
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Simon. The gentle-

woman from Colorado.
Mrs'. SCHROEDER. I want to thank the gentleman from Illinois for

being here this morning. Unfortunately, I have to run off to an-
other hearing, but I want to compliment him on his work, and we

appreciate your care.
Mr SIMON. I understand that.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I associate myself with

the accolades of the gentlewoman from Colorado. I think this is an
example of the thoughtful legislation that the gentleman is in the
habit of initiating, and I regret I am riot a cosponsor. You do not

mind them raising the age to the age of "emancipation"?
Mr. Sartori. I have no objection to that. I tried to p}it a fairly

conservative bill together so we could get something passed and get

a start. I think it is desirable.
Mr. HYDE. Runaways can be just as heartbreaking to parents and

just as dangerous to the child if a child has a propensity to run
away. It seems to me that there is no good reason for excluding

them, and you would accept that in your bill?
Mr. SIMON. I certainly would. )

Mr. HYDE. The parental kidnaping, as we have heard this morn-
ing, can lead to abuse of the child, so you are willing to accept that

as well
Mr. SIMON. I would abide by the judgment of the committee on

that. That does get to be a knotty problem but it is one that we
have never really faced in Congress; I do not know what we can do
about it, but I do not see any harm coming from adding it to my

bill.
Mr. HYDE. You can see the anguish to the parent whose child is

now gone and who cannot locate the alienated spouse, the money
that could be spent on private detectives and all of that, and I just

do not think there is any good reason why we should not include it,

particularly if the statistics are remotely accurate. The abuse of

the child, hatred between the parents is often visited on the poor
child and waiting 48 hoursyou do not object to removing that,

either?
Mr. SIMON. No. As a matter -of fact, I think it is probably an int

provement on my bill. I--think that clearly is a desirable feature:
Mr. HYDE. I again comm,md you for very thoughtful legisltion.

and effective advocacy thereof. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr-Washington?
Mr. WASHINGTON. I do not think I. see the distinction between

your bill and Senator Hawkins' bill. What is the difference,. .
Mr. SIMON. Her bill just covers a little more territory. My bill

applies only to those under 17; her bill goes through the age of 18.

My bill does not cover those who have a history of being runaways;
her bill does. My bill does not c&er parerital kidnaping; her bill
does. Again as I indicated to our colleague from Illinois, I have no
objection to legislation covering those things.

Her bill has one other "feature that I think is a significant im-
provement and that is it permits parents or guardians to report'di-
rectly to the FBI. If you have a local police situation where the

-
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local police are not doing anything, obviously parents ought to be
permitted to give that information to the FBI.

Mr WASHINGTON Both incorporate the unidentified bodies?
Mr SIMON. That is correct. That has been a need aside from the

whole missing-children thing. We have never had that kind of na-
tional registry for unidentified bodies, even for those 80 years old.
We ought to have that.

Mr WASHINGTON. It may appear ghoulish, but I think that is a
distinct contribution here.

Thank you very much.
Mr EDWARDS. Mr. Simon, presently the law provides that miss-

ing juveniles can be entered into ipie NCIC. Hqwever, under rather
strict controls, you do not envisage just a parent being able to pick
up the telephone and calling the FBI, do you?

Mr SIMON. I think that option ought to be open. I think that the
procedure ordinarily should be as it is, for the parent to call the
local police That is what the parents do. But if the parents discov-
er, and we have case after case of this happening, that nothing is
reported to the FBI Frankly, the police feel at this point generally
that they report only if there is a kidnaping or if there is evidence
of violence Ordinarily, for example, if you have a 10-year-old boy
and he goes to catch a schoolbus and then he just disappears, that .

boy does not get entered in the record right now, because the local
police have no,evidence of kidnaping or violence. I do not think
that we are going to have a m,assive kind of calling of the FBI di-,
redly by parents. As long as the local police tic) their job, and r
think the local police will &this legislation is enacted.

Mr EDWARDS. Yes, because now under the present law, the local
police can put a missing child with the missing child's description f
into the NCIC and it is there, but it is not going to get in there if 1
the local police will not put it in.

Mr:- SIMON. That is correct. It is strictly a voluntary fie.pdee by
the FBI. In most cases the FBI's estimate is that 10 percent of
those missing are reported, so 90 percent of them are not being en-
tered right now.

Mr EDWARDS. This subsommittee has had quite a lot to do with
the NCIC for many years It has been our principle that it is a
criminal justice aid and not a missing persons aid. We had prob-
lems in agreeing that it should contain missing persons,But it has
really worked out pretty well. Would you not think thafthere have
to be some very good rules on this so that we would not unduly
complicate the NCIC system, which has 4 very essential law en-
forcement purpose?

Mr SIMON, Absolutely, and I thihk your subcommittee ought to
ask the FBI to'come in, after they have taken a look at the legisla-.
tion; they may have suggestions on modifications that are very
sound. It ought to be very carefully looked at, because we are talk-.ing about a subject that is extremely important.

Mr EDWARDS. Yes. I am not quite sure how this is going to aid in
.locating the missing children.

Mr. SIMON. It will aid in this way, Mr. Chairman. Right now
what do you do if you are in Phoenix, Ariz., and you have a child
who all of a sudden is pere, the chances are now that child is not

ig
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going to be on any central register that you can check, although
yeu may have questions about the child's status. .

Mr. EDWARDS. The child would not know its name?
Mr. SIMON. A 2-year-old child or someone like that? When we are

talking about young people, we are talking about many who are in-
fants. There are people who have an emotional desire to have a
child, so they see a child in a little basket outside of a grocery
store, and they just pick up the child and disappear.

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, your testimony is excellent, you are making
a great contribution, and the subcommittee congratulates you,
thank you very much, Mr. Simon.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
- Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Hyde.

Mr. HYDE. Very simply, if a 4-year-old child, turns up at a bus

station in Phoenix, and you live in Charleston, S.C., y,qu have lost
your 4-year-old, let us say little girl, maybe the little 4-year-old
does not remember her name in Phoenix, but all of a sudden you
are informed there is a 4-year-old girl in Phoenix who is unidenti-
fied, and you can get on the next plane and 'go to Phoenix and see
if that is your daughter, and that is something that is not available
now. You have lost your 4-year-old daughter in Charleston and you
have reported it to the local police and you just sit there and die.
At least there is a correlation between found children and lost chil-
dren, that if you do not have a name,you have a sex and an age,
and that is enough to prompt an interview to see if the found one

yours, so it is immensely useful.
Mr. SIMON. No one can say this is going to accomplish A, B, and

C. There is at least a strong possibility t'llat we can be of assistance,
and I think it is worth a try, because you are not talking about any
huge amounts of money. You are just talking about adding one or
two people to use the available computer hardware that is there e
right now.

Mr. ENDF. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS: I understand that Hon. Clay Shaw, Jr., our col-

league from Florida, will yield to the gentleman from New York,
Hon. Peter Peyser. We thank Mr. Shaw and we welcome Mr.
Peyser. Without objection, your statement will be made a part of
the record.. You may proceed.

TESTIMONY OF HON. PETER A. PEYSER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. PEYSER. I want to thank my colleague for yielding this brief
time to-me. I regret having to ask for that.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I had the opportu-
nity back in 1976 of coauthoring with our former colleague John
Brademas what turned into the Child Abuse and Prevention and
Treatment Act, and I have been involved in this area, frankly, ever
since that time. This year in committee, in the Education Commit-

tee, the Child Abuse and Prevention and Treatment Act carne up,
and I amended it successfully in the committee to include this
clearinghouse concept. Unfortunately, the bill when it reached the
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floor became part of the total reconciliation bill, and all amend-
ments were out of it, and consequently we never got that part of it
off the ground, so I am very pleased that Congressman Simon has
moved ahead in offering this legislation which your committee is
now considering, and I am sure everyone is aware, and I guess as
many times as it is restated it will never express the feelings of the
family, of the agony involved in this situation of a missing child.

`Family Circle magazine and I believe it was Parents magazine
last year made reference to my, involvement in this child-abuse and
missing-child area, and it produced, and I wish I could respond in a
Positive way to people, but I received hUndreds of letters from fam-
ilies instantaneously telling me of their child and sending me, pic-
tures with which I really could do nothing. It was an absolutely
helpless feeling They had somehow read into the articles that ap-
peared that I could do something concerning this really terrible
problem.

I am convinced that if the clearinghouse concept is adopted that
it will be inundated with information and facts concerning missing
children from all over the country, and as quickly as it'can,be com-
puterized and handled, I am convinced there will be some results
coming out of this Obviously you cannot raise the hopes of people,
or make them believe this is going to be the solution, but it certain-
ly can be a step.

I would 'like to take one case that has been a case that in New
York'has been highly publicized and typifies the problem. I haye a
picture here that I circulated in the Congressas a matter of fact,
Members of the Congress 3 years ago were most helpful in that I
distributed this to every Member of Congress juSt before the Christ-
mas vacation batk in 1976, and Members took this home and had it
appear in local papers, I wish there were a happy conclusion.

This is the young boy, Etan Patz, who was 6 years old at the
time he disappeared on his way to school. The first time he had .

ever been allowed to walk to school by himself in New York City,
the very first time, one block from his home, he disappeared. Now,
the city did everything in its powerthey put out untol&enumbers
f policemen, they covered every subway station, every bridge.

ey had volunteer people, there were literally thousands of people
in that city involved in this particular case.

I talked with the police about this on numerous occasions at that
time, with the family, and the police said unfortunately they were
confident the boy had been iMmediately taken oUt of the area.

Now the agonies of this whole case are so graphic.,It was ru-
mored a year and a half lpter that somebody had seen a child por-
nographic film where they recognized this boy. So the police round-
ed up many of these child films that they had been collecting,
which re against the law anyway, to run through them just to see,
and they could achieve nothing.

I only use this as a highlight of what is duplicated over and over
again. I.-kave had mothers come to my office in Yonkers, N.Y., once
again because of my connection with this business and tell theie
agonizing stories But some have told a positive story. There are
private organiiations doing what we are asking the Government to
do, and they eVery once in a while come up with a success story,
and this is of course terrific when it happens. And I have had a

,
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mother in my district who got back her 3-year-old daughter, who
had been found through a private agency, an appearance of pictuie
and circularization of contacting police in local areas in ,the New
England area, and in Massachusetts this child was recovered

- There are other instances. Some of the magazines, national
women's magazines particularly have taken on occasionto running
groups of pictures uf missing and disappeared children, and some of
them have been able to be identified and turned up.

So, Mr. Chairman, I say that it would be niy hope that your com-
mittee and the full committee and the Congress would act on this,
would come out with a bill that answers the needs as I have al-
ready heard, and I think you are right on target on the things you
are thinking of implementing in this bill and really move this
through the Congress, because I think the time is long overdue, the
suffering and agony is terrible, and maybe we can do something
positive.

Thank you for these few minutes.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you for your helpful testimony. At this

time the subcommittee will recess for 10 minutes because there is a
vote in the House of Representatives.'

[Recess.]
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our next group of witnesses will constitutA a panel, Hon. Clay

Shaw, Jr., our distinguished colleague from Florida, John Walsh
and Reve Walsh, representing the Adam Walsh Outreach Center
for Missing Children, and Dr. Ronald Wright, district medical ex-
aminer, State of Florida. Dr. Wright is also an associate professor
of pathology at the University of Miami.

Before the witnesses commence, without objection all of the
statements will be made a part of the recad, and I yield to the
gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to particularly wel-
come Mr, and Mrs. Walsh, who have taken a tragedy of undescriba-
ble dimensions and decided not to surrender to self-pity, but, out of
this horrible, indescribable circumstance try to help other people,
which I think is something we can all admire and try to emulate if
we have the courage.

Clay Shaw, the Congressman from ylorida, who brought this
matter to my attention, was relentless in his insistence that this
bill be pushed and advanced, and it is through- his efforts that
these hearings are held. As the chairman and all of us well know,
we are in the middle of many hearings involving complicated con:
stitutional issueS, but because the need for immediate action was
stressed by Congressman Shaw so effectively to both' you and me,
we have arranged to hold these hearings, and the more we get into
them the more important they become, and I thank Congressman
Shaw for his initiative.

iMr. EDWARDS. I thank the gentleman from Illinois and join n his
sentiments with regard to the poignant story behind the Adam
Walsh Outreach Center, and the great contributions that Mr and
Mrs. Walsh have made and the contribution that our colleague'
from Florida has made.

The gentleman from Illinois is Correct in pointing out that it is
through your assistance and cooperation, with the subcommittee

2,
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that we are able to put aside other business and move ahead with
this important bill. Again with plqasure we welcome you, Mr,
Shaw. You may proceed.

TESTIMONY OF HON. CLAY SHAW, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr SHAw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Hyde. I would like
to thank both of you for recognizing the urgency of this situation,
the urgency of this legislation. I, Df course, realize the tremendous
amount of work, important work that is before this committee and
the legislation that is before this committee in the months ahead.
It is a real credit to both of Nu gentlemen to push this ahead the
way that you have, and we are grateful to both of you for doing sci.

Before coming to Congress I was mayor of the city of Fort Lau-
derdale. Before that I was a municipal judge. Fort Lauderdale is a
point of destination for many runaway youngsters, teenagers, and
preteenagers. These youngsters fall prey to pimps, drug dealers,
and to almost every awful thing that you would hope that your
young teenager or preteenager would not be exposed to. All the
time these youngsters are crying out to be found, but there is no
trail, this is one a the tragedies we must deal with on a national
level.

The need for this legislation is vividly detailed in the story of un-
paralleled tragedy in Hollywood, Fla., with the disappearance of
young Adam Walsh. Their story, which I will defer to them to
unfold has brought about a national outpouring of attention. I have
in my office received literally thousands of names on petitions and
letters, perhaps more than on any other issue that I have seen.
Much of this was caused by the good work of Phil Donahue on his
nationally broadcast show, I must say in reviewing the letters that
the vast majority of them are coming from my home district, the
12th Congressional District of Florida.

I think it is apparent, as I am sure you realize, that this could
have happened to any of us. There is no parent that could have-,

been spared this tragedy if it was destined to your future. I think
we all related to this incident in Florida and I think every parent
shed a tear with regard to this tragedy. Although I was not ac-
quainted with the Walshes, I related to the tremendous tragedy
that they felt.

The legislation that you are considering is, in my opinion, emer-
gency in nature. We must reunite these families. We must tell the
stories, whether they have a tragic or happy ending, to the parents
who are looking for their kids, but most of all we must find the
children that are lost and bring them back to their families. This
covers the infant not old enough to tell officials who he is, all the
way to the young teen who for some reason wants to be found,

_rather than find his parentis. This is a tragedy that I think we have
to face up to, and one which this legislation, though not perfect,
will help us to effectively deal with.

[The prepared statement of Representative Shaw follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE CLAY SHAW, JR.

Mr Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I appear before you this morning to
encourage your support for legislation I consider to be most important. The subject
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of this legolatiou t ,ut iit precious commodity in this 1. ountry, our young people,
our children It is known as the Missing Children Act, and it would allow law en-
tbrcement officials all ovr the country to track missing children the way they can
track missing automobiles

tn my congressional district in Florida. the support for the Missing Children Act
overvhelming A day dues nut go by when I don t receive numerous letters in sup-

port ot this legislation All these letters have arrRed In the past feu weeks, while
the phones in our offices have been ringing with callers vho likevuse support the
bill South Flurida is aware of the need fur a national system of communication to
lucate missing children The citizens of suuth Florid me seen the faces of John
and Reve Walsh un television and in their nt- spa rs, and they have heard about
the abduction and murder of suilear uld Ada alsh That tragic case has un
pressed many minds with the need to quickly fill the gaps that are present in otn'
system to locate missing children

AS a husband and father, I can only try to imagine the anguish and the awful
frustration that John and Rece Walsh have experienced Mr and Mrs Walsh are
examples of courage Frum the first day of their painful ordeal, the Walshes have
been in the forefront of the fight fur the passage of the Missing Children Act They
sincerely want to devote themselves to their task su that no other family will suffer
the horror they have

Even after the terrible news about their son reached them, John and Reve Walsh
continued to educate others about the need for this legislation They understand
how helpless parents can feel when they hme no leads in investigating the disap-
pearance uf a 4. hild The lunger the search goes on, the greater is the helplessness
Sunie parents search fur years fur missing children The Walshes have turned their
.energy to the Adam Walsh Outreach Center, which has been established in Holly
wood, Florida, to help the families of missing children.

I strongly support the Missing Children Act and I urge its quick passage by the
House I am convinced that time is of the essence in this case

I want to thank thq chairman of the subcommittee, Representative Edwards, and
the ranking minority m9ruber, Representative Hyde, for acting with speed and in
terest in scheduling these hearings I thank you, and I know the Walshes du as well,
for your care and cooperation on the matter of this legislation We appreciate your
efforts on behalf of the Missing Children Act

As elected representatives of the people, we are charged with the responsibility of
working for the good of the country We must do alt in our power to protect our
chddren and our families The Missing Chddren Act is a long overdue, much needed
protection

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Walsh? J
TESTIMONY OF JOHN WALSH AND RENT WALSH, ADAM WALSH

OUTREACH CENTER FOR MISSING CHILDREN

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Edwards, I have prepared a long statement and
I appreciate on behalf, of all the parents of missing children out
there, the opportunity to address this subcommittee. I am not going
to read my long tirepared statement in the interests of time, but I
would like to give a brief synopsis of what happened to us and then
address some of the questions by the members of this subcommit-
tee, in particular Mr. Washington and Mrs. Schroeder, who are not
present, but I know you rewesent them.

Our son was abducted ruly 27, 1981 from the Hollywood Mall
from the toy department in Sears while his mother shepped three
aisles away. He was a sheltered little boy, went to private school,
brought there each day and picked up after school by his mother I
coached the T-ball team he played on. What happened to Adam,
there is evidence that it could happen to anyone. We started a
search for Adam with the tremendous cooperation of the State
south Florida, the people, the legislators, and particularly o r
police.

Two weeks later Adam's severed head was found in a canal in
northern Florida. During this time We realized that virtually no

20
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one looks for missing children Our local police had jurisdiction to
look fur Adam, and thuugh he was found outside their area, no one
looked for him. Rei,e and I decided that even though our hearts
were broken, our minds were still working and that we would try
to help other parents. We received 22,000 letfers at our home,
marq of them from parents saying my children are missing, my
child has been abducted, my child ran away, no one has helped me.

The FBI did not enter the case I am not here to chastize the`
FBI. I went to Cornell to use their library and did research on the
FBI. The FBI was mandated in 1934 by President Roosevelt to
combat two things, organized crime and kidnapings, because of the .
Lindbergh kidnaping The Federal kidnaping statute says that the
FBI can enter the case of a kidnaping when there is proof of cross-
ing the State lines or a ransom note or otherwise. In Adam's case,
he was obviously kidnaped and murdered, but they would not enter
the case.

Even though they entered the case of Fran Freluchp, a foal to
Secretariat, that thei determined it wocthwhile to enter that case
because of the fiorse s value of $500,000. I would .find it difficult to
believe a child was worth less than.$500,000.

We decided to interview police agencies throughout the country
and David Hartman of "Good Morning, America" brought us to
New York in our efforts to look for Adam. We were on the show
the day the remains of Adam were found. As a result of that show
five children were found alive. We then appeared on other talk
shows, and as Mr. Shaw stated, the Phil Donahue show has created
quite a reaction.

The big question here today is why did we receive so much atten-
tion. I think it was the efforts of the people of south Florida and
our determination to have the country address this problem. Most
of the people that this happens to fall through the cracks. The Mrs.
BellsI would like to 4ddress this to Mr. Washington. The black
people of this country and the Mrs. Bells of Atlanta get no help:
They do not,set any of the access to the media and the personal
businessmen s coptributions that we got. It is difficult for the mi-
norities to look For 'their children. They have a voice, but it is never
heard.

We here today are representatives of a large group that is not a
minority in this country, but has no voice. We have no money. Like
most parents, we spent everything we had looking for our child,
but the group we represent has no lobby in Washington, no money,
no funds, and no voice. We would like to know where our children
are, but I can imagine what went through the mind of Adam with
his abductor, or the children of Atlanta. I can imagine what goes
throtigh the mind of a child taken five States away. They are not
here to speak. We are speaking for them. Hopefully Reve and I
may be parents again someday, but we are trying to speak for
these people that are not represented, that do not have voting
rights, that ido not pay taxes. We are trying to explain to you what
does happen.

The parents are devastated. Many of them succumb to alcohol-
ism, lost time at .work, losing their jobs. There are hundreds of
thousands of parents in this country who have had missing chil-
dren. I have a letter from parents that sent us a letter saying their
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children were murdered 18 years ago. Reve at the center in the last
week has had 16 parents contact her with missing children.

The most horrible story, one parent's Child was taken out of their
homes, and they are not ex-spouses. This child was taken out of
their home and they went to make a police report, they sent two
black-and-white uniformed policemen, they took the report and
they never heard from a deteaive or anyone.

This is a national problem. Several of the questions that were
raised today about the NCIC, I have done a lot of research on the
subject with local police agencies. I did not want to come here
today uninformed and not having my facts straight. The NCIC can
only be accessed if you have a name or a social security number or
a license number. If you have a child 3 years old who does not
know his name or a battered child or a runaway sexually, abused
by the parent who cannot give thename to the police officer, how
does the officer access the NCICT Ile does not.

As Dr. Wright will testify today, the second problem is unidenti-
fied bodies. Here the parents spent life savings, pox() on private
detectives while their daughter's body was in a morgue in Texas
for 87 days. Thanks to Ronald Wright s efforts the State of Florida
has linked together a statewide system statewide for coroners to
exchange information. Previous to Adam's disappearance the State
exchanged information on unidentified bodies every 6 months by
mail. We could not have waited 6 months. Where do you go to And
an unidentified body if the person was not missing in the State of
Florida? He does not know who to contact to find out about the
body. The worst thing is,the not knowing, the thousands of parents
that do not know.

*neve me, Mr. Edwards, and Mr. Washington in his absence
who asked this question, and Mrs. Schroeder, who asked this ques-
tio, what will this do, don't'we have a system now, don't we have

stem that classifies this information? No, we do not. We are
not that naive to believe that this bill will find a lot of missidg chil-
dren. We are not that ignorant of the system.

This is a tiny step. I make the analogy between this stepin a
20th century computerized age, this would be analogous to the
Nright brothers' first 1ight. In my opinion, yes, I am a bereaved
and grieving parent, but to me and the thousands of parents we
represent, the priorities of this cl'untry are in some disorder. The
cost of the manning of this computer might be the cost of one of
the tiles on the space shuttle. If it saVes one child, we know this is
a tiny step. At least it would let the parent who the local police
will not do anything for, access the FBI and give the information.

Yes, there have to be controls. No, there should not be an 800
number or a hotline that any parent can call the FBI, tying up
phones. Yes, there should be a form, more information such as
isdentifying birthmarks, .et cetera, but it would be a step. If your

;local police, such as the Hollywood police, who informed me that
'they put out the information, and three StateS did not have the ca-
ppbility to access the systemwe realize that if a concerned police-
mi to contact somewhere to give more information about
th ppearance of a child or had a child there, yes, this nafional
cleannghoute would be available. Maybe no one will Use it, but at
least we would know that the Federal Government has addressed
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the problem and bet up some clearinghouse, at least step 1, to help
If nothing else, it will help the parents who never know. I know
many of the parents who have contacted-us. Ildiow that they will
never know that those children are underground, but believe me,
they are this close to*insanity.

Now to bring up the fact of the constant investigation by the
policewhen we were looking for Adam, they bring you down and
they give you. a lie detector test and g?ill you for 6 hours. and you
are Firying for your children. They look locally, the 'press hounds
you, rumors start, you are suspect, but in y our heart you wish that
if your child was taken from that area someone may be able to
access something and lookfor that child. I could go on and on

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Walsh, we will have to recess for 10 minutes,
because those lights indicate there is another vote on. I do not
want to cut li.ou off. Your testimony is very rnOving and persuasive.
We will recess for 10 minutes, at wlAch time you will be recognized
again.

[Rece.]
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Walsg
Mr. WALSH, Thank you very much. I do ,not have a lot more to

say, and I hope I do not come across as a glieving, bereaved parent
that does not have his facts in order. Some of what I said was that
this is a small step for the children primarily. This is a beginning. I
just had the chance to tallt_to a representative from the NCIC, and
he said that they would be very open to suggestions of how to fa-
cilitate this. I know they are underbudoted and understaffed:Vie
are talking about priorities, a national resource, the children

I haVe lined up some of the posters that have come in in the last
month of little children, kidnaped and missing children, I think it
,is startling. The Uniform Crime Report that the FBI puts gut every
year does not differentiate between child molestations. Most of the
rapes occur on young boys 1 to 10 years old. They do not'keep fig-
ures on child murders. They are lumped in the category of violent
crime. Maybe we can compile the statistics because of this national
computer center. I do not want to take up the timethis is done by
parents right here. This is not done by police agencies. I do not
want to take away from the testimony of Dr. Wright, because he is
an expert on this and can relate something. to you.

Finally, I woulddike to say that I think as evidenced ttiday by
the efforts of Paula Hawkins and Clay Shaw and Mr. Simon, that
maybe we can realine the prioilties of this country. I know that
this committee is burdened kvith many serious and pressing issues,
but I cannot think personally, of a more pressing issue than the not
knowing where4your child is, the horror of it, especially for the par-
ents that will never know where their children are.

We could .get off on 47 tangents here, what is wrong with the
country. The jurisprudence system; two of the suspects in Adam's
case ha4e freely ,adrnitted that they can go to another State. The
one man of course, had the historregf 45 boys, diaries and the tapes
of young boys screaming and pleading as he assaulted and tortured
them. He had a mihiwarehouse ofith çIething. I went there to iden-
tify clothes. He had six seW of little b ys' clothes. I could not listen
to the tapes. He freely admitted he Pas 'a twice-convicted molester

.
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*on bail and that he coula freely roam from State to State, there
was no ceht?alized infornotion on him.

We arktalking about this bill to try to make it a little bit easier
for local police agencies, which I am sure will admit that they do
not work together. I listened in on calls as the Hollywood police
tailed other detectives in the country. The officers said, "I can't
help you, I have 35 cases on my desk. I don't know anything about

.This would be a little peace of mind for parents that some-
where there 4.;_information on their child if their child's body is
found or if the cfid hopefully is alivie.

I thank this committee and the efforts of our Congressman and
our Senatoi, and again Mr. Hyde, who gave us the time last time
we '4/ere here and gave us the opportunity to tell him our story arid
the story of other parents. It is too late for Adam. It is too late for
.14us, but it is not too late for a lot of other parents.

Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thani you, Mr. Walsh.
Does Mrs. Walsh desire to make a statement?
We welcome you, Mrs. Walshf
Mrs. WALsn_Children are the resources of our country. WA-must

protect them as we protect the land and oil resources. Our state-
ment is joined together in one.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much.
(The statement pf John and Reve Walsh followsj

ST ENT OF JOHN AND REVE WALSH

Mr. Chairman, we app the opportunity to testify before this subcommittee
as we have story that w eel should be heard by all the people of the United
States of America, and in particular, the very interested, parties in your committee

We reside in Hollywood, Florida at NOT McKinley Street in our home and I am
employed as the executive vice president of sales and marketing for the Paradise
Grant Hotel, a new hotel being dise Island, Nassau, Bahamas
The anticipated opening of the hotel is Februa

I am a graduate of the University of Buff and- my wife was, up until our recent
tragedy, a full-time student at Broward Community College.

On July 27, 1981, at approximately 12.30 p.m., our only beloved son, Adam John
Walsh, was abducted from the Hollywood Mall in Hollywood, Florida. He and his
mother had been shopping in 'the Hollywood Mall and he was in the toy depart-
ment, with his mother approximately three aisles away In a matter of ten minutes
he vanished. What proceeded has been called the largest inanhit in South Florida
history.

After paging Adam in Sears, the Hollywood police were notified and immediately
proceeded to search for Adam. Throughout the entire ordeal, the Hollywood police
have to be commended for their cooperation and their sincere and massive effort
AR Hollywood uniformed police were put on foot, as well as every Hollywood detect
tive from burghiry, narcotics, homicide, etc. joined the search for Adam Hundreds
of volunteens,belonging to the Citizen Crime Watch, as well as thousands of individ,
uals joined the search. The Florida Fish and Game Commission, as well as the Plor-
ida Park Rangers searched the area within a 50 mile radius. Helicopters searched
day and night, private planes joined the search during the daytime Groups such as
the Four:By-Fours (an off the road vehicle club with 50 members) searched every
night in areas that wereJnaccessible to the police Divers in boats joined the search
in canals and quarries. An initial reward of Five Thousand ($5,000) Dollars was of-
fered,and that was rapidly raised to One -Hundred-Thousand (9100,000) Dollars by
"pledges from concerned businegs associates and stranerg. The Vice President of
iDelta Air Lmes called from Atlanta and offered to send three hundred 15eople down
to join in the search. Both Eastern fkir;Lines and Delta Air Lines helLed by
delivering posters of Adam's disappearance to airpojA in cities all over the United
States. At the final count, over one Million posters were printed and delivered
throughout the United States. A private postal delivery service hand-delivered
30,000 ,posters each day to different areas throughout Dade and

,
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Broward murales. After approxanately three days, the orgamzed search was aban-
doned and it was determmed that Adam was apparently kidnapped

The Federal Bureau of Investigation was contacted, but they did not enter the
case, stating that there was a necessity of evidence of Adam crossing the state line
with his abductors or demand for ransom.

A massive media aunpaign was mounted to inform the public in the Florida area
about the chsappearantx of Adam. The three major television stations in the South
Florida (Channel 4, Channel 7 and Channel 101, ABC, NBC and CBS, carried news of
Adam s disappearance or of personal appearances by us on every newscast at 12
noon, 6 and 11 p.m. On August 1st, we attempted to alert the entire.state with the
full cooperation of Orlando mayor, Willard "Bill" D Frederick, Jr We flew by pri-
vate plane to Orlando afid held a press conference of all the major television sta
tions, radio and newspaper people Then, in spite of the air traffic controller's strike
we flew on to Tampa and were waived by the supervisors on duty at the airport
right to a main terminal and held a press conference in the Eastern Airlines lonis-
phere Lounge with newspaper, radio and live television broadcasts with stations
that had come to Tampa from all over the Tampa 'St. Petersburg area and as far
west as the panhandle of Florida. The major attractions in the Orlando area partici-
pated fully. Disneyworld briefed their 300 security guards and 20 detectives, as wen
as Busch Gardens, Circus World, etc., cooperated in the search for Adam A repre-
sentative of the family flew to Atlanta and appeared on Ted Turner's Cable News
Network, which broadcasted news of Adam's disappearance, as well as his picture
on the hour We personally appeared on the Selkirk cable Network,, which broad-
CAMS throughout South Florida and parts of Canada. Television, radio and press cov-
erage continued throughout the State as we traveled to other cities within Florida

During this tune the FBI was constantly updated but never officially entered the
case. A personal family friend received' a call from Attorney General William
French Smith s office and was assured that the administration would see that every-
thing was done in their power but again, the FBI nevee officially became involved

Because of the difficulty and oftentirdes, apparent lack of cooperation between dif-
ferent police agencies, members of my office staff spent three days and nights in my
office contacting (by phonei every police and sheriffs department throughout the
State of Florida and personally mailing five flyers to each office Hollywood police
continued their round-the-clock efforts as their fine detective bureau followed every
possible lead. Over 60 psychics, from around the country, many recommended by
certain police agencies, as weli as psychics who had received notoriety working on
the Atlanta child murderers and in Los Angeles on the Freeway killer murders,
joined the case Many surrounding police agencies and other agencies throughout
Florida cooperated and some others politely ignored the problem

Eye witarses finally came forth after approximately four days of constant cover-
age in the media. One boy who apparently thought he had seen Adam leaving the
store followed by a burly man in his late 20'5 or early 30's, white male, dark hair,
came forth with his grandmother and offered testimony_ They said that the man
had run from the Holly-wood store and jumped into a blue van which screeched up
and almost hit then; and went around the corner where he thought Adam may have
wandered. The Hollywood police suggested hypnosis as the boy's story was very
vague and he could-not pinpoint the exact time that Adam was in the store His
mother refused to have the boy hypnotized until two weeks after Adam's remains
were found. Other conflicting stories came forwaed. The female security guard in
the store felt that she might have possibly asked two sets of arguing boys (2 black
and 2 white) to leave the store and that possiblyAdam, who was watching these
boys argue over an Atari video game, may have followed her instructions and left
the store reluctantly.

After close investigation, the detectives determined that this was most likely the
case, as Adaip was a superior student in private school, a member of his T-ball
team, all-s in his first year at 61/2 years old and, according to his three teachers
and classmates, a very disciplined little boy with great respect for authority figures
It is very Irkely that he might have followed the orders of the sectirity guard and
thought he was part of the group ordered to leave the store, as the concensus of
opinion is that he would have never left the store on his own He has traveled, ex-
tensively, with my wife and I and has never been lost or wantlered away from us on
any occasion. He attended _private school and was brought to school each morning
and picked up at 3.00 p.m. He lived across from a park and he was not allowed to go
to the park by himself nor to ride his bicycle in the street He has never had a
strange baby sitter and was always looked after by my mother; who lives with us,
and by my younger brother (23 years old). After many false sightings, many leads,
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the Hollywood police are still baffled by the developments in the case and the lack
of clues.

On August 10th, despite continuing Air Traffic Controller's strike, we flew to New
York to await an 8 a.m. appearance wn the following day) on the "Good Morning
America" show. At 6.30 that morning, I was notified On our hotel room as m wife
slept; that a young boy's head had been found in a canal, in Vero Beach, and that
the remains might possibly be tha of Adam hut there was need to obtain his de
records and dehver them to Vero ach. Without informing my wife, we went to t e
"Good Morning America" show appear Host David Hartman asked me if we
wanted to go on and mntinue witbJh e show and I informed hun that even d the
remains were Adam I felt that we would tell our story for all the other missinechil-

- dren that we had become aware of. While in New York, we met Mra. Julie Patz, the
mother of Eaton Patz and other members of the Child Find organization that had
been in constant phune contact with other missing children's orginizations thwugh-
out the country.

The pooblem with Adam's disappearance and abduction was ever on our minds
but it became more apparent to us of a greater overall problem

We appeared on the "Good Msorning America" show at 8 00 a.m. to plead for
Adam's safe return and for all to recognize the problem of missing children, and
upon our return to the hotel at 11.00 a.m. we were informed that the remains that
were found in the Vero Beach canal were definitely that of our beloved son, Adam.
The un-ending nightmare had now become a reality aewe flew back to Florida.

On August 15th, a special "Mass of the Angels" was held for Adam at St.
Maurice s Catholic Church and over one thousand people from the surrounding area

g attended the mass. My cousin, Father Michael Convoy, (a pastor in upstate New
York; read the eulogy, as a children's choir sang in celebration of Adam s short and
wonderful life. After conducting one final press conference and thanking the hun-
dreds of thousands of people that had donated their time to look for Adam, the coop-
eration of the Hollywood police and the media and all the concerned citizens
throughout the rest of the United States, we traveled to a friend's home in upstate
New York to attempt to deal with" our grief on a personal basis.

Realizing that there 13 nowhere you can go or nothing you can do to soothe the
wounds, we returned to Hollywood, Florida to find that while we were gone, we had
received over 20,000 sympathy letters, donations, mass cards, trees donated in
Israel, and various other expressions of condolences, as tyirell as thousands of calls.

We have determined that although we would never be able to find any answers to
Adam's death, that in our minds, he would not die in vain. We thought that the best
way to deal with our gnef was to do something for the rest of the missing children
in the United States. With the donations that we received, we set up The Adam
Walsh Outreach Center for Missing Children and proceeded to tell the story of miss-
ing children to a nation that obviously unaware that this problem exists. We also
realize that very few families m the United States could get the help financially, as
well as emotionally, that izie did. We came to the realization that many of my busi-
ness and close friends pooled all their efforts in the belief that collectively we could
get Adam back. Since then we have heard from hundreds of people with missing
children as well as people with murdered children and realize that the vast majority
of these people did not recieve support, financially or emotionally or the exposure
that we did. After meeting with some of the mothers of missing children and with
the horror of Adam's death in the back of our minds, we can never forget the looks
on their faces as still search for their children, determined that no matter what the
cost, emotionally or financially, that they will find them. In most cases, this is a
hopeless and lost cause.

It is certainly evident the priorities of this great country are in so me disorder. A
country that can launch a space shuttle that can return to the earth,and t.ake off
again, a country that can allocate millions of dollars to agive a small fish, the snail
darter in the Tennessee Valley river, threatened syith extinction, but does not have
a centralized reporting system or a nationwide search system for missing children,
certainly need to refirm the very principles ,that this country was founded on,
namely, personal freedoms.

In order not to appear to the general public as some grief-stricken, deranged
people, we were determined to get what facts were available in the best possible
order hoping to present them to someone such as this subcommittee. Although our
hearth are broken, we are bound and determined that our story would be heard on
behalf of the other little children that are out there at this very moment, afraid,
confused, temfied and wondering when mommy and daddy or whoever is going to
help them. After contacting and speaking with many of the twenty or so individual
missing children agencies throughout the country, it appears that statistics indicate
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that there are over une hundred and fifty thousand L150,0001 individual children
missing each year Approximately une hundred thousand (100.000) of these are
runaways and children snatched by ex parents The unbelievable and unaccounted
for figure of fifty thousand k 5O,OOOa hildren disappear annually and are abducted
for reasons of foul play One only has to look at some of the past incidences, such a .4
the twenty-two v-ii.ltiMs in Houston, the forty-four victims of the Freeway killer and
Hillside strangler in Los Angeles, thrIty-three victims buried in the home of John
Wayne Gacy as well as the much publicized Atlanta slayings, just tename a few

While in seclusion in Ithaca, New York, Cornell University made available to us
their microfilm laboratory and we researched this problem by means of newspaper,
magazine and statistical reports Most surprising is that the uniform crime report
produced annually by the FBI has nu official statistics on kidnapping, child abuse,
homosexual rape ur missing children And after researching the Federal Kidnap-
ping Statute it appears that the FBIhas arbitrarily decided to interpret the Statute
m thetr own way A quote from the Statute an FBI investigation is authorized
when there is information or an allegation that a person has been unlawfully ab-
ducted and held fur ransom or othervvise" We also fuund proof in the past magazine
articles ,this can be substantiated by the Dee Scofield group also) that the FBI en
tered into thercase of Fran Freluche, a $500,000 horse that disappeared from the
Clayborne Farm in Pans, Kentucky, According to the FBI spokesman, Bill Cheek in
Louisville, we are ,investigating and assuming we have jurisdiction because of the
value of the horse, if we never prove their was interstate travel, the, of course it's a
local matter It seems extremely ludicrous that the FBI would enter the case of a
$5014000 hurse where nu ranson note was ever received or proof of it crossing the
state line

According to the New York, 'rnes, Sunday, July 30, 1933Headlines"J Edgar
Hoover heads new crime bureau, a division created by President Roosevelt will war
on kidnappers Again, the New York Times, November 4, 1934"The Lindbergh
Law and the activity uf federal agents threaten to kill kidnapping Front page, Sat-
urday, July JO, 1933, New York Times, "Federal warfare against kidnapping widens
its rangeRoosevelt plans new legislation, National policy is talked as public opin
ion backing the crusade gains strength."

It is obvious from our,research that one of the main objectives of the formation of
the FBI was certainly to fight crime on a federal level, but according to all articles
and research it was ptimarily created to assist in the war on kidnapping It appears
that during the time/since 1933 when the FBI and J. Edgar Hoover declared war on
kidnapping because of the notoriety of the Lindbergh case, that public opinion has
not been strong enough to force the FBI back into what was originally intended and
formed to do. Granted, some police agencies are excellent and well equipped to look
for missmg and abducted children in their area Once a child is taken from the
jurisdiction of the local police force, virtually no one looks for him If he is abducted
in a rural community that is served by sheriffs) possibly one sheriff may take the
report, then the parents go back home and wait and wait and wait The scenario is
repeated continually, daily throughout the United States This is not a local prob-
lem, this is not a regional problem, this is a national problem Recently headlines
and news stnries have been full of the effect of government budget cuts There are
federal statistics that tell us exactly how many families these budget cuts will
effect There is no federal or state agency today that can tell us exactly how many
families are affected by missing children Frankly, knowing the grief my wife and I
feel, I am a bit afraid of the collective grief the provisions of The Missing Childrens
Act will outline Certainly, the facts which accumulate will appall some, embarrass
others,and 'sadden us all. I guarantee that when this bill is passed, and the facts
concerning missing children are finally accumulated, that all Americans will be
shocked As always happens, we will search for a source of blamebut that blame
increases each day that this bill is not passed.

After personally interviewing Dr Ronald Wright (a member of the American
Academy of Forensic sciences) and the chief medical examiner of Broward county,
we were appalled to learn the lack of a centralized system for identifying bodies Dr
Viright has succeeded in linking up Florida's 22 medical examiner's offices with a,
,computer in Colorado that was'initially started to help identify thousands of victims

, of a past flood. Wright has been actively, lobbying in hopes that this problem of un
identified bodies can be solved by linking up the 1,500 medical examiner's offices,

/ throughout the United States.
Right now ut the Broward County' Morgue, in just one area in the United States,

there are seven bodies that Dr Wright and his staff say "they are further stymied
in efforts to identify bodies due to the time it takes to have fingerprints matched
with those held by the Federal Bureau of Investigation." The FBI lab is terribly un
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derstaffed and their uverwhelming requests fur prints take about three months to
have a request filled It Ai bren NJ had that the FBI nu longer does fingerprinting for
people who apply fur business reasons Therefore, in many cases if the unidentified
person is nut a criminal whose fingerprints are logged with the FBI, the chances uf
identifying the person is slim According to a female member of Wright's staff,
-you've got tu realize there are people uut there who want to know what happened
to their loved unes That's why we work so hard to come through These aren t just
bodies, they're people It is evident that people are held in morgues throughout the
United States, buried at a cost tu their local counties in John Doe or unmarked
graves and nu one ever knows that it's their dear relative that they have been look-
ing for It is almost inconceivable, in this great country with its resources, that this
problem exists and continues to exist After a lung continuing discussion with
iNnght, he has determined that there would be approximately 19,040 unidentified
bodies a year throughout the country The cost of setting up a computer to keep this
information so there could be a,ready exchange by all authurities..through the
United States ts so small that It )4 actuallyVidiculous.

After interviewing hxal police agencies in Plonda, New York State and Michigan,
the overall lack of communication bekveen local and state authorities is incredu-
lous In the experience of the Hollywood police, when attempting to supply informa-
tion about Adam's disappearance nationwide they found that the systems of two
entire states were so antiquated that they would not even take any information
about Adam The "infamous NCIC, National Crime Information Computer, is so
overburdened with general statistom that it is ineffective. Crimes as diverse as bur-
glary, i_ar theft. runaway husbands, and murder, as well as, information on missing
persons are fed intu this computer that it is impossible for a local agency to cross-
reference information from other agencies The NCIC cannot be accessed without a
name or license number or social security number What help is this in identifying
a dead child's body or a living child that is too young to kndw its name?

In light of President Reagan's call for budget cuts in every area, the problem of a
budget supporting a centralized reporting system for missing chddren and the cen-
tralized system folksturing information on dead bodies must be addressed. We have
to approach this from a business standpoint In Mr Reagan's recent speech in New
Orleans on the epidemic of crime in the United States, he said, "we will seek closer
cooperation between Federal, State and Local officials un law enforcement and
prison problems

What we are propokng in the way of a centralized computer system for missing
children and also a computer for the identification of bodies in The Missing Chil-
drens Act is just what Mr Reagan is talking about. But, since he is such an econo-
my minded president, let's address the facts from a budgetary viewpoint If there
are 50,000 children a year that are missing in the United States, as a conservative
figure, and they meet the requirements of The Missing Childrens Act, then this
number could be eaisly stored in a computer that could be linked up with police
agencies throughout the United States. The 10,000 or so missing bodies and informa-
tion concerning them, would put no burden on this particular computer whatsoever

Let's address the real problem
According to Bereaved Parehts, an organization of charters throughout the

United States of parents with deceased or murdered children, 90 percent of the mar-
riages fail as a result of the trauma of a death of a child. Many of the people in this
bracket, as well' as, members of the 100,000 children snatched by ex-parents and
runaways, are also devastated financially From our own personal experience, this
devastated us financially. It cost evez-y Eat of savings we had as well as, whatever
money we'could borrow, to search for Adam. The amount of time lost at work, the
need for emotional counseling, the lost tax dollars, and the emotional wrecks of sur-
viving parents that are 'cast on the welfare system of our society is enormous. If you
could i.akulate these uncakulable figures they would far outweigh the cost of a cen-
tralized reporting system for missing bodies and missing children.

Looking at it from a businessman s standpoint, the bottom line here is that noth-
'ing is being done in the way of storage and classification of information on missing
children or unidentified bodies, but yet the reality of the devastated emotional and
financial survivors is a burden on the econbmy of this country.

Included in this statement you will see a letter from Child Find, a non-profit orga-
nization in New York As a result of our one appearance on national television with
David Hartman, three children have been located If this could be done by one seven
minute interview on network television,"it is incalculable to think what the vast
progress of the federal government could do to assist in this problem.

The reaction of the majority of the 20,000 letters we received were of deep sympa-
thy, shock and in many, many cases, frustration Why frustration?
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We have been classified in the papers and by many people and interviews with
friends as an 'All American Family I don't know what that means, but I do know
that prior to this incident with Adam we were great believers in the United States of
Amenca I have traveled throughuut the world and seen the misery that people who
live in .other countries exist and under the oppression that many of them labor My
beliefs in this system have been shaken to the core No matter how hard we try We

can t stop thinking about how Adam just have felt in the hands Of his abductor and
the thoughts that went through his mind Everyone, including us, would like to
block out these thoughts of this beautiful six year old boy and remember him as the
child he was But, the reality of Adam's.death is something that we have to deal
with. All we have is part of hun to cremate and we will spread those remains over
the ocean that he loved so dearly But what of the other parents9 Many of whom
are still searching and will never give up hope, and must deal with the constant
horror of what has happened to their small children.

Since our return, we have appeared on many talk shows, one in ,the midwest, sev-
eral m South Florida and we are stheduled to appear on future talk shows and a
reappearance on 'Good Morning Amen& We feel we have a definite stOry to tell,
but the general reaction of the public, when we speak to them, whether through the
media or through our small Adam Walsh Outreach Center for Missing Children, is
one of complete amazement that no system exists within this country to look for
missing children. Everyone seems to take the attitude, "I thought that the.govern-
ment could do that." Apparently people believe what they see on television, that*
when a small child is missing, the FBI cOmes in immediately with an individual
similar to Robert Stack in the role of Elliot Ness and that SWAT teams swoop down
on the villians and the child is found. The grim reality is that of what' happened to
Adam In most cases the individuals get no support or help whatsoever and return
to thefr homes emotionally and financially devastated In most cases, the Child is
either never found alive or dead. We could go on and on quoting instances, statis-
tics, personal experiences, and I would bring everyone of these to Congress if that
needs to be the case.

Believe me, little children do not run away, as many police agencies think Again
we say, right now at this very moment there are little children out there in the
hands of whatever, crying, pleading and are begging that mommy and daddy or Mr
Policeman or someone come to their aid or look for them to save them We are real-
ists and we are not asking for a national police force to search for every missing
child, Just asking for a centralized system and that the FBI assist whenever possible
when a sighting of a child is out of state and the local police can't follow up that
lead. It's not too much to ask of this "great society "

It is an awesome responsibility that this committee has in telling this tale to the
rest of the legislative members of the House of Representatives As we have said,
our beliefs in the system have been shaken to the core We ask along with hundreds
of thousands of people who prayed for Adam and are now praying for us, that you
the lawmakers of this country, who have the power to do something that our forefa-
thers dreamt, will make this a reality. That is to guarantee the personal freedoms of
everyone in this country including the children.

As one letter expressed, "Multi-milhon dollar investigations have been conducted
against violators of man-made-laws, while those who transgress against the only
real laws of mankibdGod's commandmentsare looked upon as statistics, if that
If our government had its priorities in order, the focus of our criminal justice
system could be aimed at those who rob, rape, maim, and* kill af random The
danger Ls not organized crime, it is disorganized crime, which fifl our streets with
violence and our hearts with fear.

Granted children don't vote and don't pay taxes, but they are definitely the re-
sources of this country because someday they will be the future lawmakers and the
guardians of us in pur old age. It is too late for Adam and it is sad because we feel
he would have been a fine citizen, but it is not too late for us to tell Adam's story to
everyone and we will.

For us personally the nightmare continues. Two possible, but not probable, sus-
pects in Adam's case are now in custody. The first suspect recently raped and bludg-
eoned a six year old boy and left him uneObscious npar railroad tracks in a remote
area of Florida. The boy subsequently died in the hospital, never regaining con-
sciousness. In the effects of the suspect was found a diary logging and evaluating in
his own perverse terms the homosexual rape, assault and possible murder of 25 vic-
tims, young boys ranging in age of ten years and younger The acts of violence were
carried out throughout two states in the last two years A second suspect, in custody
in an Eastern State, a twice convicted child molester on parole, had newspaper arti
cles concerning Adam's tragedy pasted throughout his room There were app-roxi-
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mately 45 incidents having occurred throughout four states during a three year
, period, descnbed by the suspect. These are statistics kept by, no agencies, known
only to the parents of the missing children and to God who only knows where these
children are now. Subsequently, a mini warehouse, the gruesome evidence of his 20
year career were discovered. Among the effects found were six sets of small boys
clothing, pornographic literature dealing with Sadism, detailed diaries, correspond-
ence with another child molester, the grissly tools of his trade, whim chains, pad-
dles, and sticks as well as cassette tapes. As I listened to the tapes I saw tears in the
eyes of six street-wise, supposedly hardened homocide detectives, continuing to
listen to the screams, cries and pleadings of those young voices, not to hear sighs of
my own sort's voice, I became physically ill. I wifl never be able to forget those cries.
nor thoughts of the parents who are still wondering.

Unless the public becomes more aware, and the lislative bodies_ of this country
address this tragic problem, everyone should be formd to hear those tapes

We put more faith in the good side of humanity, as demonstrated by the thou-
sands of people who helped in Adam's case. And we put our faith in you and the
Supreme Being, that He will assist you in seeing your way clear to do everything in
your power to help the helpless ones. The ones who hold a very special place in His
eyes, the Children.

CHII:D FIND, INC.,
New Palte, N.Y, September 4, 1981.

JOHN WALSH,
Director of Marketing,
Paradise Gmnd Hotel,
Bal Harbor, Fla.

DIAL Ma. WALSH. I want you to know something of the scope Of influence your
appearance on Good Morning America has had on hundreds of lives, esPecially di-
rectly upon three children to date. missing since 1976, an 11-year-old Norwegian girl
(Sarah); missing suiCe 1919 a 7-year-old boy, disappeared in March 1981, a ten-year-
old boy (Taj). . . . All of these have been positively identified because their photos
were broadcast nationwide. All three are in, the process of being followed up

In response to our plea to George Merlis, Executive Producer of GMA (copy en-
closed), he mildly objected to setting a precedent for other "special interests " How-
ever, he did express positivism about a fellow-up when one of the identified children
(referred to above) is reunited.

Enclosed is a letter to the attention of you and Mrs. Walsh which was inadvert-
ently opened with all of our other mail. We received so mUch response to your cour-
age. Hundreds of people told us that they were jolted into aWareness for their
children's safety because of your experience, which you so selflessly shared So
many concerned parents (presidents of PTA's and other groups) requested a list of
precautions, that we were compelled to revise our parent brochure and include a
very general list to jog awareness primarily. (Please feel free to contribute sugges-
tions regarding ou)ist, if you-should wish to.)

Some individu sent us money in appreciation for the work we are doing This
we've set aside in a special fund in Memory of Adam to be used solely to reach out
to youngsters directly.

It's so difficult to write to you because I want to express to you what I fin? I
cannot verbalize. In your loss you choee to give so much to othershope and aware-
ness to pfeventthat the great urge is to be able to give you something in return
That's where the frustration sets in. I would welcome speaking with you if you
should wish it. You are moet welcomed to use our above 800 number.

Sincerely,
GLORIA J. YERICOvICH,

Executive Director.'

Mr. EDWARDS. We will now hear from Dr. Ronald Wright, the
district medical examiner for the State of Flgrida.

TESTIMONY OF RONALD WRIGHT, DISTRICT MEDICAL EXAMIN-
ER, STATE OF FLORIDA, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PATHOL-
OGY, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Dr. WIUGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee:

Pi- MK 0 - 12 - 3
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I would like to address primarily one part of this bill which I see
as being in two parts. One concerns a clearinghouse of-information
for missing children per se. The other concerns a national clearing-
house of information to assist in the identification of deceaied per-
sons, irrespective of their age.

As to the first part of the missing children, I ihink what has
been said very eloquently this morning is that this is needed. The
only response which I could add to that is in the defense of local
law enforcement, of which I am a member, saying many things
have been talked about about records being taken by local law en-
forcement officers and then filed away. Well, what else are they to
do?

Basically speaking we have a system right now of law enforce.
ment which does not facilitate the solution to the problem of miss-
ing children. In Broward County alone with a population of 1.1 mil.
lion people there are 26 police agencies. Each of them attempts to
maintain a missing persons recordkeeping system. It is rather ludi-
crous I think that we do not and have not developed at the Federal
level where it needs to be done some kind of system to do this kind
of recordkeeping.

What has been said about local law enforcement not doing an
adequate job I think ii mostly related to their not having the tools,
and they do not have the tools because the Federal Government is
negligent in providing them because they need to be done at the
Federal level.

With regard to unidentified individuals, right now in my morgue
I have 10 people who I do not know who they are. They died of var-
ious things. The majority were murder victims. Most of these
people are young. All of them have somebody somewhere who is
looking for them. I cannot find them, and they cannot find me. In
Florida alone there are 23 medical examiner agencies, and if you
were looking for a family member of yours, you would have to call
23 medical examiners' offices just to cover the State of Florida.

Now, we have developed through the use of a computerized
system in Colorado a method in which five States are getting to-
gether to try to put this information together. However, this should
be done at the Federal level. We get woefully bad support from the
Federal level.

The FBI when established seemed to be three major areas which.
it was charged with responsibility for: First: to improve forensic sci-
ences in the laboratory dvision, second: to improve identification
through the identification section; and third: to do the Federal
police work. Over the years that I have for the last decade been
involved as a local medical examiner, I have seen the Federal
police aspect of the PBI hypertrophy and I have seen the identifica-
tion section of the FBI be cut to the bone and now to the marrow.
Right now the only chance I have from the Federal level of help-
ing, of identifying the unidentified people is if their have a criminal
record. If they are a criminal we may be able to identify them, but
itwill take at least 6 weeks for the Federal Bureau of Investigation
to get back to me with an answer. The Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion identification section has been cut back to the extent that they
are no longer processing civilian fingerprhits. That I consider to be
a crime.
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This bill I look upon as saying something here that Congress is
saying. They are saying that these kinds of things are what the
Federal Government is about and we are going to do it, and I wish
you very much success.

Thar* you very much..
[The prepared statement of Ronald Wright followsl

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

My name ts Ronald Keith Wright. I am a physician specializing in forensic pathOl-
ogy. I am board certified in anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology I am the dis-
trict medical examiner of district 17, State of Florida which is Broward County, a
county of 1.1 million people.

This year so far we have two children who have been found in my district who we
have not been able to identify. Both were skeletons when found.

With no national data bank for parents to go to, the parents of those two children
do not know I have them, nor do I have a way ofreaching them.

Considermg how little it will cost to set up such a data bank, that is a shame

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Dr. Wright.
Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Doctor, if this is going to work and we are going to try

to make it work, what individuals should be mandated to submit
their information? Now, you as. a medical examiner, or a coroner in
other jurisdictions, certainly you should be required by State legis-
lation to submit this information on unidentified dead bodies to a
nationa/ information center. Are there any other people who ought
to be so mandated?

Dr. Wluotrr. Yes. We have such a mandate right now in Florida
by regulation for all of the medical examiners. We do if with the
Colorado system. If this gets established, we can do that with the
Federal system. I think it is very important that all of the coroners'
and medical examiners throughout the United States under their
various local legislation be mandated to this. I think it would take
very little to do that, incidentally.

Mr. HYDE. You say by regulation rather than law?
Dr. WRIGHT. YeS. I think the existing statutes in most of the

States would allow this to be established bi regulation instead of
statute. I thinkat, least most of the States which follgutt Freadylor-

lida model have existing statutory reporting requirem
in existence, which this by regulation could be included under the
existing State laws.

Mr. HYDE. Who issues the regulation?
Dr. WRIGHT. Generally it depends on how the State operates. If it

is a medical examiner system such as in Maryland, such as in
Delaware, the medical examinerthe chief medical examiner of
the State would handle this under existing statute: In States such
as Florida, which have a commission which, does this, the commis-
sion could do the regulation. In some of the Midwestern States it.
might require another statute.

Mr. HYDE. It seems to me that if this was mandated by statute it
would have much more significance, rather than becoming buried
among the regulations, which sometimes proliferate and are ob-
scurenot that statutes are not, but there seems to be more
muscle behind a statute with a mandate than a regulation.

Dr. Wiuoirr. If you at the Federal level would provide us with
the tools to work I do not think you are going to have any problem.

a
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Mandated by statute or manciated by regulation or unmandated,
you will have our wholehearted cooperation.

Mr. HYDE. I have maintained for some time that society often
thinks more of animals than it does of people. That may be an
unkind statement, but this clipping from the Tampa Tribune of
July 28, 1977, where a horse, Fran Freluche, I guess, was valued at
a high price, a racehorse in foal to Secretariat, disappeared and the
FBI said, "We are investigating and assuming we have jurisdiction
because of the value of the horse. Jf we never prove there was in-
terstate travel, then of course it is a local matter." But the value of
the horse interested that particular office of the FBI, and I do not
denigrate that. It was a very valuable piece of horseflesh, but I do
not think I need to carry the' discussion any further. The hurnan
beings who are missing ought to be equally a concern .of our best
law enforcement and most resourceful law enforcement agencies,
so we hope this legislation will move iii that direction..

Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Sensenbren-

ner.
., Mr. SENSENBEENNER. Thank you very much.

I would like to express my appreciation to Mr. Shaw and Senator
Hawkins for bringing this, matter to this subcommittee.

I am concerned that' however well-intentioned this piece of legis-
lation may be it really would not answer the problem in two re-
spects. First of all, it d,oes not require local law enforcement agen-
cies that get reports of missing individuals, both children and
adults, to utilize the facilities of the Attorney General and the
NCIC, and second, I Mil wondering whether, if the name of the
missing individual was placed in the setup envisioned by this legis-
lation, how effective would it be in actually locating miskng indi-
viduals and returning them home.

Now, my question is this. Would you favor an amendment, any of
you, to this legislation which would require that every local law en-
forcement jurisdiction within a specified period of time mandatori-
ly report the names of missing children and adults to a centralized
file? .

The second question, again using tfie very tragic case of Adam,
whose name was put into the NCIC, even if the names were in
there, how do you think it would help?

Mr. WALSH. Answering the second part of your question, it does
not help now, as I brought out in the text. If the child is found, to
give you a concrete case, if the child does not kno* its name and is
found somewhere, alive or dead, there is no way the NCIC can be
accessed, even if the local law enforcement officer is concerned and
wants to access the NCIC, unless he has a name, a soêial security
number or license number, he cannot access the NCIC. SO if you
have a 3- or 4-year-old child and he is there, the person who kid-
napped him lets him go, it may be months before the police officer
can identify him, because who does he, contact to let the people
know he has the child. In the case of unidentified bodies, theve is
no one to contact. There is no system.

Addressing should there be an amendment to this bill making it
mandatory for local police agencies to send information on missing
persons.Szod, that would be the optimum, yes. We wanted to take a
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baby step with thisbill. We are not that naive and we are not that
easily dissuaded that this will find children. This will not find ,chil-
dren. None of us parents ...ye that this will automatically be the
end-all and be-all to g children. It will allow a parent who
does not get coo on from local police through the right chan-
nels to put info ation into the NCIC, but not to take it back out,
because the privacy law is there, it would put information in a
computer system just for missing children, break it away from cars
and refrigerators, et cetera. If police agencies wanted and were con-
cerned enough, they could cross-reference it.

If a police officer in Florida in the case of Adam *accessed this
computer and said what has been put into it in the last 2 months
about 61/2-year-old blond boyd ,with two front teeth missing, they
would have been able to get that information and it might assist in
the finding of Adam. It would force police agencies to give informa-
tion on missing children.

This is a child bill, primarily. If this committee could write that
legislation and put that amendment onto this hill and you think it
would pass, that would be fantastic. Because many of the local
police agencies do not have a clue who to go to,.other than their
jurisdiction. In Broward County we found out two of the police
agencies had misinformation abbut Adam and thought he was kiçl-
nayped by a grandparent.

r.. SilAw: Dr. Wright has reservations on a plane at noon. If
there are other questIons to be directed to him

Mr. SENSZNBRENNER. In a table attached to Senator Hawkins'
testimony about the use of NCIC during August 1981, there is a
rather wide difference.in the use of the NCIC by States. I am proud
to say in-terms of per capita use of NCIC, my, State ranks first. In

..the instructional programs given to local police departments, per-
haps by State law enforcement agencies or the State attorney
general',3 office, in some States there has been quite a bit of infor-
mation that has been disseminated, and in other 'States- there has
been little or none, Perhaps this, would be another way to attack
this problem.

I tb.ank the Chair and yield back my-time.
-Mr. EDWARDS. Would you envisage a system whereby the medical

examiners of the 50 States would either be encouraged or required`
to report to the NCIC the fact that in the morgue there is a child's
body, and with a brief description thereof?

Dr. %miff. Yes, sir. I think that that is very important. Getting
, down to the nitty-gritty of this sort of thing, identification has to

be based in many kinds of casei on such information as dental
identification. In the case of children, we almost never can use fin-
erprints. It is based upon comparison with preexisting X-rays.

kind of information, if we can get it eventually into a data
bank when we start looking for a missing child, just to get across
the idea that this form which the local law enforcement people are
going to have is going to have it question which says are there
dental records, are there X-rays available? If for some weird
reason, are there any fingerprints available? If we can get those
questions being asked of the parents when the'thild is missing, we
will also be putting that back into fhe tile when we identify a
person as deceased and unidentified. If we can get that information
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isolated, I think it gives us a very good chance of solving much of
our unidentified, both children and adults.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Doctor.
Thank you, Mr. Shaw. To the Walshes, I want to say that it is a

rare experience to be in the presence of people who are truly
heroic, and I say that because if what happened to you had hap-
pened to me, I probably would spend the rest of my life wallowing
in self-pity and say God, whr me? You have decided to turn your
tragedy into an act of love for other people who need help, and so
instead of wallowing in self-pity you have said that you are going
to use our experience to help other people and maybe they will not
have to go through what you have gone through. This is an act of
love and an act of heroism that I suggest may be making God a
little less bored with this world.
.1 Thank you.

Mr. EDWARDS. I thank the gentleman from Illinois for his re-
marks and associate myself with him. We thank all the witnesses
for being here today.

There is another vote, and we are going to have to adjourn.
Mr. Slimy. I wish to associate myself with these remarks as they

apply to Mr. and Mrs. Walsh. They have taken an absolutely sense-
less act that could have made them recluses and found meaning in
it. If this legislation passes it would give meaning to this pure trag-
edy.

Mr. WALSH. We thank you on behalf of all the missing children
and the parents that are still searching. Thank you.

Mr. EDWARDS. The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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THE MISSING CHILDRENCS ACT ,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONsTrrunoNAL RI

COMMTITEE ON JAIczARY,
Washington, D.C.

The iubcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room
2141, Raburn ,House Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards (chair-
man of the subCommittee), presfding.

Present: Representatives Edwards and Hyde.
Staff present Catherine A. Leroy, counsel; Michael D. Tucevich,

counsel, and Thomas M. Boyd, assosiate counsel.
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee "will come to order.
Today we begin our .second hearing on H.R. 3781, the Misaing

Children's Act.
Evidence which we received in our initiai hearing suggested that

each year approximately 150,000 of our children are reported miss- c-
ing. The majority of these cases apparently go unpublicized and
frantic parents receive little, if any, assistanee in locating their
children. .

This bill attempts to create a national tearingt-iuse of informa-
tion with respect to both missing children and -unidentified de-
ceased

We have invited representatives of the FBI this morning to share
with us their comments as to the extent of the problem, and their
views as to how effective this bill might be in alleviating that
problem.

L

I would yield to the gentleman from Illinois who has been one of
the chief sponsors of thisjmportant legislation.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I ask unanimous consent that the committee permit the meeting

this morning to be covered in whole or part by television broadcast,
radio broadcast, and/or still photography pursuant to rule 5 of the
committee rulea

Mr. EDWARDS. Is there objection?
The Chair hears none.
As oul- first witness,.we are pleased to welcome Mr. David Neme-

cek, NCIC Section Chief, and Mr. Richard Dennis. Mr. Dennis is
Assistapt Section Chief, Crimin.al Investigation Division of the Fed-
eral-Bu?eau of Investigation.
(( Also, we have Kier Boyd.
) Gentlemen, we are pleased to have you here.

(35)
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TESTIMONY OF KIER T. BOYD, INSPECTOR, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR, TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION, FBI; DAVID F.
NEMECEK, NCIC SECTION CHIEF; AND RICHARD DENNIS, AS-
SISTANT SECTION CHIEF, CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVI-
SION, FBI .

Mr KIER BOYD'. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Congressman
Hyde.

I am Kier Boyd, Assistant Director of the FBI's Tec4n4ed Serv-
ices Division. On my right is David F. Nernecek, Sectinn Chief for
the National Crime Information Center; On my left Iticjrard C.
Dennis, Jr., representing our CrirAInal Investigative Division.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before the commitfee-
on tlik important bill and Icwould like to ask the chairman if I
may enter my opening stategrent and then spak eitemporaneous-

.. ly on that and enlarge on some of the items gontained in the
opening statement.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, it Will be,entered in the record
in full at this point. "

[Statement of Mr. Boyd followsl

/).

'`
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0111VING STATiNUT Of

INSPECTOR-DBPOTY ASSISTANT DIRICTOR BIER T. BOYD

t.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to appear

before the Subcommittee todayto discuss thd National Crise

Information Center end, more specifically, the WIC Missing

Person Pile: and the need for.an unidentified deed file. itith me

are David, F. Nemecek,othe Chief of WIC, and Richard C. Dennis,

Or.. from our Criminal Investigative Division.

NCIC was created pursuant to-28 0.,S. Con': Section,x634,

and.wes placed on line January, 1967. The"System is a model

example of cooperative effort among city, county, state, end

Federal criminal justice agencies to provide an invaluable tool

for the nationwide criminal justice enormity. A major objective

ofXIC is to provide for timely, accurate, docrmentlid criminal

justice informatin, eS well as immediate confirmation of this

information When in NCIC hat occurs. WIC polity requirei that
%

only the criminal justice agency with lmriseiction over the

investigation or the appointed holder of tie record is

authorised to enter, update, and confirm WIC record information.

Although relying on voluntary entiy of records in NCIC, the

Systan has been a suócesince its inception in 1967, and now
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contains over 90008000 active records with a daily average of

342,000 transactions. The average inquiry time is approximately

three seconds and the cosi to the Federal Government is 4.8 cents

per transaction.

A Missing Person File was created as, a part of uCIC in

1975 under the authority set forth in 28 U. S. Code, Section 534.

pne concern an the establishment of the Missing Person File was

to prOvide for adults whose welfare might be in danger by being

missing. The primary impetus for ,the file's creation los to

provide a file to respond to the fieed for a meana of nationwide

dissemination of information concerning missing and runaway

children. The entry criteria established for the File are as

followst-

1. A person of any age,who is missing and under proven

physical/m4a1 disability or is senile, thereby subjecting

himself or others to personal.and'immediate danger.

2. A person of any age who is missins and in the

company of another person under circumstances indicating that his

or her physical safety is in danger.

2
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,

3. A person of any age who is missing under

circumstances indicating that the disappearancepwas not

voluntary.
. .

4. A person who is missing and declared unemancipated

as defined by the laws of his tate of residence and does not

meet any of the ntry criteria set forth in 1, 2, or 3 above.

. If a missing juvenile has a mental disability or is

missing and in the company of another person under circumstances

indicating that his or her safety is in danger, or is missing
,

under circumstances indicating the disappearance wAs not

voluntar y, then the juvenile woutd be entered in one of the first
i

three ifitry criteria. Criterion;#4 was stablished as a general

category to accommodate ntry oi juveniles who do not qualify for

'the first three categories. disIimal documentation of the
,

circumstances surrounding the i dividual's disappearance, such as

the filing of a missing perso. report, is th.required in order at .ril

a record qualify for ntry in NCIC. Since 1975, approximately

780,000 missing persons records have been entered in the file,

592,000 of.which were juveniles under the fourth category. The

total number of missing persons contained in the file at this
g

time is 24,640, of which approximately 19,000 are jveniles. The

3

I

4 d
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Missing, Person Pile is the most ctive NCIC file in terms of

percentage of records ntered iind cleared with an average

turnover rate per month of 50%.

A:normal process to ccomplish the entry of a juvinile

us the Missing Person Pile would be as follows: P. law

enforcement agency would receive a missing report from a parent,

guardian, oi family member indicating the child's disappearance.

The report would be referred immediately to an individual

stationed at an WIC terminal for entry into the syftem.

Approximate entry data would be typed in and sent via high-speed

telecommunications lines to the PSI computer for storage.

Thereafter, any of the approximately 62,000 agencies authorized

to make inquiries of MCIC could, upon encountering an individual
-

who may be missing, make a terminal inquiry of the computer to

determine the missing status of the individual. Should an

inquiring agency receive an NCIC 'hit,' the agency would

immediately contact the entering agency to validate the record

data, attempt to identify if the record and the individual are

one and the same and, if identical, make arrangements for the

return of the individual. Specific identifying data that may be

entered in the record or contained in the record are as follows:

4

4
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Missing Persofi Pile dosignaCar and category, i.e., Disability,

Indangered, Involuntary, or Juvenile; Identity of the agency

entering the record; Missing person's nese; Sex; Dace; Place

di-birth, e.g., State, Canadian Province, or foreign country;

Date of birth; Date of emancipation (for Juvenile category

, records only); Neight; Weight, Nye Color; PSI Identification

Number; Skin Ton (complexion); Scars, aarks, tattoos,

artificial or missing body parts and aids, etc.; Fingerprint

classifidation; MuscellaneO'us nuabers including: (Alien

registration;- Canadian Social Insurance; Mariner's bocuaent or

identification; Military Serial; Police identification;

Passport; Stato-issued personal identification; Port'Security

identification% RCMP Identification or Fingerprint

classification; Selective Service; Veterans Adainistration

Cleft)." Social Security Number; Operator's (driver's) license

number with.the state of issuance and year.that license expires;

Date that the person is discovered to be missing; ix:tering

-agency's case number; Miscellaneous data such as the missing

person's nicknames, a description of the clothing that the

missing porson was wearing, and any inforsation for which there

is no data element; Information concerning a vehicle tiiat the

missing person has in his or her possessil.

5
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pan users are regularly trained regarding the existence

and use of all NCIC files thrOugh publications, onsite training,

and through regular NCIC user Regional and Advisory Policy Board

meetings. Specifically yith reference to the Missing Person file
_

we have recently highlighted its avatiaiN..tv, through an article

in the NCIC monthly newsletter, a letter from Director Webster to

all Special Agents in Charge, and verbal publication at NCIC

Regional meetings and the Advisory Policy Board meeting. We have

alsavprepared an article for publication in the "Law,Bnforcement

Bulletin.'

Turning to the problem of the unidentified dead, the FBI

Identification Division has assisted in theiidentification of

unknown deceased persons since 1924, pursuant to authority now

contained in 28 U. S. Code,Section 534, through fingerprint

Identification and disaster-assistance service. In 'addition,

since the inception of NCIC, the FBI has provided, upon request

or receipt of an all-points bulletin, additional assistance in

this regard. A special search of NCIC missing person and wanted

person records ss conducted utilizing general descriptive data

provided by the inquiring agency? A listing Of all NCIC records

6
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of individuals mooting the general descriptive data is.provided

to the investigative agency to assist in the identification of

tbe deceased. .1he MCIC Advisory Policy Board has periodically

- addressed the need for a separate NCIC file containing

descriptive data on unidentified deceased persons. A number of

zssues that have been addressid in the consideration are as

follows: The need for a centralized data base at a national

el-viionstandardisation of identification data; requirement for

centralization of
data-tollection_at_the state level, the degree

of compliiity and cost of computerization of ail-Identification

data, the requirement for immediate
response utilizing a systes ,

like NCIC and the
ippropriate agency to house such a file if it'

if required. At the June, 1911, Advisory Policy Board meeting a

recommendation was made to establish a two-year pilot project

utilising the existing Colorado
State Unidentified -.Dead File to

evaluate the-need for and feasibility of establishment of a

national computerised file.
Status reports will be given' at each

of the biyearly Advisory Policy Board meetings. Experience has

taught us that when creating batally new information systems, the

use of a pilot project is the best way to proceed.

7
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Director Webster has mot with ambers of Coo9rcsc

concerning the subject matter of today's boarIngs. Me shares

their concern and hopes that through your efforts, means will be'

found to assist in the return of missing children and

identification of unknown deceased persons.

8
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Mr. KIER BOYD. The NCIC system exists pursuant to title 28,
United States Code, section 534. It is a system which was idaugu-
rated in January 1967 and is a cooperative venture with the Feder-
al, State, and local criminal justice community. It is entirely a
voluntary system as far as the entry of records and the use which
is made of it.

Today there are approximately 9 million records in the 'system
and, on any given day, the transactions against our files will be
somewhere between 340,000 and 350,000 transactions. The costs to
the Federal Government are approximately 4% cents per transác-
tion whieh includes the computer resources to run the system, the
telecommunication lines out to the State control terminals and
certain Federal agencies, and the management of the system which
Mr. Nemecek's people provide.

Turning to the missing persons file, the system came up with a
missing persons file in 1975. There were four criteria setforth, and
they are still active today. Three of them have to do with people
whose disappearance is either not voluntary or there is some indi-
cation that their disappearance may result in harm to themselves
or to others.

The fourth one, and the primary reason for the file, was a
repository for missing children.

Specifically, the first category of the four is a person of any age
who is missing and under proven, physical or mental disability or
senile, thereby subjecting himself or others to personal and imme-

---_diate danger.
The second category, a person of any age who is missing and in

the company of another person_under circumstances indicating
that his or her physical safety is in danief.--.-

The third, a person of any age who is missing unaer circum--
stances indicating that the disappearance was not voluntary.

The fourth one, and the one that we will be discussing this
morning, is the one that says a person who is missing and declared
unemancipated as defined by the laws of his State of residence, and
does not meet any of the first three criteria.

To date we have had approximately*780,000 people entered into
the mising persons file, roughly 592,000 of these have been juve-
niles. Oh any given day the file size for missing persons will be
about 24,000, Of those, 19,000 are juveniles. It is a file with a fast
turnover rate; on the average, about 50 percent of the file turns
over during the course of the month.

The mechanics of entry are that the person who is a parent,
guardian, or a relative of a missing child will go and report that to
the authorities in charge of investigating that disappearance. That
agency will, then enter into NCIC the data which is available and
fits into the format of the file.

To give you some idea of the data which iS contained in it, in
addition to identifying the agency which ,entered it and,their par-
ticular case file number, we have the missing person's nifff-sex,
race, place of birth, date of birth, in the case of a juvenile the date
of emancipation, height, weight, eye color, hair color, FBI number
if there is one, skin tone, scars, marks, tattoos, fingerprint classifi-
cation if it is known, social security number, and any other number
which may be used to help iderolify that person.

SS-686 0 - S2 - 4
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In addition to this, we have fields for the operator's license to
show the number of the license, the State, when the license ex-
pires, we also have fields to indicate what vehicle the person may
be using, specifically the license plate data, vehicle identification
number, year, make, model, style, color of the vehicle.

We then have the date that the person was missing and, fmally,
we/have what we call a miscellaneous field in which one can enter
anything which might assist in the identification of the person,
such as the clothes that they were last seen wearing.

Once this information is entered into NCIC, it is immediately
available to approximately 62,000 criminal justice agencies
throughout the country. If an inquiry is made on the system, it is
treated the same as any other inquiry on another file, namely, this
is just lead information at this point. It, is up to the person who has
the missing child to get together with\the agency which has the
investigative jurisdiction to determine, ist the child which they are
holding the person who has the record entered about him? If that
is the case, then an arrangement is made for the return of the
child.

As I indicated, we began the file in 1975. We have on a continu-
ing basis brought the existence of this file to the attention of those
who are using the system. I would like to enter at the conclusion of
our testimony 15 NCIC newsletters which span the period April
1975 to the present year.

On a continuing basis, we are telling the people about the avail-
ability of this file. In addition to this, Mr. Nemecek's people, who
are out training State people, stress the availability of the file and
the mechanics of its use.

The file is also discussed at our regional meetings, the NCIC
system being split into four different regions. It is also regularly
discussed at the Advisory Policy Board meetings.

Within the past year, Director Webster has sent a letter to the
special agents in charge, wfiich we call a SAC memorandum, advis-
ing them_of the file and, more importantly, offering that as an
opportunity to-F our police coordinators to, once again, bring to the
attention of the police the exiiteirice of the file and its usefulness.

At the present time we are preparing an artide for the Law
Enforcement Bulletin where we have taken statistical data from
the system and not only tried to once again remind people of the
existence of the file, but give some information such as, are there
more female runaways than male? At the present time it is indicat-
ed that about 60 percent of the people in the file are girls.

How king are they likely to be gone? What are the age brackets
as far as percentage of disappearance?

We fmd at least on the initial data that we have that the
disappearance rate is fairly low and seems then to rise sharply and
peak in the area of 15-, 16-, and 17-year-olds.

We would also like to see such things as, is there a time during
the year when disappearance is more likely than at some other
time? Also, as far as the entry of the name into the NCIC system,
is there a correlation between how fast you enter it into the system
and the likelihood that the person will be found and returned?

These are things which we hope in the forthcoming Law Enforce-
ment Bulletin article we will be able to answer.

5u :
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Turning to the unidentified dead, the Identification Division of
the FBI has since 1924 assisted in the identification of unknown
deceased persons through fingerprints.

The figures that are available seem to indicate that this is suc-
cessful in about 35 percent of the cases, most of the people just do
not have fingerprints on file. The NCIC section is also able and
does lend assistance in the identification of unknown dead.

If there is an all points bulletin or if a specific request is made of

NCIC, they will take the data furnished and do an off-line search
against the file and give the inquiring agency lists of people that
may be their unidentified dead.

The need for a central file was first discussed in the early 1970's

at an NCIC all-participants meeting. Since that time, the question

has come up periodically.
In December of last year the NCIC.Advisory Policy Board cre-

ated an ad hoc committee to look into this, and in June of this year
the ad hoc subcommitee came back and recommendedand the
Advisory Policy Board adoptedthat we use the Colorado Siate
unidentified-dead file as a pilot. This we would run for approxi-
mately 2 years in order to get data on such things as the standardi-
zation of information.

We find that one of the best means of identifying deceased people
is the dental chart, yet there are perhaps 15, 16, 17 different types
of dental charts used and ways of marking it. Others, things we are
looking into, what is the time criticality? Is this something that
should be an online file or is this something that could work
adequately without online access to a system such as NCIC?

What is the cost of such a file? On cost plata, we have taken the
Colorado system as a model and made sorhe preliminary cost esti-
mates. The startup costs would be approximately $47,000 and about

21/4 workyeks.
On the costs of maintaining the system once it is up, it would be

approximately $285,000 and a little in excess of 4 workyears.
What Colorado is finding is that there is not a lot of activity

against that file, and we prefer when we have a new approach like
this to go with a pilot andirun the 'thing long enough that we are
able to get a pretty good handle on what sort of information is

needed, how should it be formatted, how should the system be run.
At the present time, I believe the figures Dave gave me, in 1

month the Colorado system, accepted a little over a dozen unidenti-
fied dead reports and they had six inqUfrieS. against-the-file: With
that sort of thing, we really need a fairly long period in order to
determine what is the best way of creating and maintaining such
file, if in fact that is given to us.

At the conclusion of our testimony, I would like to also enter into
the record a page which comes from the Colorado system which

gives background information on this file and that is followed by a
copy of the report which js made. It is a checkoff form, which is
used by any agency who wants to use their die.

[The information follows:)
s
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UNIDENTIFIED DEAD PILE

BACEGROUND

The materials attached give a brief functional description of the Unidentified Dead
File maintained by the Colorado Bureau of Investigation (CHO. It is our hope that Ice
the need for and economy of the file is demonstrated, a national agency 'could add such
a file to its on-line Services.

The CBI developed this file first to minimize its work in checking the many weekly
teletype inquiries concerning missing persons and/or unidentified dead. Second, we
wanted to be better prepared to handle mass fatalities involving unidentified dead.
The State Emergency Preparedness Plan obligates the CBI to coordinate identification
of dnidentified,dead, togethc with releted commor.ications duties.

We have drawn on resources of the IAI, the IISAF, and Colorado State University, the
FBI, and our own staff in designing our own reporting form, the dental charting
procedure, and our computerized file system. We have automated basic identification
late, and are prepared to do the same with tie dental information.

Our system, not unlike NCIC, is dependent on two phases of user participation. First,
the reference information (reports orunidentified dead) must be filed. Second,
Investigetors need to check their missing person reports against the file. The CBI file
function is to point the inquirer to the law enforcement agency. with information that
might be helpful.

You may already realize;

I. Many missing person reports are delayed until months or
years after the corpse in question has been recovered.

2. Efforts to link uudentifIed dead with missing person reports
are ininimaL

3. Most unidentified huñiinremains are in good condition
(recent death) and are easily described in standard police
terminology.

'Ye concluded the cost of our own file system would minimal; our work would Se
reduced a.s a result of it; and our service to law enforcement in this area would be
Improved markedly.

5 ,
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FBI
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER

719defr 7}5-4 April, 1975

MISSING PERSON. DO NOT ENTER IN WAVTED PERSON FILE

Only individuals for ',nom felony or serious misdemeanor warrants are
outstanding meet the criteria for entry !lithe Wanted Person File: Missin;
persons should not be entered In the Wanted Person File. A new Missing Person
File a anticipated to go on-line October 1, 1975. A record format for the
Missing Person File, the criteria for entering, algl the procedures to administer
such a computerized file haye.been established. The format provides for the
entry of descriptive information and unique numeric identifiers and specifically
identifies the individual as a missing person and not as a person for whom an
arrest warrant is outstanding.

400,00wwaftwom
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NCIC L
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CRTER

nagieltir 75-10 OCtober, 1975

AL LW rucz
The new RIC Missing Person File became operational October 1,

1975. All hits must be immediately confirmed with the ORI. The
implementation of the NCIC Missing Person File does not affect existing
state laws or police procedures relating to the detention of missing
persons.

Fertero,Burtai: of Invostigation
Costa States Department of Justus. Wookington, C 20535

NCIC OPERATING MANUAL - ROISION f21.
Revision #21 tot- the NCIC Operating Manual, Hissing Person

File. has been mailed. System users who have not received this revision
should contact their nearest control terminal agency for a copy.

4
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NCIC FBI
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMAlrl()14 CE:141rEEFt

75-12 December, 1975

ENTRY OF SUPPLEMENTAL DATA TO ACTIVE HISSING PERSON RECORDS

An NCICtsuality control survey has revealed that multiple
entries an the same individual are being made in the Missing Person File
by the same originating agency to place in file aliases or variations
of the missing person's nyse. Name variations and aliases should be
appended to the base missing person record already in file by meant-of
a supplemental record entry. Users should refer to Part 8, Section 8,
pages 8-18 throuat 8-23 of the NCIC Operating Manual for the procedure

for entry and redbval of aliases and additional numerical identifiers
(such as operator's license number and dates of birth) as supplemental
data to an active missing person record
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NCIC FBI -
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER

7letadikr 76-5 Nay, 1.976

NOTIFICATION OF MISSING PERSON LOCATES AND PURGES
When the Missing Person File became operational, the NCIC

computer Jigs prograsowd to automatically purge a Missing Parson Pile
record and any supplemental data appended to the record upon receipt of a

locate message. WCIC had been notifying only the originating agency (ORI)

of the record when a massing person was located and automatically purged

However, OA April 14, 1976, NCIC began notifying both the ORI and tho

state control terminal agency servicing the ORI when a missing person

record is purged is the result of a locate. This new procedure will help

to ensure that Missing Person File records in state data bases and the

MCICare in agreement.

5o
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NATIONAL
CRIME

INFORMATION
CENTER NEWSLETTER

77-2 WASHINGTON, DC 20535 February 1977

LOCATE IKANSALI IONS
The now locate notification procedures indicate that not all

osers are locating records properly. rho purposeof the locate message
is to indicate (until the originating agency (ORI) clears the record(
that stolen or missing property has been recovered or wanted person has
been apprehended. the locet. message for a Missing Person record indi-
cates that the person has been found and removes the record from file.

An 'WIC inquiry may reveal one or eore records in file for an
item of stolen property. a wanted,person, or a missing person. Such
ituations asap occur when twO Of more Oills have a warrant for the same
Individual or an item of property is stolen where Concurrent Federal and
local jurisdiction exists. When an agency receives multiple records in
reSPonS. to do inquiry, each ORI oust be contacted to confirm the hit.
Following confirmation with the ORIs, all records entered for the recovered
property, apprehended wanted person, or found missing person must be
located to nsure that theu are in the correct status.
TEST RECORD')

rest re_ords dro permitted in NCFC for training; demonstration,
and other administratiwc purposes. oirs are reminded that all test rec-
ords must. (I) oe identified as such by.ente{ing remarks in the MISCella-
neous (NIS) Field; and 4./ contain only factitious names and numbers.

danted Person and Mi Person entries containing FRI nambers
410 automatically printed on ,ard, by the VCIC computer These cards are
forwarded to the FBI Identificati., Dluision for posting of a wanted notice
in the person's finyerprint r,,,r1 Test record entries conraininl ficti-
tloOS rtir numbers are also printud on card: and forwa,rded to the FDI Iden-
tification Division Thi vr.ntiny af ,arts for test records dastes paper,
computer cr-mc, amd procer.isq time ,n the FBI Identification Diutsion.
therefore, user.; art reqaested to leaini the FBI :lumber Field blank in all
test records.

All agencies are urged to re/lew their test records and modify
or cancel shell as necessury to preclude erroneous hits and improper actions
try inquiring agLensi es .
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NCIC MISSING PERSON RECORDS
Users aro reminded that only individuals for whom felony or

serious misdemeanor warrants are outstanding meet the criteria for entry

in the MCIC Wanted Person File. Any missing person entered in the Wanted
Person File before the Missing Person Filo became operatiohal on
October 1, 1975, and still on file should betimmediately canceled. Since
October 1, 1975, missing persons must b. entered in the Missing Person
frle If they meet the criteria for entry. The criteria for entry in that
Iris is found in tho NCIC Operating Manuel, Part 8, page 8-1.

.
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LCCATE TRANSACTIONS
rhe purpose of the locate qf Is to indicate, until the orig

inating agency ;JR!) clears eh* record, that wanted person hes boon
ip,prehended or stolen or aisslny proPerty has been recovered rho locate
SSSSS wit .6.4 A45.6149 eersen,..xyroro oren
found and removes the record from file.

An MCIC inquiry may reveal one Or sore records in (Ile for a
wanted parson. 4 aiss.ng person, ac- an Item of stolen property Such
situation/ may 0,617, when two or more OXIs have a warrant or missing
person report for tne lama Individual or an ICON of property is Stolen
where concurrent eederal and los,al Jurisdaction exists. When ar agency
receives ultiple records in response to an inquiry and the person or aten
inquired upon appears to P. identical with the subject or a stolen item
An one or moor* ,e these records, the inquiring agency post contact the OR!
of each record possiSl ijents,aa with the person or item In question Co
confirm the hitis, following confirmation with the ORE(s), each record
entered for the apprehended wanted person, found missing person, or recov-
ered exoe.xto post be lo6ated to nsure Chat each Is in the correct status.
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PLRa Oh EXPIRED LICENSE PLATE AND REGISTRATION/DOCUMENT DATA

PERSDN ANO WANTED PLRSOU bNikaGS
tn the entri or elos:ny person or wonted person record, the

Op.rator's bx,ems. ./perotor's LIcense SSIte, and Operator's Li.enst
Year of ExplratIon Flell, may be ler, blank If such anformatton Is not
oval:able. Novever, :n.s /ntormatIon should be obtained and added to the
recorf js,n a mod.f,--at/on message dher drIwer's lAcense Info/MI[1o/ IS
IncluJeJ in II :.cord, the chanoes of locating t.e =1554n9
person or appreh.n/j,/ t?e w.nte-d person Increase sInce this Informaticn
Ic II/a/i4bLe ,o 41 offl.er who *Su stop the Individual for J crIff.c
rta,ation
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DUPLICATION OP HISSING PERSON AND WANTED PERSON ENTRIES
A number of MEW users art making two missing person or aantea

person entries for one individual. Two separate entries by an or.yinating
agency .ORI) on one individual arc not necessary and waste costly computer
storage space. Additional numeru,a1 identifiers and aliases should be
appended to a missing person or wonted person record by using the supple- f

mental record entry message key EMN (missing person) or EN (wanted person).
In instances when a warrant for an individual contains multiple

Charges, thy more serious charge should be entered in the Offense Field and
the rddrtional sharge(s) should be shoan in the Miscellaneous (IffS) Field.
If an ORI has entered an NCI,: record for an Individual and subsequently
obtains another warrant for that individual on another charge, the second
charge and date ,t warrant should b., added to the MIS Field of the record
by using aodiftoatuon messago.
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ENTRY OF ALIASES IN SUPPLEMENTAL RECORDS OF WANTED 'AND MISSING PERSON

RECOADS
A review of sapplemental records in Cho Wanted and Missing

Person Files revea.ls Chet some users are encoring niaknames and adding a

1 ficCitisas idst name in Cho Alias (AKA)Pield, e.g., AKA/NICKNAME, B03 or
AXA/M.IIKAAVE, SHORTY. This is a useless procedure since the search
criteria of the Wanted 4nd Missing Person riles will reveal only those

. records In whi,711 thy last name and date of birth in the inquiry match a

last naoe 4nl late or.pirCh in the records. It would be very unlikely
Chat someone Would inquire on the name, NICKNAME, SHORTY, At no time is

a search conducted on the first name an a wanted or missing person record.
For this Ides2h. nicknames should only be entered in the Miscellaneous

IMIS1 ri.ld. 4 nickname can be defined as an additional descriptive

name, e.g., Shorty or rex, givell instead of the one belonging Co a

person or the familiar /ore or a propor name, e.g., Bill or Tomhy
When entering aliases, enter only chose names In which the

surname zs different from that in the Name (NAN) Field of the main

record fhls includes var/Jtions in spoiling, e.g., Robert Smith of
Robert osytnf, 4nd difierent names, e.g., Robert Smith or Robert Jones.

Eliminating annecessary aliases using nicknames, e.g., Hob Smith for
Hobert Smith, in the Alias field of supplemental records will improve

response time.'

/

f

i

2 6,1
r
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DUPLICATION OF MISSING PERSON OR %ANTED PERSON ENTRIES
so.% MCIC users arm making two missing person or wanted Person

entries for on. Individuai. rwo separate entries by an originating agency
(Oft) on one individual aff not necessary And waste costly computer storage
space. Addhtionel numerical Identifiers And aliases should be appended to
missing person or wanted person record by using the supplemental record

entry message key Ens (141.4113g person) or EN (wanted person).
In Cases where 4 warrant for an individual contains multiple

charges the more 'serious charge should be entered in the Offense Field
and the sidationsl Lhargeisl should be shown in clic Miscellaneous (MIS)
field If an cal has entered an VCIC record fOr an individual and subse-
q aently obtains another warrant for that Individual on another charge.
the second charge and date of warrant should be added fo the MIS field or
the record bv using modification message.

98-884 p - h2 - 5
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INQUIRIES SHOULD CONTAIN ALL
AVAILABLE DESCRIPTORN

In most instances, wanted or miss-
ing person inquiry requested by a
patrol officer on the street is based
upon Information obtaimed from the
individual's driver's license. Typ-
ically, the information consists of
name, sex, tace, and date of birth
along with the operator's license
number (OLN)

FRI NCIC research has disclosed that,
within the fifty States. the District
of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, there are presently six
states using an Applicant's Social
Security Number (SOC) as the driver's
license number. Five other states
use the SOC if the applicant has one
and gives consent for its use. Thir-
teen other states include the SOC on
the license in addition co a unique
operator's license number. In three
of these thirteen states, the SOC is
included on the license only if
consent is given.

To ensure maximum results from an in-
quiry, a computer terminal operator
should request the OLN from the in-
quiring officer as an additional de.,
scriptor, if ,it is not given. Also,
operators should develop the practice
of inquiring on an OLN that appears
co be an SOC (an SOC is always nine
numeric characters) using the message

tieid Codes ',Ls and sni. wnen an DUN
Is given and the OLN is unknown, the
SOC should be inquired on using the
me ***** field codes SOC and OLN.
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NAME SEAACHING IN NCIC

An inquiry of the NCIC Wanted Person
or (issing Person Tile (
code QW) nay be made by name and one
or sore numeric identifiers.

When the Inquiry contains name and
complete date of birth (DOS). i.e.,
month, day, and year, as the only
numeric Identifier, a name search is
generated. The complter effects a
match on the DOB and a aoundex search
of the name. Name search,responses
can be United by Including sex and
race with the name and DOB In the
Inquiry.

When the inquiry contains a nine and
a numeric Identifier other than DOS,
I.e., the Social Security Nunber
(SOC). PSI Number, miscellaneous num-
ber ((NU), operator's license number
(0I.N), etc., a name search Is not
generated. In this situation, only

the numeric identifielt is searche*,
not the name. Including sex and race
in the inquiry with efie name and
numeric identifier other than DOS
vill not confine the search.

When the inquiry contains a name,
DOS, and another numeric identifier,
the computer searches the other numer-
ic identifier first, the DOS second.
and the name last.
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HISSING PERSON PROGRAM

rax NCIC has beea advised that the
Missing Person Program of the FS!
identification Division is being dis-
continued. -This decision vas
on the diainished use of the Frog am
to recent. years 41, result of p ivacy
legislation and the availability of
the NCIC Hissiag Person File. Persons
requesting assistsnce in locating
missing persons art being advised
of the availablilty, of the missing
person services of NCIC These

6 3

persons 141*so being directed to
contact a local or state lay enforce-
ment agency for a determination as to
vhether the individual they vish to
locate comes vi%hin the criteria for
entering a missing person record in
NCIC as set out in the Operating
Nanual, page 8-1, SectIon 1.1.

.0
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MISSING PERSON FILE'

On uctooer 1. 1975, the 44,' Missing
Person File was= Gplemen.ed. This
Illy-has lo on e tied stth :se crtm-
/kat Ja y' $1 ,n 5 ts ued
almost ea sus; ve 'y nr Ite aol st a t

crtalaal justt,e ageociesr:, Ay4lAt
la the toscion of msstna 'aveniles.

Pers.n. reauestisg As.tscao io .o-

.tn,, Sinning (uverr.serr,ncej to be
...Svcs., of 'se eve:A.4,11ft,, of the
closing peclpq setvicr, of 5'-1,

The sppropriate 'o a' or ntite law,
enfor esent igen.. ,111 the Sloe Ze

ts-

t'F.

sTblecting himselfsor ethers to per-
'sonel and imuediece eange'r, (J) a

person of mns lite who is missing and'
in the cowpamy4o1 another person un-
der circumstances indicating chat
his/her physical sefec, is in danger,
CO a ,,erson of anv age who is miss-
log under circumstances indlcatimg
that cne disappearance was nOt voiun-
eary, i.e., an abduction or kidnap-
ping, and (-0) person 6ho is missing
and dealared unemancipate4 as dettned
by the lays of his/her state of resi-
denrand does nOt neer the criteria
set forth itt 1, 2, or 3 above.

s

deters,satton as ,One data element mandatory co the
v14,4' cones witlIn t ,,C1...ria for entroof A vissing juvenile in
ecter.kg A aissinh perstn rett-t in , fourth Category Itnted above is the

ICIC 'here arc toot' aregorie, for Dace cf fmancipatioe (DOE) Yield.
entry ,riter.a add gemIco,,,ng the nOE gives the exact date,clAc
re,orf na. -e enter+d apprpriafely jssrniie will a:cai- the as,e of eman-
iota aav One of che,'. Int categories cipacion (ma)ority) as defined bv che
ate, ki) a pets, af loe age who i statures of his/her stare of rest=
siesl. and unaet prove. physical/nen- dence. Prior to entering record
'Lel dietbility or }s enile, thereby for a missing juvenile who is'a reel-

dent of another state, an agency may
conracr :he NCIC CoatrOl Terminal
officer oi..t it4ce te obtain -
tnforeyion 'cOncerning,the age of
enanCi ntion. er

88-06 - 82 - 6
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Mr KIER BOYD That, Mt. Chairman. concludes my opening re-
riarks.

The Director has met with a number of Members of Congress on
this. He shares your concern and realizes this is an important task
and he hopes that, through your efforts, a means will be found to
as-)ist in the safe return of missing children and the identification
of unknown deceased persons

Mr EDWARDS !lank you very much, Mr Boyd.
Do either of your colleagues desire to make a statement9
Mr KIER BOYD No,
Mr. NEMECEK No, thank you, sir
Mr. EDWARDb. Without objectioh, the material you referred to

will be made part of the record.
The gentleman from Ilinois, Mr Hyde?
Mr HYDI, Thank you, Mr Chairman
Mr. Boyd, how long has the Colorado exper iment been operating?
Mr. NEMECEE Since-July 1 of this year, as a pilot- for a national

system As a State system, it has been in operation for several
years.

Mr HYDE Is there anyfhing in its operation as a State system
that is useful to jou? Can you learn from its operation as a State
system?

'Mr. NEMECEK.1Yes; we
Mr Hi DE. You combine such knowledge with what is being done

now in the national pilot program and it becomes a prctty useful
teaching facility for the FBI; is that correct?

Mr. NEMECEK. Yes, it is.
Mr. IhnE. Do you think a year is enough time to apply the

lesson of the Colorado system to a national system?
Mn NEMECSK. Well, the Board had requested that it be a 2-year

study in order to fully benefit from the study. Obviously 1 year
would be better than no time at all.

Mr. HYDE You can still study it during the second year as you
are moving into your own operation, can you not?

Mr. NEMECEK. Yes, sir.
Mr. HYDE. Very well.
Mr. NEMECEK. Our particulat conaern was that we not imple-

ment a file, expend resource's, and then in years lakr riave to
redesign, modify again recurring expenses which wotpd not be
necessary if we i'ere to await the full 2 years.

Of course, there is also the possibility that the data might reveal
that maybe data shouldn't even be computerized at all ObViously
that would have an impact on how much it would spend.

Mr. HYDE. I am sure there is a lot to learn from Colorado, from
its operation. It is my thought that 1 year plus previous years in
which the State system operated should provide adequate informa-
tion to enable you to get started,in October of next year because,
frankly, I am very reluctant to put this off until 1983. We all have
experience in compressing learning experiences when the need is
there. They forced us to go through law sehool in 2 years instead of

.3 years because we were kind of over the hill when we started, but
we did it by working summers.
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I would hope you can condense in 1 year what you %while' like to
review at a more thoughtful pace during 2 years. In any event,
that is my position pn it. N

Right now you provide a voluntary retrieval system to local law
enforcement agencies. How extensively is your system used Is it
underutilized?

Mr. KIER BOYD. Speaking of the NCIC system as a whole?
Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir.
'Mr. Km BOYD. About 340,000 transactions a day. So it is well-

used. .

Mr. HYDE. It is not underutilized?
Mr. KIER BOYD. No.
Mr. HYDE. As I understand it, you have an objection to allowing

the parents of missing children to enter information relating `t()

those missing children into your computer.
Smce we may not be able to mandate that local law enforcement

supply information to the computer, aside from the inconvenience
of having to talk to them and spend time with them, why should
the parents not be able to visit the local FBI office and submit the
information themselves?

Mr. KIER BOYD. I think there are two parts to that. One is the
management of the system as an information system, the others
would be from the investigative standpoint.

I would ask Dave to start with how the system works as far as
the records, who is responsible for maintaining them, and why we
believe that the person who is entering the records should be the
person with juri44iction over the subject matter.

Mr. NEMECEK. Since NCIC's inception, the responsibility for en-
tering a record in NCIC has been the responsibility of the agency
that has jurisdiction to investigate the matter, the reason being
that the most current and accurate information would be in the
hands of the agency that has the responsibility for entering the
record, and likewise should provide the most timely entry of the
record in the system.

Mr. HYDE. I do not mean to interrupt you. I agree with you
completely, but part of the reason for this is the inactivity, the
inattention that max exist in a local jurisdiction there are over-
worked police officers, where you may have a lack of -concern
because of perhaps, racial differentiation. People often just have
too much to do and simply don't get around to it. That is one
reason we had hoped that it would be acceptable for people to go 4
directly to you, conceding that the local police is the place to go,
and they ought to go there first.

Understanding the concern of parents that some local police are
less attentive than others or less able to direct their attention to
this, I just hope you would bear that in mind a..s yotiapsyfer

Mr. KIER BOYD. Yes,
I would like Mr. Dennis to respond to that from the investigative

standpoint.
Mr. DENNIS. My only concern Would be that we set up a dialog

between the parents and the FBI wherein we, in fact, would prob-
ably in most instances not be investigating the disappearance of
the missing child.

71
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Mr. HYDE. You would get information from the parents one-on-
one that gets lost ui the translation as it goes through the local
police station and the part-time worker who types it up, and then
it goes past the'chief.

You know there's somethingI am not telling you anything, I
am sureto be gained by talking to the parents.

Mr DENNIS. Our concern would be that we would have to pass
the information on to local law enforcement. We prefer the parents
to deal directly with the local authorities.

Mr. HYDE. You don't hae any insuperable problem with parents
calling their local FBI office and saying, "My daughter, 4 years old,
has been missing, and I'm going up the wall. Do you know about
it?"

You could handle that, could you not?
Mr DENNIS Sure. we could.
Mr NEME(.F.it Congressman Hyde, probably the greatest argu-

ment.against doing it stems from a quality control point of view as
far as keeping the record accurate with all of the data.
'For example, if there is additional descriptive data added, this

data would normally be provided the agency with jurisdiction for
the record. More importantly, when the inquiring agency receives
an NCIC hit, that is they make an inquiry and there is a match
with the record in the system, Nc IC system policy requires that
that agency immediately contact the agency that entered the
record.

The reason for that is to assure that the identity of the individu-
al in the record and the individual being clptained are one and the
same, and likewise, to insure the prompt removal of the record
from the system.

So from the point of iew of adding the FBI as an information
receiving party, it begins to cloud the responsibilities in terms of
keeping the record up to date, getting the reCord out of the system
but, more importantly, is there somethiw going to be lo§t in the
translation betv.een one agency that_has investigative refponsibili-
ty and the other that has the NCIC responsibility?

That is, on the opposite side of the coin, the one thing we have to
deal with.

Mr. HYDE. A Congressman with two district offices often finds
constituents ,going to both offices, with the result that duplicate
files are opened. It is a little annoying when my two offices are
calling the same agency in Washington it's annoying to everybody

But, on the other hand, that ,is easily taken care of by the left
hand knowing what the right hand is doing. You cannot forbid
parents from talking to you. They are going to need to talk to you,
especially if they do not think the local police department is doing
anything and indeed the local police department is not perhaps for
valid reasons. They simply may not be able to do anything.
ji am sure thel is not an insuperable problem. I suppose you
could purge names of children who are found later-from the
system, or you could have a datean automatit-date for putting
them in suspension so you don't have them in your active comput-
er forever, cluttering it up, I do not think that is a problem. The
numbers aren't that great.

Mr. KIER BOYD. I would add one thing to whdt Dave said.
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The need for verification that the child you have is the missing
child would be fine in a large city, but we span the country,
including many one- and two-man resident agencies. You would
have a problem that if a verification needed to be made and they
were just going to detain the child a very short time, the resident
agency might well be unmanned while the resident agent was out
investigating during the day, in which case there wouldn't be any
immediate answer, it woujd have to go back to the headquarters
city that probably would not be right up on what the status was
about that individual in some small locality.

Mr. HYDE. One last question, Mr. Chairman.
There is the problem, I take it, of lack of jurisdiction. The Feder-

al kidnap statute suggests that after 24 hours, if somebody is
missing, a rebuttable presumption is created that that person or
that child has been transported interstate. Does that not suggest'

.you do have jurisdiction of these metiers?
Mr. DENNts. The 24-hour rebuttable presumption occurs in our

interpretation after some abduction has taken place. There has to
be some evidence, some indicia that the child or the individual was
abducted. That is the problem area.

Mr. HYDE. Absence from
Mr. DErmis. Just missing. Like 150,000 children were reported

missing, the figures that Congressman Edwards read, how many of
those were abducted? I do not know, but whenever there is the
slightest indicia that there was an abduction, the FBI will become
involved after the 24 hours. The 24-hour presumptive clause gives
tg the interstate requisite to get involved.

Mr. HYDE. In other words, you need the screeching car or some-
thing like this? Some evidence that an abduction has taken place,
mere absence is not enough?

Mr. DENNIS. The problem area, the one we get into most discus-
sions where the crux of the matter hi my opinion is by way of
example. I have a 12-year-old daughter. If she does not come home
tonight I will be 100 percent convinced that she has been abducted,
based on my familiarity with her behavior patterns in the past.

That is the area where we have the most trouble. In most in-
stances right now, if I get calls from the field, I tell them to put an
FBI agent in liaison with the police. We assist. If there is anything
that comes up immediately that indicates something has occurred,
we jump in with all fours.' .

Mr. HYDE. Do you have any rule of thumb of 3 days, 5 days,
something like that? .

Mr. DENNIS. Our general policy is we are looking for some indi-
cia of an abduction.

Mr. HYDE. Here is the Walsh child who simply disappeared from
a store and you folks never became involved.

I think we need to take another look at missing children. You
have a problem with the runaway kid, the fight, the subsequent
stay at the girl friend's house. So, many times, if there is absence
for more than one night, maybe there is a chance that you folks
should get into it. That is something we ought to talk about.

A great story is the racehorse which was worth $500,000. If it is a
very valuable commodity, it always piques interest. Kids do walk
away. Kids do run away. They are not all kidnaped and they are

7 3
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not all going to end up like poor Adam Walsh, but enough of them
do that we ought to take a look at it and do something

Maybe the passage of some number of days would create a pre-
. sumption, if they were treated as well as stolen cars, maybe')

Well, OK. Thank you. You have been very patient.
Mr EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Hyde.
I share .the concern that the FBI has with regard to having

individuals being able to get in touch with their local FBI office,
especially the offices that have only one person in them They are
closed a great deal of the time because the one agent is out on the
road.

You are talking about hundreds of offices, as I recall
Mr. KIER BOYD. Over 400.
Mr. EDWARDS. Also, the fact that the NCIC was designed, fi-

nanced by Congress after due consideration and study, and was
designed to be a criminal justice system to catch criminals, convict
them, find stolen property, et cetera.

I think in 1975, with respect to the missing persons file, this
subcommittee had serious reservations that we have not completely
eliminated because the more information which is compiled that
doesn't really have much to do with catching criminals, or recover-
ing stolen ,property, may unduly complicate the system and per-
haps won't work as well as it was intended.

So although I share Mr Hyde's view and I am sure the entire
subcommittee shares the siew that this is an important problem
that must be addressed, I am certainly not yet convinced that this
is the proper approach. Also, it shows a lack of faith in local and
State police.

All of us on the subcommittee share the view that the first place
to go when a crime has been committed is to the local police They
are the neighbutt, the people that are supposed to look after local
crime, to locate missing people, and to help their neighborhood
people.

That is something that we will look at down the road
Adam Walsh.s name was put into the NCIC files as a missing

person, is that correct?
Mr. NEMECEK. It is my understanding it was.
Mr EDWARDS. I do not know holn soon after he disappeared Does

anybody know that? We don't know. His name did get into the
missing persons file. So I guess you can say that you have a sort of
missing children's file right now, isn't that correct?

Mr. KIER BOYD. Yes.
Mr. EDWARDS. But do you think it should be refined somewhere

along the lines of this legislation, or at leak the purpose of what
this legislation has in mind?

For example, if a missing child's body is found and is in a
morgue somewhere, the NCIC won't be of very much help because
the coroner is not going to phone the FBI, is that correct?

Mr. KIER BOYD. He probably would not. It is available if he
wishes to.

Mr. EDWARDS. Do coroners phone in the descriptions and identi-
ties? I suppose a lot of times they don't know. If they do know who
the dead person is, there is no problem. But one coroner tesPed

7 , i .
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before this subcommittee at our last hearingwhat waS
dead bodies in the morgue with no identification.

Does the cproner get in touch ith you about these 12 dead
bodies?

Mr NEMECEK No, Congressman.
The normal process would be to provide that data to the local

investigating agency that has jurisdi,:tiun fur the particular crime,
tf there is a crime involved, and the inquiry or request for an NC1C
off-line search that Mr Boyd described wuuld be conducted through
a la% enforcement agency. that procedure beink that we would be
given a general desci iptive data of the body and would wake a
cyniplete search of all records tn the missing persons file and the
wanted person file and- then provide records,of all individuals
meeting that general descriptive data. Those records wutild be the
sources of investigative leads to attempt to identify the body

Mr EDW ARDS How many hits a day are made oh an average in
the messing persons file? You have 2(3,000 names, there are some-
thing like a quarter of them, 25,000 names in there tight now as of
today

Mr. NEMECEK. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDWARDS. On a Monday or Tuesday, how many hits will be

made in cases where the person has been found and the name
should be removed?

Mr. NEMECEK Well, on a monthly basis, the total number of
individuals in the file would turn over approximately 30 percent
including individuals wno return home voluntarily. We are talking
about on a daily basis people located, found, or returned of approxi-
mately 500. Of those actually located by police effort, we are prob-
ably talking about something less than 100 a day I would suspect

Mr. EDW ARDS. What would this legislation do that is to change
the missing persons file and what would it do that is different from
current procedures?

Mr. NEMECEK. The bill is really a two-part bill. One is to provide
authority to the Attorney General to collect, classify, preserve, and
disseminate information concerning missing individuals and four
specific criteria of individuals are listed in the bill The Simon's bill
is identical with the missing persons file that is now in existence at
this time, so it does not either expand or eliminate the individuals
that could be entered in the file nor does it change the voluntary
nature of the entry of recoids in the file. Other than the portion
about having the parents come to the FBI to enter records into the
system, there is no difference.

Tbe other portion would be to create an unidentified dead file,
and that is. really to approach this off-line process that we go
through from the opposite end of the spectrum. Rather than letting
a law enforcement officer, when he discovers a body, prowide the
descriptive data fur a search of our recortls to see if we have any
missing or wanted person records for the individual, the bill would
permit the officer to provide the data to us and we would hold
descriptive data and other identifying data regarding the unidenti
fied individual in anticipation of some future inquiry against that
particular data base of records. So we are, to an extent, presuming
the body will be found prior to the missing person report or the
wanted person report being made.
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Mr. EDWARDS, Does it sound like a good idea to you that when a
wroner has a dead body that is unidentified that the information
be reported tu the local police with a suggestion that it be put into
the NCIC system?

Mr. NE NLCEIC . I think it is rather hard to say it is not a good
idea, Congressm n I think most of our questions have been more
in terms of the nitude uf the problem and the means of solving
the problem itselfwhether it requires computerization, does it
require an online system like NCIC that provides a response in an
average of three seconds, or should we set up a file cabinet in some
agency, should it be a Federal agency, a National Association of
Pathologists, or Health, and Human Services Departments

016 primary, more difficult question is the lack of standardiza-
tion of identification data. We have a rather large first step to take
in getting some standardization in the way that bodies are identi-
fied.

As Mr. Kier mentioned, the dental charting varies. Also there
are a number of other ways to identify these bodies. In most cases,
It appears this data is not collected. For example, unique sinus
cavity identification or bone break identification, and a number of
other scientific ways that body min be identified.

Much of this data is lost if it is not collected at the scene of the
crime. So %hese are the type of questions we were attempting to
address first in our pilot project, collect the data, determine the
best means to effect these identifications, and so forth.

Mr. EDWARDS. Any further questions? Counsel?
Mr. Tucevich? u

Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

With respect to your testimony, I detect an undercurrent of
pessimism as to whether or not this bill will actually accomplish
anything; is that basically what I am hearing?'

Mr. KIER BOYD. I would say uncertainty rather than pessimism.
The missing children's portion you would have essentially what

you have now. The problem is really the underutilization of the
system as opposed to any problem of the system itself.

The unidentified dead, we just don't have enough data at this
point to really give a definitive answer on it.

Mr. TUCEVICH.. When you refer to underutilization, are you
speaking of WIC users?

Mr. KIER BOYD. Speaking of the missing persons file and its use
by criminal justice agencies.

I believe you are mentioning now the 150,000 children, yet we
probAly see about 100,000 to 105,000 of these entered into the
system. .

It seems to me all children should be entered into the system So
there is a +Problem there of utilization of something which already
exists.

Mr, TUCEVICE. In terms of utilization, are you saying that State
ana local police agencies either are not equipped or not motivated
or simply are not making adequate use of existing facilities, is that
your position?

Mr. KIER BOYD. They are not making full use. They are making
quite a bit of use but I think it could be better.
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Mr. TtxxvIlli What efforts are you making to rectify that situa-
tion?

Mr. KIER BOYD. The Law Enforcement Bulletin article, we hope,
will publiLize the file's use to local people and assist our police
training programs. The Director's SAC memorandum will remind
our people of the file.

So we have looked at this around last April and tried those
things and felt that was what sA e Luuld du, IA e didn't see anything
beyond that.

Mr. TucEvicti. If this legislation were to pass, in your opinion, do
you think that what is proposed in this legislation would enable
State and local police to find missing children as opposed to simply
identifying a child once he is already located?

Mr KIER BOYD. The primary thrust would be identifying him
once he is located. This is simply a data base which can be used.
The raising of the level of awareness is something this hearing
itself will have some effect on. What lasting effect, I don't know.

Mr. TUCEVICH. I suspect .the real problem seems to be that a lot
uf frantic parents for whatever reason are not getting much assist-
ance in terms of locating their children. Do you propose anything
as an alternative in order to help rectify that problem, to help
actually locate the Lhild. as opposed to s' iply identifying a child
once found?

Mr. KIER BOYD. No, that wou ipear to me to be a matter of
local law enforcement or wh 'er machinery exists in a missing
persons bureau, which, again, is a State and local matter.

Mr. TUCEVICH. What would you project the cost of this legislation
to be if implemented?

Mr. KIER BOYD. The initial cost per an unidentified dead file
would be $48,000 and 2 workyears and then the reLurring costs,
$285,000 a year and 4 workyears.

Mr. TUCEVICH. In terms of the jurisdiction question. the kidnap-
ing, I believe you indicated that after the 24 hours had elapsed you
needed some kind of indication"the Screeching car" I believe was
mentioned earlierthat there had been an abduction. Was that
essentially your testimony? .

Mr. DENNIS. That is true. Normally what we do is put an agent
in contact with the local Jaw enforcement if a missing child is
reported .to ascertain what is going 'on, whether there is a possible
violation of the statute.

Mr. TUCEVICH. Is that true every time a missing child is report!
edyou will Put an FBI agent in liaison?

Mr. DENNIS. That is not true in every case; no.
Mr. Tucevicti. What is the standard you use to distinguish be-

tween those cases?
Mr. DENNIS. Each case is different. They are just so different as

to what the circumstances are of the child reported missing that it
is /mpotsible to make any across-the-board generalizations as to
what will occur.

If I get a call at headquarters I generally encourage whoever
calls me, the supervisor, to put an agent with the local law enforce-
ment entity to ascertain what is going on so they can make a
judgment as to whether or not we should investigate possible viola-
tion of a statute.

7
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Mr Tuct.vit It is true, isn't it, that most police authorities
agree that the fir-d 21 houis are absolutely crucial in terms of
locating a missing child if abducted?

Mr. DENNis. That's correct. That is why we would encourage an
agent being presint. If we hav6 the full-blown kidnaping case, we
normally will not wait 24 hours if we feel we are going to be taking
it over IL is aln ost impossible to play catchup after the 24 hours.

Mr ft 1..E1, all I suppose an ab-du_tion of a child is significantly
ditft'rert tnan Lin ibduction of an adult For exaMple, the motiva-
tion :n taking a child is apt to be different There is little likelihood
that tnere ill bt a ransom not:; since someone who is abducting a
child may do so fur seceral reasons, fur example, it could be for the
purpose of molestarT5n, or because they want a child of their own
and can't have one In that case- you are not likely to get any
evid mce of that abduction; isn't that true?

Mr DENNIS. Depending on the circumstances as to how it oc-
curred. I remember I gut a call about 2 years ago wherein a child
was appioaL,hed by a man in a car. That was it And there was no
demand Tf.ey Lilled and said they were planning on investigating
the case. beL.raase at least there had been that evidence she had
been contacted by an adult male.

I said. No problem, go ahead, investigate the case." That sort of
thing happen on a regular basis.

Mr TucEvICH I have no further questions. Thank you, Mr
Chairman "

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Boyd?
Mr. Tom BOYD Thank you. Mr. Nemecelt. with regard to the

pilot program in Colo,ado, that is a nationwide program, is it not?
Mr NEMECEK. Yes, sir.
Mr Tom Boln To what extent is it being utilized by other

States?
Mr. NEMECEK. At this time it ,is my understanding-that there are

dead bodies from 42 States. approximately 400 unidentified dead
bodies in the file and as Kier Boyd mentioned earlier, the most
recent monthly statistic was that there were 14 deceased body data
records established during a month and 6 inquiries were made of
the file

Mr Tom BOYD Is it your view that one of the problems with the
underutihzation of the missing children file presently extant in the
Bureau is undereducation in local law enforcement?

Mr. NEMECEE. That is only one of several reasons, I would say.
.Mr Tom BLAU. Wild you care to list some of the other reasons

for usi
Mr. NEMECEK. I think resource requirements of the State and

local agencies, Lertaie presumptions that have been made in terms
of most runaways rpturn" may lead to certain built-in 24-hour, 48-
hour '..aiting timefihmes. and the possible misunderstanding in
_terms of must there be positive evidence that a ebild had been
iaken interstate before you can utilize a system such as NCIC.

I would characterize it more in terms of ,priorities and resources,
ho\vever.

Mr. ;Tom BOYD. Do you agree that those priorities are legitimate?
Mr NEMECEK. I am not in a position to say, Mr. Boyd.

70
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Mr Tom BOYD. Is it your view that most children who run away
do return?

Mr. NEMECEK. Again, I don't really have any experience in that
area. I am told that is the case, though.

Mr. Tom BOYD. Next week you will be having a conference in
Tampa, Fla.; is that correct?

Mr. NEMECEK. That's correct.
Mr. Tom BOYD. And that State, as a reSult of the Walsh incident,

is particularly sensitive to the problem of missing children?
Mr. NEMECEK. Yes, sir.
Mr. Tom BOYD. Do you anticipate any particular activity being

scheduled for next week for the purpose of educating local law
enfurcement officers to the availability of the Bureau's missing
children's file?

Mr. NEMECEK. Yes, it will be the subject of discussion. It was a
recent subject of disclission at the NCIC regional meetings held in
October and a natural flow of that information is to the NCIC
Advisory Policy Board to address what additional aLtion can be
taken in terms of education, modification to the current NCIC
missing persons file, and of equal importance, the representative
from Colorado will be providing a status report on the progress of
the pilots unidentified dead file and anything that might have been
learned to date.

Mr. Tom BOYD. Let me shift your attention to S. 1701, the Haw-
kins bill, which senator Hawkins has used to address the missing
children question. The missing persons problem is different, obvi.
ously, from the language she first used in her initial bill and
different from the language,in H.R. 3781 introduced by Mr. Simon
on June 3.

My understanding is that the language in S. 1701, subparagraph
3 on page 2, is consistent with your views;js that correct?

Mr. Kt En Bovn:-Yes. We would add to these categories, "but not
limited fo." These have pretty well stood the test of time, but we
don't know whether down the road there may be something else v.e
prefer to change. With this wording we will be able to moNe on it
faster.

Mr. Tom BOYD. Beyond that you have no objection to the lan-
guage in that proposed paragraph; is that correct?

Mr. KIER BOYD. No objection.'
Mr. Tom BOYD. Thank you. No further questions.
Mr. EDWARDS. Do-you have any idea how the sy6tem that exists,

which is a system now for missing children, could be improved so
that as to meet the need that apparently and obviously there is in
the country?

Mr. KIER BOYD. From our perspective the main thing that we can
do at this point is try and make people aware of the facility
available. As, far as the ability to find missing children, that is
really out otpmy ball park. That would be investigative effective-
ness, which ram not ?repared to address.

Mr. EDWARDS. That s correct. The number of agents in the FBI is
not half that of the city of Los Angeles Police Department, I am
sure. Certainly not a fifth of New York's or something like that.
And they are spread pretty thin across the country and you may
have to give up A certain amount of the important work that you
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do now bevause Of the restrictions and the budgetary problems that
all the Federal agencies are facing. I understand that.

But there certairtly should be something, some data bank on a
national scale with regard to dead bodies; don't you agree?

Mr. KIER BOYD. Yes. We have it in a form now with the pilot in
Colorado. They would be looking at the activity against that on a
nationwide basis. At the moment there is a vehicle for any State
utilizing this service for an unidentified dead.

Mr. EDW ARDS. Yes.
Mr Hyde asked a good question. Is the experimental program in

Colorado supported by Federal funds?
Mr NEMECEK. No, it is not. Strictly State funds.
Mr. HYDE. They are doing all this without Federal money?
Mr. NEMECEK. The State representative just offered, since this

has been the question before the APB many times, to make the file
national.

Mr. HYDE. That augers well for your being able to undertake
that responsibility without substantial additional money

Mr. NEMECEK. The only qualification I would make is that we
would probably add additional identifying data to the file that is
not available in Colorado at the time.

For example, there is no attempt made to maintain X-rays on
file, disserminate photographs, a number of other areas. ,The file is
primarily relying on dental charting and general descriptive data

Mr. HYDE. The way you would handle it would cost more because
it would be more comprehensive?

Mr. NEMECEK. We think we need more data in the file. If we are
going to attempt tost.ilize this file to identify people, we want to
maximize its effectiveness as much as possible consistent with the
resources we have.

Mr. EDWARDS. Who sends the information into the file in Colora-
do?

Mr. NEMECEK. It is sent from a law enforcement agency directly.
Mr. EDWARDS. Not by coroners?
Mr. NEMECEK. No, usually the coroner is working on behalf of

the law enforcement agency and as the agency with the perimary
investigative responsibility they 'would provide the data and for-
ward it to the Colorado file. ,

Mr. EDWARDS. flbw many names are in there now?
Mr. NEMECEK. It is my understanding there are about 40P in

there now.
Mr. EDWARDS. For 50 States, that is not very many.
Mr. NEMECEK. No, sir. I attempted to find what was the oldest

body and a breakdown on how long some of the bodies had been
unidentified, but I was unable to obtain that data at this early
moment.

Mr. EDWARDS. Does Colorado put that information into the
NCIC?

Mr: NEMECEK. They do not. They ask NCIC to conduct the off;
line search we mentioned earlier as far as providing imfestigative
needs.

Mr. EDWARDS. I think we have to remember that we are dealing
with a data bank. We are not magically pushing a btitton and
finding peocile. What we are trying to do is improve the data
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process, the data collecting process, and the dissemination so that
not only the FBI will be of mote assistance but primarily local
police.

If children are going to be found, they are going to be found
primarily by local police and, of course, interested private citizens.
Isn't that correct?

Mr. NEMECEK. Most certainly, Congressman.
NCIC is a means of dissemination of information, not an investi-

gative solution per se.
Mr. EDWARDS. And NCIC information is only availabie to law

enforcement officers?
Mr.oNEmFux. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDWARDS. Agencies?
Mr. NEMECEK. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Nemecek, Mr. Boyd,

and Mr. Dennis.
Mr. KIKR BOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDWARDS. Now we are pleased to welcome the representa-

tives of Child Advocacy, Inc. The executive director is Mr. Denny
Abbott .and Dr. John McClure is the evaluation specialist of Child
Advocacy, Inc., from Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 111,

We welcome both of you gentlemen. Without objection, your
statement will be made a part of the record. You may proceed.

(The prepared statements of Mr. Abbott and Dr. McClure follow.]
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child cciwo=y,inc.
Merced* Executive Palk Park View Center Building Suite 306
1876 N Un.versity Or Ft_ Lauderdale, FL 33322 (305) 4754847

STATEMENT OF DENNY ABEOTT AND JOHN C. MCCLURE, Ph.D.

Mister Chairman:

My name is Denny Abbott. I am the Executive Director of

Cni1d4Advcc4cy, Inc. in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Child Advocacy

is a non-profit corporation deqicated to improying systems and

Services for children. We have'been operating in Broward County,

!Florida siime .973. We are currently funded through a grant from

'the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinguency'Prevention of the
/

Department of Justice. We are here tOday in support of HB 3781.

Dr. McClure of our staff will explain to you a program we have

establiahed in out own county to identify missing children.

Because I am an advocate for children, my initial request is

an appeal to your emotion. I would ask you to put yourself in the

place of a parent whose child Is misiing: I know you have heard

from John and Reve Walsh of my community', whose six year old son,

Adam, was brutally murdered. Can any of us begin to comprehend the

feeling of helplessness and despair? Beyond that, what must go

through the minds of the 50,000 children who are annually abducted,

raped and murdered? Who is willing to help these children and

families? I hope you will teke the first major step by passing the

Xisstag Children Act.

But I know ttkit legislation cannot be enacted based solely

4
upon feelings. What Are the facts? We at Child Advocacy have been

concerned about the problem of missing and runaway children foi
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several years-.. We live in a community which has a tremenaous

runaway population because of the allure of Fort LeUderdA and

surrounding areas. Estimates range as high.is 5,000 runaws per

Year inour coanty.

Ih March of 1979'Cre sponsored two days of public hearings on

the runaway problem tsee attachment M. We researched t.e problem
. c

-thoroughly And heard testimony from kids op the stieets, parents,

and youth workers. We.dispelled many myths anprovided new

inforMationabout the problem:

1) Most kids do not run away seeking adventure and excitement,

particu,larly first timers.

2) Kids leave homes of intolerable physical sexual and

emotional abuse.

31 Kids are "thrown away" by parents, with somp children

young as twelve years old being locked out pf their own

homes.

0 Kids on the street learn'to survive bY means of prostituti

(approximately'one-half of child ProstAutes in our area

are male prostitutes),(drug dealing and petty theft's.

5) It costs the taxpayer about seven times as much to do

nothing as opposed,to providing sexyicesri Our study found

that about one-quarter of kids onthe stn&I formally enter,..
A

the j,Uvenile justice eystem at an.average cost of $11,000*

per'child. In Florida, ogr juvenile justice sys'iem comts

about $55 pillion per year. .

These children need to be identified and returned.to their ,

home communities;where their.problemm can be addressed. The

V II
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majoraty a these 041Jcan and fanilies could be helped to preserve

the,integrity of,the famil;. I have never seen one child get better

or improve histher station in life by being on the streets. Law

enforcement off/Cials must have help in identifying children.

Ler us put the costs 'and gains on a scale and weigh them as

best we can.

COSTS

I) Additional manhours to input and access data on missing

children Alto a national computer.

2) Minimal additional dollars for computer hardware to store

information.
vs.

GAINS

1) Collection of the most accurate data yet on the scope of

the problem.

2) Help law enforcement officials throughout the country to

'Identify children., I believe a national clearinghouse of

information would result in more aggyessive police work in
,

finding children who neeci their help.

3) l'eaCe of mind for the parents of missing childreA\by knowing
_-

that if their child is foundin another community, they can

be notified.

4) Actual identification and return of thousands ol'missing

children to their families. .

S) An incredible saving, of tax dollars-by preventipg the

victimization of childzien by the criminal element who prey

on vulnerable children.

V

;
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I believe the scales tip strongly towaid the passage of this bill.

This country has endorsed ten basic.rights of children as

';oPPdeclared by the United Nations in celebration of the International

Year of the Child in 1979. They are:

1) The right to affection, love and understanding.

2) The right to adequate ratrition and medical care.

--/
3) The right to free education.

41 The right to full opportunity for play and recreation.

5) The right to a name and nationality.

6):The right to special care, if handicapped:

7) The right to be among the first to receive relief in

times of disaster.1

8) The right to be a useful member of society and to develop

individual abilities.

9) The right to be brought tip in a spirit of prace and

universal brotherhood.

10) The right to enjoy these rights, regardless of--race, color,

sex, religion, national or social origin.

Missing children enjoy none of these rights.

Children are the most voiceless, powerless, and vulnerable

group in our society today. We must act on,their behalf.

ft,

14-166 0 - 12 - 7
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cOlikl acluccozitim.
Executeee Perk Park V.w Center Bvachnq Suite 306187f N un,ere,ty D. Ft Lauderdale, Ft. 33322 (305) 4754547

odK

Mister Chairman:

My name is Dr. John Mcclure and I am a clinical and forensic

psychologist on the staff of Child Advocacy, Inc. My role in this,

program. has been to assemble the necessary compt.tes hardware and

software, train our personnel in its use, and to work out thd details

of the program with local lakw enforcement.

At present, over 7,000 runaways are picked up by Florida law

enforcemeht officers annually. This is out of an estimated 50,000

children who cur away or disiappear each yeai in the State of Florida.

Breward County, with its beaches and the Port Lauderdale "Strip,"

hes been identified as a mecca forzunaways and the exploitation

they stifter has.been,well documented in a.recent state univers.ity

Natudy. However, only 126 runaways wipere detained by Braward County

,laglinforcement officers last years( This has been attributed, at

least paAly, to the helislessness that officers feel over their

inability to accurately identify children who halo run away from

hceeet.

\

Although a child reported as missing or having run away is

entered in National Crime Information Center (NCIC) records upon

being reported to local police, an officer seeking to identify a

suspected runaway must furnish the child's name, race, sex, and

date of birth in ordec to access NCIC. If the child for whatever

reasons - fear, coercion, or subterfuge - gives an assumed name,

or no name, the officrr cannot accurately identify.the child Dy

t.

8 6
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using this tremendous national data bank. dnless there is probabte

cause to believe the child has committed a crime, he or ahe must

then be-released. -Or, consider the\all too frequent case of the

unidentified body of a child being found. Identification is rarely

found on_the body and families often must wait for days, weeks,.or

even months before forensic medical experts can allay or confirM

theOT worst fears. ,

Our program seeks to close the gaps in the Current system by

providing Broward County law enforcement agencies with 24 hour access

to a local data bank which does not require previous positive

identification of the subject.

The Chiefs of Police of the nearly 30 municipalities in Broward

County unanimouslyvoted on November 5, 1,6l to support ind

participate in this program (See attachment 13). On November 16th, a

.1 draft memorandum of agreement was negotiated with the Sheriff of

!froward County as to the procedures to be followed by the,participating

Rarties (see attachment C). Attachment D is a flowchart representing

the flow of information to and from our computer. The Chiefs have

agreed that all reports of missing and runaway children filed with

their agencies will be transmitted to the Juvenile Task Force of the

Broward Sheriff's Office. The Task FOrce officers will then transmit

the reports to Child Advocacy, Inc. where they will be entered int.',

our computerized file. Requests for information from patrolmen will

be channelled through the. Sheriff's Offide which will have 24 hour

access via a terminal to be installed in their Communications Office.

Statistical repAts on entries and requests for information will be

provided to the participating law enforcedent agencies by'Child

-6:-
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This system is designed to enhance, not replace, current

procedures. It does, however, greatly increase the amount of

information available to the officer on the street, while simplifying

his access to the information. Whereas entry to NCIC currently

requires name, race, sex, and date of birth, this system can search

simultaneously on up to seven descriptors and then provide the

officer with the information needed for a positive identification.

For instance, an obviously underage child on the streets at 3 AM

might refuse to give a name or show identification to a policeman.

The officer can radio a description to his dispatcher and within

minutes learn if the brown-haired7;brown-eyed, white male who'is,

approximately five feet, five inches tall, who weighs in the

neighborhood of 120 pounds, and has a two inch scar on his left

wrist has been reporal as missing or runaway.

This powerful adjunctive system being made available to the

law enforcement agencies of. Broward County, Florida has at-its core

a microcomputer system which costs less than 3,500.00. The software

which provides more sophisticated access than is currently available

with the National Crime Information Center sells over-the-counter

for $150.00. This program will handle 1,000 records at a time, and

eVen more with inexpensive modification.

The most expensive component of this program is the work it

will take to make it an effective tool. Every law enforcement agency

in our county has pledged to perform the extra work involved to pass

-7-
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repoxts of issing and-runaway children on to the Sheriff. The

Sheriff's Communications staff has volunteered to man tha terminal

that will provide 24 hour access to the system. The Sheriff's

Juvenile Task Force, a group of veteran and dedicated officers, has

already begun the task of preparing hundreds of cases for entry into

the computer. We estimate that the system pan be operated and

maintained by the equivalent of one full-time dAa-processing operator.

This systasewill not find one child. The law enforcement

officer on the street wilf do that. The system will allow him to

accurately and quickly identify children reported as miiing or

runaway. We submit that it may alsooserve as a pilot project for

the national systaaiwe hope you will enact.

4
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attachment A

the aduocate
a publication by Child Advocacy. Inc

PUBLIC HEARINGS HELD ABOUT RUNAWAYS
Fort Lauderdale is a mecca for runaways There are en estimaul 1.500 cases in growerd each yea. the actual

number wary be three ernes bight+ Approximately 60.70% are local children, often running from an intolerable
bona suwetson a

N I 975 Ns' Floras Legulature removed the status offender from the delmquent category, so runaways can no
longer iv housed in the'detennen center However, as Legisleture neglected to provide adequate funds to care
tot thise children es dependents, although Florae Sututes mandate shelter care for the protection of childrenat rut

1 study conducted in 1977 by Dr Mormon Kent, Assutant Professor of Craning! Justice at Floras Atlantic
University shoved that tbe mammy of ninaways rum to street knurling end prosntuton far bane smarm! They
bate no other meant to support tbenuelves and obtain eve the most basic necessttles of food and shelter Theresult is a modern tragedy

KIDS TELL IT LIKE IT IS. . .

A-11 overflow crowd of spectators attended spe
cial two-day public heuing on Much I lth and 14th
in the Juvenile courtroom of the Broward County
Courthouse. Sponsored by Child Advocacy, Inc . the
growird Youth Serf= Development Council. and

10,,..4

penny /Oben neneureyv *Nut thew royerseneee

One p.hinaaannt far depnlyncy «Mere

S.

. Kuneseye telk abort Ile an the stein
Juvenile Court judges Alcee Hastinp and Lawrence
Kmda in observance of the International Yeu of the
thild, the goal of the hearings was tO gather public
and lepdative support for a residential shelter for run
aways and other dependent adolescents in growaid

(eonanued en Page 1)
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Denny Abbott, E.XeCotne Director of Crisld Advo-

cacy Inc pee a presentanon of corrective action
and unveiled plans for a dependency sfvIter Th,
proposed shelter will be a 24-hoar cfisis inresen
lion center to provide an alternative to the street

Itteltv2e In addition to basic food, social and

medical services, a professionai staff wan help 0.1 '
siren understand their behavior attitudes, and feel

my about themselves and their families Whetter

the child returps home to strengthen his firmly
'imor's/ups, or must find In alternative living

situation professionals will guide the child to make
decisions concerning hts immediate future

In a final appeal to the legislators, Judge

Hasungs closed the session with 2 prescriranon of

supporting resolutions by area organizations, in-

cludrng the !Howard County ComthisTioh. Leaps,

of Women Voters, !froward Bar Association, and the

!froward Chief% of Police Association
Rep Harold Dyer, Chairman of the Broward Lep

lame Delegation. will sponsor two bills in this year's

session in Tallahassee one will be for operating ex
'senses and the other tor co-stmetzon costs
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child aduocacy, inc.
...ed. Executive Park Park VICW Center Building Suite 306
1876 N. University Or, FL Lauderdale, FL 33322 (305) 475-4847

ATTACHMENT B

MISSING CHILDREN: A PROPOSAL SY CHILD ADVOCACY, INC.

PRESENTED TO 11 E UMW COUNTY CHIEFS OF POLICE ASSOCIATION

NOVEMBER 5, 1981

'Child Advocacy is seeking the support of the Chiefs of Police Association
for our preposal to establish a ccaputerized information system on missing
children in Iroward County.

Each year in the United States approximately two million children disappear.
Of these:

1,850,000 are runaways

100,000 are taken by a parent
50,000 simply disappear - victims of foul play

Federal legislation is pending which would provide for a national computerized
clearinghouse on missing,031dren and unidentified bodies. 'Here in Iroward
CountY. Child Advocacy now has the computer capability to store data on missing
children. The following system is proposed for Iroward County law enforcement:

All municipal law enforcement agencies would ch.nnel their information
on missing children and/or runaways through the Iroward Sheriff's Office.

850 would forward such information to Child Advocacy first vie,
telephone, then with follow-up copies of incident reports.

A monthly report of cases entered will be provided to ISO.

All lam enforcement agencies will channel requesis- for information
on missing and/or runaway children to ISO who will contact Child
Advocacy.

Child Advocacy will access the computer and provide ISO with information'
by phone and with follow-up computer printouts (24 hour access can be
available through a computer terminal located at ISO).

ISO estimates that,an average of 100 new namomwould need to be added monthly.
A system for purging the computer files of resolved cases would be developed.

Our intent is to establish a mechanism in this county to help locate missing
children. We offer this system to assist law enfOrdhment in this ominous
task. Ne seek your supiort on.behalf of the children.

9 4:,)
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ROSENT A. OUTTERWORTH
SHERIVF

11CMARD;WK./
P.O. SOX 007

FORT LAUOEROALC FLORIDA MVO

DATE. _ November 16, 1981 'ATTACHMENT C

MEMOTO Listed,Distribution

FROM. Robert A. Castille, Administrative Assistant

SUBJECT. Memorandum of Agreement

As a result of the meeting held on Thursday, .

November 12, 1981, between representatives of .

Child Advocacy, Incorporated, and the Broward
Sheriff'sOffice, the following draft agreement
will be in place._

A. Child Advocacy, Incorporated will
serve as an automated,records
storehouse for all data on
runaway/missing children as
currently reported in Broward
County.

B. Child Advocacy, Incorporated will
operate the proposed automated
system as an adjundt to the infor-
mation now contained in the Fac/NcIc
network in the method described at
the Broward Association of Chiefs of
Police and as described in their
October 27, 1981 memorandum on the
same subject.

C. The Broward Sheriff's Office will act
as both a coordinating agency for the
input of data into the system for all
Broward County law enforcement agencies
and as a primary participant with the
entry of all their missing/runaway case
related information. The Sheriff's
Office will both formally and infor-

A-mally encourage total partj.cipation in
the system.
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D. Data entered into and redoved from the
system will be forwarded to Child
Advocacy, Incorporated, Monday through
Friday. 9:00,a.m. to 5:00 p.m., via
telephone from the Broward Sheriff's
Office, with supplemental hardcopy
information being forwarded via mail
for verification purposes.

E. Inquiries into the system by all agencies
will be made via the telephone tal Child
Advocack, Incorporated, Monday through
Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and et
all other times, through the Communica-
tions Division of the Broward Sheriff's
Office, via radio or telephone4(contingent
upon termlnal access to the system from the
Communications Division Office)..

F. All hardwarecosts will cuirehtiy be
, absorbed by Child Advocacy, IncorPorated,

except for the additions of,A-videodisplay
terminal linkage-between Child Advocacy,
Incarporated, and-the Broward Sheriff's
Office Communications Divisism. Funding
,sources far-the addition of-this.terminal
and reguired.modems, as welLas programming
costs, are to be worked out under a
mutually agreeable forriat. '

G. Validatien,zauditing an purging of records
will be primarily the r sponsibility of
'Child Advocacy, Incorperated, with assistance
from the Broward Sheri f's Office whenever
pOssible.

'
H. Upon mutual agreement lof all the conditions

outlined, the Broward Sheriff's Office will
issue and Administrat ve Order directing the
procedurN to be utili ed by Broward Sheriff's
Office personnel in the implementation and
utilization of the syStem.

This Memorandum of Agreement is currently a draft and is
to 1343 reviewed for acceptance or amendment on MOnday,
November 23, 1981.

RAC/mk
cc: Distribution
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TEMMONY OF DENNY AliBOTT AND JOHN McCLURE, CHILD
ADVOCMA, INC., FORT LAi:DERPALE, FLA.

Mi Assurr.' Thank you. I am the executive director of Child
Ackocacy, Inc. in Broward County, Fla. We are a nonprofit corpora-
tion whose full purpose is to improve the systems and services for
children in our county We are currently funded through a grant
from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Department of Justice.

I would like to make a few statements abOut the problem as I see
it from a philosophical point uf view, I 'suppose, and then Dr.
McClure will describe to you a system that we have just proposed
in our county in excess of a million,people to do the kind of thing
that these two bills are talking about.

I think because I am.an advocate for children.my first instinct is
to be somewhat emotional when asking for imProved services for
children. ..v

I know that I have discussed many times with John Walsh the
tragedy of his son Adam, who lived in our county, and each time I
talk to him'and talk to other parents of missing children I find it
very- difficult to comprehend the helplessness that they must feel
as they are trying to locate their children.

They really have no place to go and we have heard many reports
of law enforcement telling parents who Wish to report a missing

'child that there is really not a lot we can do, and they are given
little if any treatment at all.

I think one of the problems is because law enforcement has been
hamstrung in this area to help identify missing'children.,

In addition to what the parents must feel as a child is go,ne from
home for 2 weeks or months or sometimes years, I sometimes
wonder what is going through the minds of those children un the
streets who are the victims of sexual mobsters and being used for
other purposes:'

The young childrento me, again, it is almost incomprehensible
for me to really be able to understand that.

Most of the law enforcement people that we talked to make a
d istinction between missing and runaway children and apparently
the distinction is made based on age. If the child is under 10 or 12
years of age he is considered to be a missing child, but if he.is over

.10 or 12, based on the circumstances, he is generally considered to
be a runaway. Not much effort is made to locate those children.

I would like to share some facts with you. I think we have a good
data base from which to speak. Fut Lauderdale, some people have
called,it the runaway capital of the country. If it is not, I assure
you it, is right at the top of the list. We have many children coming
into our area because of the beaches and the pOpularity of coming
down to Fort Lauderdale. -

We estimate that in our county alone yearly there are in excess
of 5,000 runaway missing children on our streets.

Back in 1979, Child Advocttcy spo'nsored 2 days of public hearings
on th e. runaway problem. We did a great deal of research at that
time. We talked to law enforcement, we talked to children who
were on runaway status,-"dozens and sometimes I think it Seemed
like it stretched into the hundreds. We talked to parents, we,talked
to professional youth workers, and we put on, 2 days of public
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hearings for the benefit of our local legislative delegation and we
did that to dispel myths about runaways that many of them ..had

One of the impressions is that kids leave home because it is a
Huckleberry Finn kind of thing to do, looking for adventure and
excipment out in the world. The fact is° most children who leave
home leave home because of intolerable physical, sexual, and emo-
tional abuse.

Many youngsters, particularly the ones that are 12 and 13, have
literally been thrown away by their parents, have been locked Out
of their homes and told quite clearly, "I never want to see you
again and ydu have no home here::

Kids on the street have to learn to survive and I will tell you
how they survive in Broward County, Fla. They survive by becom-
ing- child prostitutes. One-half of the juvenile prostitutes in our
community are male ,prostitutes. They become involved in drug
dealing and 'petty thievery in order to survive.

We had youngsters who came and said. "I had never brokeri the
law before in my life. I didn't know where to go. I lea ned to go to
the grocery store and steal food because I had to."

We have kids, sleeping on the beaches and on canals nd man-
-, grove areas.

We took a look at the cost factors involved in the problem. We
concluded that it costs the taxpayers seven times as much to leave
a child on the streets and do nothing and inkike no attempt to
provide services or to get that youngster returned to his home
community as it would cost to prAde effective services of some
kind.

We also found that one-quarter of all the youngsters on the
streets in Broward County! Fla. will formally enter the juvenile
justice system in Florida as a delinquent child, being arrested for
violation of cri -nal law.

.

4 the State frf Florida, once a youngster enters the juvenile
justice system, t costs about $12,000 per child to handle that child
just through the juvenile justice system. That does not take into
acount if he goes on and gets involved in the adult criminal system

Florida has ad expensive juvenile justice system. We spend about
$55 million a year on our juvenile justice system. These youngsters
need to be identified by law enforcement and efforts need to be
made to return them to their home communities. .

The majority of these children, once identified and once returned
to their home communities, caa be helped'a great deal and families
can be helped and there are services in communities to do that

The other side of the picture is, as I said, to do nothing and leave
that youngster on the street.

I will tell you that I have been in youth work for 20 years now as
a juvenile court probation officer and detention director and as an
advocate for children, and I have never seen a child get better on
the streets. We will pay for that at some point. .

We are supportive of a national clearinghouse of information on
missing children in this country. .

Now, as we move away from the emotional appeal, I suppose, I
would like to, if I can, look at the cost and gains of doing that

We have heard the FBI this morning say that there would
indeed be additional man-hours to create and maintain such a

t
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system There would also be a minimal amount of dollars for
hardware, I suppose, or programming costs to do this.

I can tell you that the figures I heard today to put this system in
place would bein about an hour would be offset by getting one
child back to his home community.

I know what the .enormous cost is to the American public to
allow those youngsters to'stay on the streets.

What do we have to gaie.Well, I think we would begin to collect
the most accurate data yet on the problem of mks.sing children. We
don't have a lot of good data. Some of the figures that you hear I
think are nothing more than estimates. Children have not been as
high a priority as they need to be.

It would help law enforcement officers to identify children that
they have in custody. We have talked to rdany police officers who
either have come across a dead body or they have a youngster who
is the victim of an accident or some kind of traufna or children
who simply do not give them the right information for whatever
reason, and they don't know what to do with those kids. And as a
result they wind up looking the other way sometimes because they

'really have %ery little resources with which to help those young-
sters.

I think that a national clearinghouse would offer certainly some
peace of mirid for the parent of a missing child to know that if
their youngster had been properly put into a national clearing-
huuse system and if that child was identified in another State that
he could be returned home.

Johri Walsh told me, and I am sure he has told you, about
parents who had children who were missing from the home and
they spent 5 or 6 months of their entire life looking for them only
to find that that youngster was lying in a morgue in the next
county and nobOdy knew how to identify that child and get back in
touch with those parents.

Again, if we are talking about cost, just dollars and cents, the-
incredible savings of tax dollars by not permitting the victimization
of children on the streets by the criminal element who certainly do
prey upon vulnerable children. ,

I don't see where we have anything to weigh. I think the scales
tip very strongly in support of passing this legislation.

This country in 1979 endorsed 10 basic fundamental rights of
children as declared by the United Nations in celebration of the
International Year of the Child. I won't read all 10 of them to you,
but I want to read a couple:

The nght to affection. luve, and understanding, the right to adequate nut;ition
and medical care, the right to be a useful member of society and to develop
individual abilities, the right to be brought up in a spirit of peace and universal
brotherhood . \Missi ng children on the streetwithout a way for us to identify
them, to share none of those rights that we endorse\ in our national
publicity blitz in saying we want to make the comn\unity aware of
the needs of childrenmissing children have none Of those at all.

In summary,.I just want to again emphasize that \children are
the most voiceless, powerless, vulnerable group of pe?ple in our
society today and it behooves us to act in their behalf. \

'9 0
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At this time I would like to ask Dr. McClure to continue the
statement

Dr MCCLURE. Thank you, Mr Chairman.
We do consider the problem of missing, runaway. and dead chil-

dren to be a law enforcement matter. If a child is missing there is
a high probability that a Crime has occurred and that is why the
child is missing. If the child is dead, there is a high probability that
they were victims of a crime If a child has run away, there is also
a high probability that that child w ill become a crimina.l Or become
a victim of crime. .

We most certainly think of this as a law enforcement problem
We like been inyohed in researching the problem of missing and
runaway children for several years and, spurred 9 by the tragedy
of Adam Walsh, we haye attempted to dc something about it in our
community of Fort Lauderdale and Broward County, Fla

We first surveyed the local law enforcement agencies which con
sist of about 29 municipalities plus the county sheriff. We found in
the uniform crime report prepared by the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement that out of 7,000 runaways picked up annually in
the State of Florida, only 126 of those were picked up by tlfe
Broward County Police in the runaWay category.

Informal discussion with road patrolmen informed us that this
, was at least due partly to their perceived powerlessness to do

anything about the children or, second, to identify themselves in
case they would not properly identify them or giye a pseudonym or. .
an alias.

The main complaint with the National Crime Information Center
is that for the legal law enforLement agenc:es to get the immediate
access available they must enter the child's name, sex, race, and
date of birth. Obviously, if they know that, they have already
identified the child.

I see no little value in helping to identify a child who cannot or
will not give their proper name.

The current procedure is as,the gentleman from the FBI testi-
fied, that a parent will report the child as missing or runaway to
their local police department, who will then forward the informa-
tion by teletype into the NCIC. However, that is often the end of
the relationship with the national data bank in the case of these
children.

We have devised a program based on a lot of input from our local
, law enforcement agencies, and we got the chiefs of police, all 29

municipalities, and the sheriff of Broward County, to agree to
participate in the system, whereby their normal procedures will
continue to be followed, however, the county sheriff will also
become the local repository of all reports of missing and runaway
children.

Florida statutes empower county sheriffs to enter into agree-
ments with interested agencies for the purpose of facilitating their
work and we are negotiating a memorandum of agreement with
our county sheriff whereby we are going to participate.

After gathering the records, the juvenile task force of Broward
County's Sheriffs Office will forward copies of all reports to child
advocacy where they will be entered into microcomputer storage

A
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Requests fur informatiun ll be Lhanneled through the county
sheriff

All 29 police agencies have agreed to do this
We will provide 24-hour a,:cess to the cumputer by a terminal

hich is going tu be located right next to the NCIC terminal in the
sheriff's office.

What this is going to mean tu the rued patrolman on the street is
that if he finds an ()by ious juvenile wandering the streets or loiter-
ing late at night why may nut idenufy themselves or may give a
pseudony m ur alias, he can get un the radio to his dispatcher and
within minutes learn if that child has been reported as missing or
runaway in Broward County.

114 have a computer package that will search through our files
up to seven different levels. We don't need to know the name, date
of birth, or other positive identification factors.

Granted, the officer on the street may learn that there are five
or six brown-eyed, blond haired, 15-year-old youths with tattoos
who have been reported as missing, but at least he has a little
something more to go on as far as positive identification.

Obviously our system is not going to be perfect but we submit
that it could serve as a pilot perhaps to a national system.

We have found that the cost is at this point minimal The micro-
computer that semes this function, among other services to our
agency, costs the grand total of $3,500. Thecomputer software that
allows access on other variables besides name and date uf birth cost
$130 over the counter at a computer store. So obviously the main
cost of this program is going to be the work.

The juvenkle task force of the Broward County Sheriff s Office is
composed of veteran officers with a total of 75 years on the force.
These are not pessimistic police officers. These are men and women
who have volunteered to do the extra work, passing on the records
to us and coordinating all inquiries thrqugh our computer.

Obviously the local police departments are going to do extra
work in passing information on to the sheriff. They are also going
to overcome some jealousies among their own agencies in dbing
this, and they have gone on record as being willing to do this.

We have work to do in that we are going to enter and maintain,
and operate the system.

We submit that there are obvious benefits. If a parent knows
that their child has been entered into a computer, if they turn up
anywhere in The county, then there is a high probability they are
going to be identified and returned.

There are problems which the gentleman from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation mentioned. Utilization is one. The system
is only as good as the information put into it and requested from it.

There is most certainly the problem of purging the files. I believe
it has been estimated that 70 percent of runaways return home
voluntarily, and of those in Broward County approximately 40
percent of the parents have the courtesy and thoughtfulness to
notify the police that, "By the way, my son has returned."

This is going to take work and trial and error in working out the
most efficient waySto keep the system containing only active cases.

It may well be that the volume is going to increase dramatically.
Whereas we are estimating 5,000 children a year in our county, it

10
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may turn out to be significantly higher than that and we may find
, ourselves working a little harder than we had bargained for initial-

ly. -
But, in any case, the pmblems we encounter and hopefully solve

will most certainly be shated with other agencies that voluntarily
or by mandate of CongrAs take on this responsibility

. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Dr. McClure, for your

excellent testimonyc
Mr. Hyde? ..

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. sow

I am delighted to have heard your testimony. You have been
doing something about this problem which badly needs to be done
Do you think the program you have talked about could work on a
national level, as this legislation provides?

Dr. McauitE. Yes, I do, Mr. Hyde. Obviously the volume would
The tremendously more than one county, but I don't see any other

problems other than the sheer volume and, of course, utilization
and keeping the file purged of inactive cases.

Mr. HYDE. It is like so many other things, a constant educational
process must go on to inform local law agencies of.the existence of
it and encourage them to use it.

We listened to the FBI testify this morning. Do either of you
have any specific comments on their testimony? ,

Mr. ABBOTT. I wanted, to make it clear that from my knowledge
of the NCIC system, we have a national computer that has some
information on runaway and missing children, but it is of no use,
period, if the local law enforcement officer doesn't know who the
kid is to begin with. He must have a name and a date of birth
before he can get anything back out of that system.
' We are proposing that there needs to be a clearinghouse where
you can identify children based on physical description when you
don't have a name. So that is the reason I think that many police
officers are frustrated around the country in trying to deal

. with--
Mr. HYDE. How tough v`tould that be mechanically?
If you are going to identify young people or missing people other

than by their namelet's say by scars or something like that,
whatever other identifying data is availablehow tough is that as
a mechanical problem?

Mr. Almon.. Obviously--
Mr. HYDE. Do you do- that?
Mr. Almon% That is what we are going to be doihg.
Mr. HYDE. You are going to be doing it?
Mr. ABBOTT. December 1 we are scheduled to go on'line with the

system, I wish we could come back in a month and tell you some of
the problems we will run into, and I know there will be. Obviously,
the more fields of information that can be entered into the'system,
the more you narrow down the gap as to providing an identity

We have not really researched this 'problem of dental charts and
things like that, buT I have no doubt that the FBI with all their
massive computerized systems and their trained fersonnel certain.
ly could solve that problem.

811-1186 0 - 112 - 11
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Mr HYDE NoW, the FBI is opposed to allowing parents to place
information in the NEIC Lumputer. Do you agree with thal posi-
tion?"

Mr. Assam Cong essman, I do not, and I kind 'of agree with
your statement earlier that, the parents skould have the righ. to go
by the 1ca1 rBI office and report that iriermatiod and haNe it
entered

I have talked to too many pal ents v.ho have been to small
municipalitiein our County ve have some municipalities with
three or four officers and they won't even take a report. They
won '. eNen sit dAn and look the parent in the eye'and say let me
take the informarfon.

Mr. HYDE. Why not? .

Mr. ARacerr. They don't haNe the time, and particularly if it is a
14- or 15-year-old child, they say come back in a feiv days because
he is probably going to come home, and parents are frustrated by
that type of thing.

Dr. McCLLRE. To respond to 5,our question a moment ago about
the cost, of ucLessing a file of physical descriptors. We have pur-
chased at the cost of $150 a program v.hich will sort a file on up tp
seven fields simultaneously, such as height, weight, hair, eye color,
scars.

Mr. HYDE. How much would that cost?
Dr MCCLURE. Just $150. This is for, a microcomputer It is not

nearly as massiNe as the Nag computer. Our file will handle only
1,000 reeords at a time.

Mr. HYDE. It would seem in this day and age if you are looking
for people of an approximate age, with scars on their left hand, you
should he able to retrieNe that information regardless. of the.pame
or absence of a name.

Dr. MCCLURE. That's correct.
Mr. HYDE. Computer experts could Help us on that but you are

doing the job on a small, microcosmic scale for$150.
Dr. McCLUAE. This $150 program will also store up to 1,980

pieces of information on each child.
Mr.: HYDE, On each cicild?
Dr. MCCLURE. Yes.
Mr. HYOE. How many chiktien will it store?
Dr. MCCLURE. Stores 1,000 at a time on, like a 45-r/min record,

51/4-inch diskettes.
We understand from talks with the communications specialists

at the sheriffs office the NCIC computer will only hold 400 charac-
ters on each subject. We would hope that the system, if it is
expanded to include missing children, would be revamped so that it
might store more information as well as provide seaFching on other
descriptors beside's the name and date of birth.

Mr. HYDE. A standardized form to talte relevant information
might be useful too. To your knowledge, do the various police
departments in your county have a standardized form?

Dr. MCCLURE. Uniform, they don't. The sheriff's department has
submitted their forms to us to use in setting up our form, but the
municipalities dmit always use common forms.

110
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Mr. HYDE. That is something you might help them on. You- will
learn what is relevant and what is not and what information you
need and you migfit help standardize the form.

Maybe the FBI can help you and maybe you can help them. A
good form with filling in the blanks covers a lot of territory.

Dr. MCCLURE. Sure.
Mr. HYDE. Thank: you.
Mr. EDWARDS. How long have you been in operation?
Mr. ABBOTT. We have been incorportaed since 1973 and had

staff since 1975.
Mr. EDWARDS. You have had files since when?
Mr. Assarr. We are just in the process of doing that now.
Dr. MCCLURE. This file is being built today by our staff.
Mr. EDWARDS. How are you going to limit the missing children to

those who should be looked for, if you know what I mean? You
point out that, in your testimony, Mr. Abbott, that children don't
just run away, they sometimes run away to escape intolerable
situations at home. You certainly don't want to return those chil-
dren to brutal parents.

Mr. Assam We would like to know who that child is and where
the parents live, and if the child says I left home because I was
being raped by my stepfather every nighi, then law enforcement
can investigate that problem, can refer that to our department of
social services in Florida, who can come in and take protective
custody of that child.

Mr. EDWARDS. But you are recommending that these brutal par-
ents can go to an FBI office and,turn the police of 50 States loose
to find a 15-, 16-, or 17ryear-old child because some of your exam-
ples I notice *ere 15-and 17 years'old;

Mr. ABBOTT. Yes; it may be partially true. I don't think the
brutal parents, the ones who don't want the kids, are going to be
actively looking for them anyhow. There may be circumstances
where a parent who has abused the child would go to the FBI and'
say help me find the child. We would hope if a child is of a young
age and cannot tell the story that there would be some kind of
marks on the child to indicate he had been an abused child.

If it. is an older childoften we never know these things unless
the child tells us, and I don't know how to get around that prob-
lem.

Mr. EDWARDS. What do the police in Broward County do? Do
they arrest kids that-are walking around? What age do they stop?
Vagrancy, what is the charge?

Mr. AssoTr. There is none. Runaways are called status offenders
in Florida and juveniles are at that level until they reach 18 in
Florida, so up through 17. We, only recently, established a shelter
for adolescents who need temporary residential care, but until then
the order of the day was to look the other way. They wound up
babysitting with kid,s, in police stations all day trying to find out
who they were, and they got frustrated with that.
.Mr. EIVARDS. How do you visualize the national system operat-

ing; for example, a 15-year-old girl doesn't come home for dinner
some night, what would happen under a national system?

Dr. MoCunts. As I understand, one of those bills would excludd
chronic runaways from being entered on the file. As I mentioned

,
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before, if a child is a runaway or has failed to come home and no
one knows what happened, there ib a high probability that a crime
has occurred or will occur, either committed by that child or with
that child as a victim. , .

Many agencies have a 24-hour rule on missing persons of any
age, and in the case of a young child I think that should obviously
be waived and immediately the full force of all law enforcement
agencies should be brought to bear on that.

Part of the situation is morale, as we see it, that if the local law
enforcemenf people, the road patrolman on the street knew and
the parents knew that the weight and power of the Federal Gov-
ernment was being brought to bear in helping them find their
child, I don't think you would have grieved parents up here corn,
plaining to their Congressmen, and I really think that the law
enforcement officer on the street, his morale would be greatly
increased and that he or she w ould be more enthused about pick-
ing up and bringing in children who happen to be out where they
have no business being.

Mr EDWARDS Well, right now the names of missing children and
the descriptions are generally in the NCIC, I think.

Dr. MCCLURE. Yes. ,

Mr. EDWARDS. A lot of them. But do You think it is important to
add those without names? Are there any without names in the
NCIC, Mr. Abbott?

Mr. Anon'. No.
Mr. EDWARDS. You have to have a name to get into the NCIC. So

you think the first improvement would be to put in physical de-
scriptors?

Dr. MCCLURE. The physical descriptors are there, but the access
that is available to the local law enforcement people as they have
told us is that to find a hit on the computer you must know the
subject's name, race, sex, and date of birth.

The officers on the street have 15 minutes to detain a child
without probable cause and an off-line search cannot be conducted
in 15 minutes, so that the officer learns whether that child has
been reported as missing or runaway. .

What we have developed and hope a national system would-.,
include is the ability to search the file on other descriptors besides
the exact identification of the child. 4R5

Mr. ARBarr. We certainly think the name ought to be entered
into the origin formation. ft

Mr. EDWARDS. gut, in addition, you think the dead bodyuniden-
tified dead bodies should be entered too?

Dr. MCCLURE. I think the system that we have proposed will
handle the case of the missing runaway or dead child.

.

Mr. EOWARos. You are going to set that up in your system,
., unidentified dead?

. .'
Mr. ABBOTT. Yes, sir. ,
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Tucevich?
Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank.you, Mr. Chairman.
Child AdvoCacy, Inc. is the recipient of a Federal grant, iSn't that

true?
Mr. Anon'. That is true. _

- Mr. TUCEVICH. From which agency?
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Mr. Almon. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delihquency
Prevention, part of the Justice Department.

Mr. TUCEVICH. Is the.FBI a part of the Department of Justice?
Mr. ABB° Tr. Yes_
Mr. TUCEVICH. Has any representative of the FBI contacted you

with respect to your program?
Mr. Aesurr. No, sir.
Mr. TUCEVICH. Have you made an effort to contact the FBI to

make them aware of the findings of your program?
Mr. ABBOTT. We have not, because the system is scheduled to

come online very soon. We have been in touch with our project
monitors on the grant about the problem in Fort Lauderdale and
what we are doing about it, but we felt it was premature, I guess,
to make contact with the FBI.

Dr. MCCLURE. The special agent in charge of the local office was
in attendance at the meeting of the 29 chiefs of police at which the
program was presented and informal discussions were held, so the
local FBI is indeed aware of what we are doing.

Mr. TUCEVICH. You heard the cost estimate that the FBI had
given to us, actually in response to my question earlier?

Mr. ABBOTT. Yes, sir.
Mr. TUCEVICH. What is your response to that estimate? Do you

think it is too much or too little?
Dr. MCCLURE. It 'might even be tod conservative.
Mr. TucEincx. What would you estimale it would cost to imple-

ment a national sy,stem which incorporates these multiple identifi-
ers that you referred to?

Dr. MCCLURE. We haven't projected national cost figures. For our
county we are looking at a total cost of about $25,000 per year Sand
most of that is in manpower.

Mr. TUCEVICH. Programing costs?
Dr. MCCLURE. Operating costs. The programs we purchased over

the countei.
Mr. TUCEVICH. If this legislation were to pass just as it is right

now, H.R. 3781, the Simon bill, in your opinion would it really aid
in finding missing children?

Dr. MCCLURE. Not unless the programing capability were ex-
panded so that physical descriptors, dental charts and such as that
could be entered, rather than the name and date of birth as is
presently required.

Mr. TUCEVICH. So, in other words, if this legislation were to pass,
in your opinion it wouldn't do much good without adding those
identifiers, the capctty to search

Dr. MCCLURE. That's correct. I don't know if that sort of thing
has to be mandated by legislation. We do see that as the deficiency
in the current program.

Mr. TUCEVICH. Do you think it would be possible to allow parents
to place information into the local FBI office that, for example,
some agency of the Department of Jtistice, the FBI, for example,
could have a form that they provide to be filled out in triplicate, a
copy to the local FBI office, and a copy to whatever State and local
police agency affected, which has blanks for scars, tatoos, height,
weight, that sort of thing, that parents could simply fill out and
leave-with a Fetral agency; would that be possible?

b
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Dr. MCCLURE. That is an excellent idea and would provide for
sharing the information with the appropriate agency.

Mr. TUCEVICH. If there were such a form it wouldn't necessitate
either a great deal of man-hours or time, it would simply go to the
computer programer, w ho would incorporate the information into
the system?

Dr. MCCLURE. That's correct.
Mr. TUCEN,ICH. If you were in a pos,ition to enact legislation, what

more would you propose that the FBI could do to alleviate this
problem?

Dr. MCCLURE. I think just what the gentlemen from the FBI
have already stated, that they plan to educate local law enforce-
ment officials as to what services are available to them nationally.

We found that the intense publicity generated by Adam Walsh
and similar cases that are still active in Dade and Broward Coun-
ties have added to the heat on the local police officials to do
something about this.

Mr. TUCEVICH. Wasn't that more of a local matter until it got
national publicity? Other than that, there really wasn't a whole lot
of demand necessarily for that type of education.

Do you think that simply newsletters from the NCIC to the
respective agencies will really get more usage?

Dr. MCCLURE. I think the popular media also would be an appro-
priate vehicle.

Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

..
Mr': EDWARDS. Thank you very much.
I would like to ask Mr. Boyd another question. Could you come

up for a moment, Mr. Boyd?
Would it be possible to work into the NCIC missing person file

the descriptions of missing people withaut the names and the date
of birth?

Mr. KIER Boyn. Yes, we have that capability now, but not online.
The problem is with 19,000 people on there, you will probably have
many hits and, as I understand their testimony they have about 15
minutes to hold the person, and the great variety of hits, I am not
sure that--

Mr. EDWARDS. You might hit 100 possibles?
Mr. KIER BOYD. That could very well be. For instance, one of my

.*'
colleagues testified in a case where we had the same name, same
date and place of birth, unfortunately it was the wrong person. So
we had an exact hit using specific data.

When you get into one talking about height plus or minus an
inch, weight plus or minus 5 pounds, I have some problem that you
are going to be able to.narrow it.

You can in a system that size, narrow down fairly tightly. If you
have 19,000 juveniles, I think that would be difficult.

Mr. EDWARDS. Do you have a response to that, Dr. McClure?
Dr. MCCLURE. I certainly agree and, as I mentioned, the volume

would be probably the major problem in extrapolating tlie system
from a local to a national level. However, if an entry came from
south Florida, it might be very appropriate for the NCIC operator
to restrict the search to files reported from south Florida.

1.Ub
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Mr EDWARDS. There would be no great, problem with the FBI
including in the data bank of thq NCIC information from local
police organizations thatthey acquired from the morgues describ-
ing unidentified dead persons; right,?

Mr. KIER BOYD. We have that.eapacity now; I believe it is 117
characters. Whether or not Oat will be sufficient to describethat
is fairly limited, but we do have an_i open)

field for free form infor-;
mation. .1

Mr EDWARDS Do most oPthe coroners send you fingerprints,df
unidentified people'', '

,

Mr KIER BOYD. I don't knowA can't speak for the Iitentification
Division.

Mr. NEMECEK. I don't' think it is done-on the regularity that it
4

used to be.
--,d

Mr. EDWARDS. Would you have the authority to check those With
the noncriminal fingerprints files that yobhave?

Mr. NEMECEK. Yes; we are doing that now, Congressman
Mr. HYDE. Would getting a hit or several, hits as Mr. Boyd has

said not be justification for holding the pecsoit mdre than 15 min-
utes then? Wouldn't that provide you a halidle to look further into
it?

.

Mr. KIER BOYD.tVell, that wotild be a State matter as to how

-long they hold somebody. .

Mr. HYDE. You said 15 minutes. I guess4hat is a rule of thumb?-
Mr. KIER BOYD. That is the figure that I heard. 0 -

-4-"

Mr! HYDE. Once you get a hit would it be counterproducti,..ve to 7,
let go?

1 -
§ -')

Mr. ABBOTT. Once the police officer can establish the probable
cause, then he ,can take that child into cu4tody and that child- will

be placed---
Mr. HYDE. %it you have 15 minutes to get the hit? ,)

Mr. Aggorr. To get probable cause to hold him further. Perhaps
that would justify probable cause.

Mr. KIER BOYD. The question would be if you had 20 possibilities,
would that be probable cause?

Mr. HYDE. It would seem to-me that you folks can coordinate and
learn something from-COlorado, Colorado can learn something from o'-
you, the FBI can learn from you, you can learn from the FBI, and4
maybe. we can get this onstream this year.

Mr. Anon'. I will have to go to Tampa. I didn't know tkis ,
conference was coming. 1

Mr, EDWARDS. Thank you very much, all the witnesses. This hag
been very helpful.' ,)

[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

3
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL

PREPARED STA'TEMENT OF Hom JOSEPH G. MINISH, NEW JERSEY, 11TH DISTRICT
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 'UDICIARY COMMITTER.

THE MISSING CHIWREN ACT

Mr Chairman, I am pleased to offer my testimony before this Stibcommittee on
my bill, H.R. 4893, 'The Missing Children Act."

Unfortunately, it Ls a most tragic situation which requires this legislation and
these hearings As many of us here are already painfully aware, it is reported that
approximately 50,0p0 children each year are reported missing. These children are
not the victims of parental kidnapings nor are they runaways. Moreover, an esti-
mated 8,000 bodies of unidentified children are found each year.

It is my hope that more of these children would be with us today if we had a more
coordinated system for ,xchanging informaiion on missing children. This legislation
would do precisly that ^

In'a deep sense, it is a sad societal comment that this legislation is needed. For,
from the many cases Of misaing children which I have read, the vast mtkjority of
these children are missing not because they have neglectful parents nor because
these children took extraordinary risks. There tragically seems to be certain individ-
uals, who for whatever deranged psychological reasons, abduct children and abusethem.

H R 4893 would facilitate the exchange and acquisition of information to locate
missing children It would also aid in the identificatiOn of certain deceased individ-
uals This bill also makes sense in this period of budget austerity, as it would only
coordinate existing facilities, making use of available resources in an economic
manner.

The basiC reason why I 'sponsored this bill and believe it should be passed is
simple such a regrettable problem exists, a problem which American sociaty may
not have experienced to this degree thirty years ago, but now we must address it.
The role for we in Congress should be to confront the difficult questions in society
and attempt tO reSolve them This legislation would truly prove an asset to law
enforcement officials who are working desperately to locate missing children.

If H R 4893 were enacted, it would provide the law enforcement officials withmore info ation on these children, at an earlier date. The time factor is so critical
and w certainly increase the possibility of locating these children.

To ose who might oppose this legislation I say that we have established specific
criteria to insure that we will not be creating unnecessary work for law enforce-
ment personnel For instance, the child can not have a previous history of running
away, or on the basis of the best available evidence, they are not the victims of
parental kidnappings Moreover, the information will be expunged from the system
when the child is located or a body is identified.

In closing, I would like to thank Representative Edwards, my distinguished.col-
league from California, for'holding these hearings. I will again emphasize how muchI believe in this bill I hope that it is soon reported out of Committee so the full
House %%ill have the opportunity to act upon it.

Thank you.

PREPA4D STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN J. LAFALCE

Mr Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity to present a brief state-
ment on H R 3781, the Missing Children Act. I feel very strongly about the need for
this legislation, which I wholeheartedly support because I believe it may help
alleviate the terrible suffering of families, like the Welshes, who have lost their
children to tragic and often unresolved disappearances. ,

I would like to briefly outline my involvement in the Adam Walsh case and
'include in my statement the text of a letter subsequently sent to me by the Federal
Bureau of Invesigation.

In early August 1981 I was contacted by a constitutent, who is a relative of the
Walsh family, concerning Adam's disappearance from a Hollywood, Florida store.
The family was desperate for he/p and sought my assistance in getting the FBI

,involved in the case Within a few days of this request Adam's remains would be .found in Florida; but at the time, the family id not know he was dead and
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contacted me, Senatur Paula Hawkins, and nu doubt zountless others in an effort VI
urge the FBI to bring its full resources to bear in the-search for little Adam Walsh,
who was without ctuestion abducted from thut store in Florida, although there was
np "hard evidence' such as a ransom note to support this fact

Once involved. in the Adam Walsh incident I 'was astonished by what it takes to
get the FBI to formally enter a missing person enGe. At the time I shared this view
with many who thought the FBI "alsvays became involved in kidnapping cases I
know better now, nd hupe after these hearings the American public will know
better, too, and will there the outrage of the Walsh family and others who have
looked to the fedeil government for help in similar instances

The position of the FBI is outlined in the following letter, written in response to
my inquiry asking the Bureau to explain and clarify its role in kidnapping cases in
general, with specific reference to the Adam Walsh case:

a

Hon. Jon?: J. LAFALCE,
House'of 'Representatives,
Washington, DC

Dzitit CONGRESSMAN LaFaii:e. Your September, 2nd letter to Judge Webster with
regard to the disappearance of Mrs. Phyllis Venezia grandnpphew, Adam Walsh,
and requesting the policy of the FBI in such cases has been brought to my attention
I was truly sorry to learn that Adam was murdered and wish to express deepest
sympathy to his family.

I share, as does the FBI, your grave concern for the welfare of our children who
have disappeared and wish to assure you that we are not indifferent to the requests
receiyed for help in locating missing children. We are most sympathetic to the
desire of those whn want the FBI to actively investigate these cases, however, in
fulfilling our responsibilities, including kidnapping matters, the FBI must adhere to
the guidelines set down for us which give us the authority to investigate possible
violations of those Federal laws falling within our jurisdictio .

As you are aware, Congress, in passing the Federal kid appmg Statute, estab-
lished the parameters within which we must work No matter what the crime
committed, i:ertain elfflments must be present for it to fall within our purview and
these elements are set by the language of the law. The Statute, as written, states in
'part, ":. any such person whn has been unlawfully seized, confined, inveigled,
decoyed, kidnapped, abducted or carried away . .," and this has been interpreted
by the Department of Justice to mean there must be some evidence of such an
abduction, not merely an unexplained disappearance, before the FBI can undertake
investigation. It is not withtn the ,purview of the FBI to modify+ its investigative
policy regarding kidnapping as it conforms with that legislated, by Congress in the
Federal lUdnapping Statute.

TheFBI does not have the authority to investigate missing persons unless there is
evidence of a Federal violation within our 'purview. In cases involving missing
.children which are brought to our attention, as in the case of Adam, our field offices
maintain contract with the local law-eaforcement agency handling the investigation
in the event evidence is developed which would grant us the authority to enter the
Case.

In addition, the FBI offers to local and state4aw enforcewent the services of its
Laboratory and Identificatioif facilities in all cases under investigation Also,' the
FBI s National Crime Information Center iNCIC), a computerized criminal justice
information system, provides state anti local law enforcement agencies the ability to
enter records relating to missing persons prwided ter meet certain criteria One of

. the categorwhich may be entered invoKeli juveniles, which generally includes
individuals up `to 18 years of age. The entry must be made by a criminal justice
agency and be based on a written statement from a parent or legal guardian
confirming that the juvenile is missing and verfiying the date of birth

As a matter of information, our Miami Office maintained continuous contact with
th,Frollywood Police Department which conducted the investigation regarding
Adam's disappearance. The facts serrounding the matter were discussed with the
,Assistant United States Attorney, Fort Lauderale, Florida, who advised that in his

, opinion the evidence developed did not indicate the existence of a Federal violation
/ but requested to be kept advised of any and all pertinent developments in the case

Tragedies such as Adam's death touch everyone, and I sincerely regret that we are
unable to be of more assistance. I hope you will understand the restrictions' placed

U.S. DEPARTMEWr OF Jusnce,
Federal Bureau of Inveitigatwn,

Washington, D.C., September 28, 1981.
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on us in thesk ty pes of cases, but u&t the law is changed. there is nothing more
that we can do

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES P MONROE.

A ssestant Director,
Criminal Intestigative

In sum, the letter states that the FBI aid not enter into a situation like the Adam
Walsh ease because there was nu indication that he was talc n across state lines nor
with kidaping made the definite inucce through the existence of a ransom note 'the
FBI does state in the letter that if offers local and state law enforcement the
senices ot its National Crime Inforniatioq Center, but,the letter daes not bay that of
the estimated one million 4. hildren who disappear each year from thelr homes. onl,
one-third are ever entered into the NCICs missing persons files Nur does the FBI
say that part of the reason fur this is that in order to be entered I ntt.; the
person file. the critena which must be rnet are absurdly miting a chi a must have
been seen abducted ur in similarly threatening ,ai.cumstances to a qualify- fui full
data bank treatment ,

The Missing Children Act dues nut change tM definition of kidnapping but it does
take that all-important first step toward heightening our natiunal awareness of the
scope a the problem and from that. statutory reforms in our kidnap laws may or
may nut be deemed warranted The establishment of a national cleat ow,huuse for
missing children till expand on a system already in existence and )411 provide
invaluable statistics which cad be used to further evaluate the scope of the missing
children issue. which I suspect is far worse than we think.

Enactment of the Missing Children Act might not have changed the outcome of
the Adam Walsh case but I have absolutely no doubt in mind that its passage would
have an impact many cases involving missing children It most assuredly wutikl
signal to parents our commitment to helping them through their anguish

The Missing Chddren Act is a modest bill in scope and in cost It should not be
allowed tu languish H Congress, but h 1 d with all speed bc enacted into Law so
that we might. possibly avoid unnecessary repetitiuns of the Adam Walsh case

Mr Lhairman. I extend my thanks to you fur holding these hearings and allowing
me to express iny thuughts un the importance of the Iegislation under consideration
today

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
Washington. DC, December 8, 1981,

Re H.R. 3781, the proposed Missing Children Act
Hon. DON EDWARDS.
Chturman, Svbcummdtee on Cad and Castituttuna1 Rights, Cumouthe un the

Judiciary, House of Representatwes, Washington, DC
DEAR DON One of the Association's important public service projects th the

National Legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and Protection, staffed here in
our Washington office. That Center has, throngh our 140,000 member Young Law
yers Division, been instrumental ti ha-I:mg the ABA House of Delegates unanimous-
ly support two resolutions relating to abused and neglected children In calling for
effective federal laws to help remedy this serious prolDlein, as welhas seeking more
active involtement by the legal profession to assist in the protection of these
children, the Association has made a commitment to imprute our legal process in
this area

I am writing because our Child Advocacy Center director, Hoyvard Davidson. whO
recently returned from a National Symposium on Exploded and Victimized Chit
dren has indicated to me that the Subcommittee is soon to mark up H R 3781, the
proposed "Missing Children Act ', on which you recently held hearings.

Some of the greatest, and most tragic, abuses ace tuo frequently suffered by those
children who are kidnapped from their parents ur exploited by adults vvho prey on
those wif6 have run away from their homes The proposed Missing Children Act is a
simple piece of legislation that would allow our existing national law enforcement
computer network to be effectively used to assist in the location and identifkation
of missing children and to provide information to assist in making identifications of
otherwise unidentifiable deceased children and adults Its passage would represent
an important symbol uf the concern of Congress about this problem tu the bereaved
parents of missing and murdered children.

H R. 5003 (Gaydosi. H.R 5049 (LaFalce), RR 5104 (Rallsback) and S. 1701 (Hawk-
ing), identical bills, are the strongest, potentially most effective .versions of this
legislation I understand S 1701 is cosponsored by 60 senators' These bills contain

1
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several important elements that are not present in aR 3781 They give parents the
opportunity to provide information for direct inclusion in the computer system
which will aid in the location of their.m.issing children tto remedy what we under-
stand is a frequent failure of some police departments to enter this information
themselves,. They also define 'missing" children in a manner which does not
exclude any who are at risk of harm,

We have also considered the issue of whether these House bills:
(1) would violate any recognized right of privacy of childten or their parents; or
12) would constitute an undue burderi.,on Federal (FBI) or local law enforcement

In response to the former concern, we point out that these bills only permit
parents to place data about their missing children into the computer Clearly,
parents would not be authorized to have access to output from the comuter Only
law enforcement agencies would have this access With regard to the privacy rights
of children in these situations who may not wish to be seached for fe g , some
runaways or those' who have chosen to live with a non-custodial relative), we have
found no judicial recognition of these rights. On the contrary, we find ample legal
authority for the proposition that state and local governments have a wide range of
powers in matters affecting the welfare and safety of children

As to the second iwue, it is our understanding that none of the bills would impose
any new invpstigative responsibilities on the FBI Ideally, a single, simple form
could be prepared for use by either Federal, state, or loacal law enforcement
'personnel which would assist policeVand parents in assuring that all important
identifying characteristics of missing children were placed into the computer
system For use by parents, this form would be self explanatory It would be given to
police for inclusion into the computer system. No FBI field office investigative
involvement would be requird by this legislation.

You should know that the version of the bill I am urging had the unanimous
endorsement of the parents and professiOnals who attended the National Sympo-
sium.

I have not sent copies of this letter to members of the Subcommitee, but would
like to do sp if you have no objections.

We appreciate the interest of the Subcommitte in this issue Howard Davidson of
the Child Advocacy Resource Center stands ready to assist you 9r your staff' In any
way you cieem desirable. He can be reached at 3.31-2250.

Sincerely,

.5

HERBERT E. HOFFMAN:
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MLSSINO AND UNIDENTIFIED DECEASED PERSONS FILES DEVELOPMENT OF A
NATIOINAL REPOSITORY

,Louise Giovane Becker, Specialist in Information Science and Technology
Science Policy Research Division)

I INTRODL'CTION

In the :17th Congress. bias have been introduced which would mandate the estab-
lishment of a national missing persons and unidentified deceased persons file These
bilis were prompted, in part, by recent incidents of missing and runaway children,
as well as reports of eld.erly disabled persons who become disoriented and cannot
find their way home The Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI) National Crime
Information Center SCIC, missing persons file has over 24,000 entries and a one
State prototype unidentified body file lb being projected to include over 2,000 per
sons. Some experts believe that these Qures are low, mainly because of the lack of
uniform reporting practioas among local jurisdictions For example, cities hke New
York and Chicago have fewer entries in the missinperson file of NCIC than would
be expected While the total number of missing persons and unidentified bodies as
not easily determined, the harm and anguish in human terms to the individual and
his relatives and friends is considerable

This paper addresses some of the technical and administrative problems in devel
oping appropriate national files. This paper does not examine the legal aspects of
related issues of pnvacy and confidentiality of such record holdings, nor does it
critically examine characteristics for the selection or inclusion of an individaal in a
missing person file.

`VJ
II LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

A S 1701, Missing Children Act
S 1701, introduced by Senator Paula Hawkins, the Missing Children Act, would

amend title l8 of the U S. Code by authorizing the Attorney General "to aquae and
exchange information to assist Federal, State, and local officials in the identification
of certain deceased individuals and in the location of missing children and other
specified individuals.' S. 1701, which replaces an, earlier bill, S 1355, also intro-
duced by Senator Hawkins, requires that the information be forwarded to a national
respository within '15 days after the date of the discovery of the deceased individu

.. Specifically S. 1701 characterizes the missing person as one (1) who may be

ws of the Stal te). The bill would allow parents, legal guardians, or next of kin to

nder physical ur mental disability, 2) who may be in physical danger, (3) whose
ppearance was not voluntary, or (4) who is unemancipated (as defined by the

enter information concerning a missing unemancipated person directly into a crimi
nal justice information file.

On November 12, 1981 the Senate approved an amendment [No 609] by Senator
Hawkins to H.R. 4169, the Department of State, Justice, and Commerce and the
Judiciary appropriating funds for fiscal year 1982, which contains the language of S
1701 H.R. 4169 as amended was passed by the Senate and is to be considered by a
conference committee in the very near future. --......

B. H R ..1781 Missing Children Act
The House bill H.R. 3781, introduced by Representative Paul Simon, is identical

to S 13:)5 and directs the Attorney General to collect and preserve information to
aid in the identification of deceased individuals and missing children H R 3781
requires information on unidentified deceased persons to be transmitted to a nation
al repository or file 30 days after the date of discovery of bodies
C Sone pros and cons

Critics uf these bills state that this legislation may duplicate existing services and
opeptions and,. more importantly, that the bills would contribute little to solving
the problem of locating missing children or others In the view of some of these
critics, the collection uf information continues to be hampered Ix the reluctance of
some State and local law enforcement officials to enter information into State and
local as well as national repositories on missing persons.

Advocates of the bills contend that this statutory language provides a much
needed national oversight of the problem. They hold that this mandate will stimu
late appropriate information collection and reporting practices and thus contribute
to the establishment of a viable national clearinghouse The bill's advocates also
hold that a significant contribution of the bill may be in stimulating effective use of
the NCIC missing persons ftle and encouraging the rapid development of its incip-
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lent unidentified deceased persons file In addition, advocates of S 1701 state that
allowing parents and relatives to enter information into a national repository would
enhance the system Therefore, enactment uf this type of legislation is viewed as
providing a much needed mandate to enhance existing activities and encourage
greater participation by the law enforcement community

III THE ROLE OF THE FBI NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER

A 3fissing persons file
The FBI NCIC, a nation-wide law enfortement information system. maintains a

ntional file on missing persons Prompted by the law enforcement community and
the NCIC Advisory Policy Board APB,. the FBI NCIC established a missing person
file in 1975 '

The creation of the missing person file classification was preceded bzi studies and
recommendations by APB and the FBI legal staff In May 196ethe CIC partici-
pants concluded that further research should be conducted on development of
appropriate criteria and that specific consideration should be given to certain tyPes
of missing persons. A subcommittee was appointed to develop the classifications of
missing person.9.1 A year later at the February 1969 NCIC participants meeting, the
subcommittee identified two categories of persons who could be included in a miss-
ing person file. Individuals under 18 years of age, and individuals over 18 years of
ige who are known to suffer from senility or amnesia, who are mentally retarded or
disturbed, or whose disappearance was not voluntary.

Classification of missing persons was reviewed by the Advisory Policy Board and
th4 FBI legal staff The legal staff noted that persons could be held in protective
custody if thy were juveniles as defined by State law and if they were legally
adjudicated to be under certain disabRities.3

In 1973 the NC1C Advisory Policy Board initially discussed the possibility of
placing missing persons in the Wanted Person File as opposed to the creation of a
separate missing person locater file. The Board, at that time, requested an opinion
of the FBI legal staff and was advised by the FBI, in February 1974, that due to

increased awareness of the right of privacy- and the fear of having that right
invaded through the use of a computer," a separate Missing Person File should be
established.4 The FBI legal staff specifically recommended that.'

Any Missing Person File to be created be in a separate file;
The file should be an index, to missing persons only and not persons for whom an

arrest warrant is outstanding;
Each Missing Person File record should be based upon written documentation in

the- possession of the agency entering the File;
Persons to be included would be only those under noncriminal legal disability as

follows.
1) unemancipated juveniles;
2) pertons legally adjudicated as under legal disability, and
Si persons determined to be under real and dangerous physical disability, and
The file must not abridge the rights of privacy.
The FBI advised the Attorney General of the United States of the proposed

implementation. and received approval for placing the Missing Person Fi e in
NCIC.' The NCIC Mtssing Person File, which became operational in October 1975,
cu?rently contains 24,640 entnes..7

B. Unidentified deceased persons file
The number of unidentified dead bodies found annually in the United States has

been estimated to be from 1,000 to 2,000." These figures represent merely an
educated guess that same experts have questioned, These estimates may be extrelne-
ly low and the actual numbers may be considerably higher.. While most jurisdictions
make an effort to correlate information about dead bodies and missing persons,

' National Crime Information Center Advisory Policy Board Dec 10 11, 1980 Minutes [of
meetingi San Diego, California Washington, US Department of Justice Federal Bureau of
Investigation, 1980 p 35

'Ibid
' lbid , p 34
4 Ibid
sIbid , p 34-3544

ibld p 35
U S. Department of Justice Federal Bureau of Investigation National Crime Information

Center INCICi NCIC Newsletter Oct 1981 Washington, 1981 p 2
Source Telephone conversation with Mr W Gray i3uckley, Colorado Bureau uf Investiga

non Date. November IL 1981
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perceived difficulties-.- real or imagined in reporting requirement and limited
police resources sometimes have caused the tiles to be less than effective Efforts
to identify deceased persons and tu follow up i..ases, in some instances, are hm!ted by
information, manpower and budget resources

The NCIC Advisory Policy Board in mid-1981 was presented with a report by the
Unidentified Dead-File Subcommittee The chairman of the subcommittee, Mr W ,
Uray Buckley of the Crime Information Section, Colorado Bureau t Investigation,
reported to the Board at the June 17-18. 1981 Boise, Idaho meeting that "it was
generally accepted . ithati a need exists for a national clearinghouse point for
data concerning located unidentified dead bodies '''°

The Cojorado State Bureau of Inestigattun and the NCIC Advisory Policy Board
agreed to establish a pilot national unidentified dead file The NCIC Advisory Policy
Board action to establish this pilot prop-am. coupled with the existing policy of the
NUL Missing Person File, stimulated the Board to consider that Federal legislative
proposals be reviewed Specifically the Board recommended that ii

The reconsideration should be particularly aimed at the problem perceived by the
Advisory Policy Board that under-utilizatiun of the present Missing Person File is
not being made by local enforcement agencies Any rel.iew and legislation should be
directed to the full utilization of the present resource in the NCIC Missing Persons
File and pilot program uf Colorado to test the efficacy of a national dead body
identification process.

IV SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The FBI, managers of the NCIC system, and the NCIC Advisory Policy Board
have had an important role in implementing a national missing persons file More
recently the Board has encouraged the development of the State of Colorado's
prototype unidentified deceased persons file There has been an apparent reluctance
bv some local law enforcement officials to participate fully in the NCIC Missing
Persons File and the as yet to be established Unidentified Deceased Persons File To
be successful, managers of a national repository would have to begin to educate and
encourage State and local law enforcement, to fully participate in the system In
some instances there 15 reportedly misinformation regardinethe missing person and'
the unidentified deceased persons file which can only be oveicome by educating law
enforcement officials and..9_thers on its scope and importance The integrity of the
system can only be,established if there is full national participation in the collection
and preservation of the records

- The FBI NCIC system may be a logical place to pat a national repository on
missing persons and unidentified deceased persons. NCIC, as an existing resource,
has a viable network and a disciplined managerial program dedicated to assisting
law enforcement agencies. Utilization of existing systems and the resources of
participating agencies may eliminate the need for an additional bureaucracy

Technically there does not seem to be any problem of including these files in the
NCIC system. The relatively small number of records that these files are projected
to contain should not harm the integrity or reliability Of the existing NCIC system
The NCIC managers may be required to provide additional encouragement to par-
ticipating State and local agencies. At this time, the attitude or opinion of the NCIC
Advisory Policy Board on this matter is not clear.

Several questions arise which may require additional examination, namely
What will encourage ur stimitlate law enforcement officials to fully participate in

contributing to these files?
Should the bills provide any additional restrictions on the collection and preserva-

tion of thisiype of information?
Regarding identification of deceased individuals, is the 15 days (as required by S

1701) or 30 days -(bs sequired by H.R. 3781) after the date of the discovery of the
deceased individual, most effective time period?

Will providing qational oversight aid in encouraging State and local participa-
tion?

*Source. Missing Perrn Division. New York City Police Department, and Medical Examiner,
State of Maryland Date- November 12, 1981

" National crime Information Center Advisory Policy Board Minutes of the June 17-18,
1981, Boise. Idaho meeting ,Washington, 1981 p 26

1, Ibid.. p. 27
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TESTIMO.NN UV RxiSTIN1 COLL Bitows, IN..ZHNATION DIREcTOR OF CHILD FIND
BLFORE THE Hot SL licoMSHVINE ON Clv IL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTs

Honorable Chairman. thatak you fur this ciikurtuniti, to liftroauce to y:Ai and to
the members of ans subcommittee some information concerning the problem of
missing children

My name is Kristin C,Ile Brown I am Information Director of Child Find, a
private. nut for profit organization founded to help provide a.central point of contact
fur missing ..hddrer, and Their searching parents Our Executive Director is (=lona
Yerkuvich Her daughter, Joanna has been missing since December 20, 19;4.

No one really knows how many other children are missing in this country One
figure occurs on a, regular basis, from seccral independent sources 5o,uv0 stranger
abductions- every year Is the number oct high, too small^ We have no way of
knowing, there is no federal institution which has been created to recJrd missing
^ames from local jurisdictions on a national basis The number 50,000 was arrived
at by colinting up missing children reports from counties across the country Who
can say how many were lust againfirst, reported lost by their parents, then filed
away on an Index card in a County Sheriffs office?

In addition to these 50,000, another 100,000 children art snatched by a noncusto-
dial parent A recent report from the California Lutheran College Child-Kidnapping
Study puts the number of parental abductions at 400,000 annually The number of
unreported cases Ls so high because parents, despairing of help, slat* don't, bother
to report their abducted child to the police, they know that once the word ' custody'
is raised, they are not likely to receive substantial help.

Let us put the number of missing children, then, at a conservative 150,000 per
annum How long before the roulette ball drops into the pocket of someone we
know9 Or even eloser9

I think that most Americans have.a healthy respect, and an even healthier
skepticism, for our government There are some programs which are ;anathema to
some of us, others which seem to spring full-grown and perfectly conceived from our
two houses of repiesentation and which we feel speak directly ,to a personal prob-
lem We win some and Are lose some. Compared to other governments, the average
tips the scale toward the national good.

Until yob lose a child Then, every compromise, every illusion you have conjured
up about your government shatters Without a ransom hote, without proof that your
child was taken across state lines (proof that is realized all too often, anà too late,
when your child's body _is discovered in apother tstatei the searching parent will
watch his local police mount a massive, thorough, dedicated hunt which will extend
to the town, county, or state line and no further

There is no national Missing Persons' Bureau.
There is no national methodology detailing co-operation between authorities from

different states.
There is no publicly funded clearinghouse assigned exclusively to missing chil-

dren's names.
There is no publicly funded national program which helps searchina parents find

.thetr missing children.
Child Find was createdf to help fill in this gap So far as we know, we are the only

organization maintaining a national registry of missing children. We have had to
generate our own publicity so that searching parents will hnow about us. We have
orlly been incorporated for a year. We have 1,200 names. ,

The national law enforcement rate for recovered children stands at about 10%. As
many children as are recovered alive are found dead. That adds ups to 20%-,It's not
enough. it

Gloria Yerkovich' founded Child Find in August of 1980. Since then, we have
helped about 33^i of the parents who have registered with us locate their children.
We do this in a number of ways.

First of all, there's publicity Every time we go on television or a story appears on
us we make sure that photographs of our missing children are included.

Secondly, we have learned who's who in the private investigation business. Ms.
Yerkovich learned, the hard way, that the detective who appears on "GO Minutes- is
not necessarily the detective whb can help you find your child.

Third, we have a network ut searching parents. There is no dedication like that of
a parent whose own child is missing We ask these parents to ltiok out for missing
children who may be in their geographic location. We don't get many false leads.
We do recover a few children

But by far our single most important effort is our outreach program to the
missing children themselves We have Public Service Announcements broadcast on
both radio and television which directly address the children. They say, in effect, Is

lib
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there a parent who you think may be looking for you" Call (Jul tull free number.
Child Find will try to help you find your parents

We can always tell when one uf *kir PSA's has been aired The phone r.tags off the
hook for an houe and a half afterwards

When we began thts program, everyone said They II never call y oti Well,
obviously, not all of them have But we have over IOU names uf searching childrO'n
who are looking tor their parent* Tragically, nut one of therri.matches up tu names
given as by searching parents We have to tell the children that we're still looking

We have a number uf alternatives when we receive a phone call First. wo ask the
child if the person hes living with knows that he's l allAng as If he ckes. we proceed
one way, if he duesn t. we proceed another It the child is in an abusive situation, vve
proceed a third way - -

If there s no abuse, but the child has not told the people he's li.ing with that he'i
calhng us. %e ask the child to call us as often as he wishes un our toll-free hne, and
we keep looking

It there were a national Liearmghouse which cyntaiiied the name of every missing
child, we could have an answer for that child in minutes

Lastly, we are workmg with schools in two ways First ot all, we base printed a
poster which we hope tu have hung in every public school libraiv acruss the
country Older children will be able to read it themselves We ha,,e repared
guidehnes that will aid libranans in explaining the poster, ..ind Child _Find's pur
poseto library groups of younger children. . .

We don't have the money yet to mad them out. We don't have the mone., to "sell"
the idea tu schools. But we send the poster to every PTA or school -eniployee whcr
asks.for one

In addition to the posters, we have compded a directory with names and phvsical
descriptions and photographs of our registered missing children which is 'being
distributed to every police agency and school on our mailing list. With !uck, a
teacher will look through uur directory, walk into her classroom, and recognize a
niissing chdd With less luck, a policeman will recognize an unidentified body But
at least, the searching parent will be able to focus his or her grief, it will m 'Linger
be the grief of speculation, It will be the grief of knowledge

We are all here today to examine the problem of missing children It is absolutely
critical that we establish a policy which guarantees that the various criteria used to
determine whether ur not a child is to be considered a missing child be subject to
the most generous interpretation. We must not begin by discnminatmg against
kinds ot missing children It seems to me that there is only one piece of Informltion
necessary. Does the legal custAxlian of the child know where the child is' If not, the
child is in trouble

We yan only begin to imagine the horror and the dread that a parent experiences
upon learning that his child is missing. For some of us, this is all the vkarious
terror we can bear We hear it, register it, perhaps even experience it for a moment
But ultimately, the horror is to infinite to comprehend. Still, something has
changed. We have.learned that there are even greater sorrows in the world than
those that have stricken us.

Too often, the next step is an evasive one. Having learned a little, we can bear to
learn no mote. We plug our ears. Our heart has broken for une child, mus) it break
for thousands? .

And so the discrimination begins I will grieve for this kind of stolen child, but
not this kind or that kind. I will grieve for a child why simply disappears from the
school playground, but I will not grieve for a child who runs away from home I will
grieve for a child who, through some abberation of our child welfare system, winds
up in Jonestown, but I will not gneve for a child whose don-custodial parent steals
him . and takes him to Jonestown. '

If you are going to he , you must help them all You cannot proct thesete
children if you are going protect yourselves first. You must make room in your
heart for every missing ch ld.

The majority of missing children registered with Child Find are victims of paren
tal snatchings If your ears and heart are already closing, I beg you to keep them
open one moment longer. Parental child abuse is a fact Parents huit, and kill, their
children every day

Child abuse rePorting centers receive 1,000,000 reports every year Every four
hours, a child dies as the direct result of physical abuse inflicted by a parent

We must not assume that a parent who breaks a civil law, will respect a social
law On the contrary, we must assume that a parent who breaks civil laws will
break the laws of responsible.parenting Because that is what our evidence proves

You are saying to yourselves, "What does this have to do with the prokilen1 of
missing children as we are studying it today?" You may be saying, yes, of course,

88-88C 0 - 52 -
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it's .11egal to, snatch a child hu is no longer under your legal guardianship, but
that s verv different fium stiariger kidnapping At least you know the' child is safe
somewhere with a parent

That is the inyth The one we Lreatc because the truth is such a distortion uf the
picture we like to cherish of the happy American family

Ai. the problem of domestic tiulence and parental child abuse slowly comes tu
light. it becomes clear that vve hate known little, and admitted eten less, about the
disastrous effects of 'Jur hirger national troables upon inditidual families But one
tact is undeiiiably true fur whatever reason. more and mure parents are turning on
their hddren and tenting their rage upon them There are national and local
groups across the country. with titles hke Parents Anonymous, which counsel
abusite par -cs While Child Find commends these groups for thur sympathetic
appraach.-:he lac: remains that it is these parents who are likely to be sued for
divorce lose custody. and abduct their children

It is pvcss,ble that these parents "love their children "Love" is perhaps the single
most cornmia, motite for domestic murders When love" is frustrated. violence
follows

Fur two arid a half years, Gloria Yerkovich patientlY waited for her county, state,
and federal ufficials to come to her daughter s aid there was a lot uf tail( about
felony wartants and NCIC computers It tailed out that no one in her county was
exactly sure how to proceed on a parental abduction case

Finally, Ms Yerkovich realized ttiat whatever wa.s being done was being done in a
:ausurn purposely, and honorably, guaranteed in our c.unstitution. It is etery citi-
zen's ciinstitutional right to disappear, to remain anonymous, not to be accounted
for But what happens if you disappear with a child?

The ramifications of organizing a way to keep track of us. without invading our
pritacy, are tuu complex tu be easily etaluated. It is c.ertainly not a job fur a private
agcricy Instead, Ms Yerkot IL h stopped waiting, and decided that it was past time
that somebody ufft r missing children a way to reach uut Lo their searching parents
Yuu have unly to read any random newspaper to sae a story about sorm.caw who has
devoted a lifetime to starching fur his parents. It takes sortie people their whole
lives Ms Yerkovich couldn't wait fur someone else to organize Child Find. She has
a daughter out there

From her personal experience. Ms Yerkovich knew what the motive was that
generates a child abduction Even the American Bar Association agrees It's re-
venge -

What she was not prepared for were the stories she began to hear from other
searching parents and other private agencies. One group in California discovered
that in 500 case studies, 90 percent of the abducting parents had a history of
emoti6nal or ohysical abuse Another group in Washington told us that after the
revenge aager cools, abductinr parents are hkely to abaildon their children, to
distant relatives. friends, strangers, perhaps a foster home tand from there to
Jonestown?)

But this was hearsay When we began to talk to parents we nurtured no precon-
teptions, fostered no rumours. We simply waited to see for ourselves.

The majority of children who are registered with us sustained parental child
abuse They were either beaten, subjected to sexual molestation, or neglected. More
often it is the father who is violent, and the mother who is neglectful, 35.percent of
our registered searching parents are men with legal custody whose former wives
,have stolen their children.

Sixty percent of the abducting parents have Qr.iminal records Some take the child
for a weekend and just don't come back Some have broken down doors and
snatched their children uut uf a parent's, babysitter'sor grandparent's arms, Others
have arrived with gangs, beaten the custodial parent, fled with the child. Others use
cars to run down the custodial parent

What are the first fears that assault arty parent whose child has disappeared? If it
were you, what would your first reaction be' "Where is my child? Will my child be
harmed?Who has my child?"

Now take a lateral step to another sequence You arg a battered wife. Your
children have been beaten, in front of you, while your husband silently dares you to
intercede If you do, you are beaten too If you don't, he has won anyway. "You
don't even care," he sneers

Finally; finally, maybe even after years, you realize that it will never change You
have no skills, no money, no way to support your children, but the proof that your
children suffer can no longer be denied. They limp They have broken bones. Teeth
are missing Or Finally, she breaks down and confesses that she's afraid tosstay
alone with Daddy. "He said if I ever told you . . He said it was because I was a
bad girl He said you knew He made me swear on Grandma's grave . . ."

111
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And so the present become Fo_ so unbearable that you finally find the courage to
leave You don't Epeculate ariout the future, you just pray that as soon as the
divorce is over, and you have won custody, .you will begin to earn the trust which
every child bestows on his parent.

In order to get the thing over with, you agree to whatever visitation the court
prescribes. You don't give it a second thought, really It was so clear that your
children only inspired cruelty and violence in your former spouse that you can't
imagme your husband el.en bothering to visit them But he does And he takes them
away And you nevenssee them again

Now, is it any more comforting to know that your child is with someone with a
history of violence than with an unknown stranger'' Let us not judge whether it is
better' for a child to be hurt at the hands of a-parent than a stranger Let us,

instead, try to find the child.
Sometimes a searching parent will hear from her children Or of them A phone

call Mommy, Pm The phone is snatched away. Or A phone call "Listen to
this You hear your child screaming in the background Or you receive a
bloody band-aid in the mail Or a dead fish Or a piece of a toenail Or a letter "I'
leaving you the way I found youalone and childless" All of this has happenerto
parents registered with us.

This is not the place to discuss the legal and legislative remedies long overdue to
these searching parents It is the place to- make a plea on their children's behalf
Their children are missing children Their children are in danger Every missing
child is a child in danger. Until someone can prove otherwise, this is an assumption
we have got to make before it's too late

was too late for- "Juanita." Juanita disappered last fall with her sister Her
mother was panic-stricken. "I know her father has her, and he's always had it in for
her Please help me find her He's hurt them both before Another hysterical
mother She was told "They'll turn up . . the guy's just watching you squirni "

Juanita did turn up Deadin the Hudson River No one has found her sister, or
her father But the police did find a note in his apartment It said, "God forgive mes.

.for what I'm about to do"
It was too late for Neely Smith Her mother registered Neely with us early in

April of this year She had divorced her husband not long before, it tvas as friendly
as something as emotionally painful as divorce can be. Mrs Smith maintained that
her husband ,had not taken Neely He had passed a lie detector test confirming this
He was frantic too "Just an act," the police said. "He's got her with family

somewhere"
Neely's body was found in a wooded area not far from her home a few weeks

later. It was a stranger abduction after all In the ugly, petty world of procedure,
Neely Smith was lost to an imaginary domestic squabble.

"Patty" was snatched when she was 21/2 She was found, alive, six months later,
halfway, across the country, coveredwith cigarette burns, half-starved, feverish

"Joey" was stolen by his father when he was nine months old He was found,
along, sleeping in a car He andhis father had lived off the garbage behind the local
supermarket for the four months they were gone

"Randy" and his sister "Missy" were stolen nearly two years ago Their mother
belongs to a religious cult She has devised her own special methods of punishment
for her children as befit her religious beliefs One includes hours of prayer, bare-
kneed, on kernels of rice Another is two boards used for beatings They are called
"Mr. Ouch" and "Mr Persuasion We haven't been able to find Randy and Missy

"Joy" was found She was abducted at six By the age of twelve she was a classic
"problem child. Deeply involved in drugs, failing in school, she had appeared in
Juvenile court several times. She was just too much trouble Voluntarily, her
abducting' parent returned her I don't know exactly how it *as accomplished a
pwsible scenario might be ''Look, I've had it You do have another parent I don't
know what to do with you Better luck next time"

But the emotional damage had been done The years of hiding, of hes, of an
undercover life, could not suddenly be erased "Joy" couldn't cope At 14, Joy killed
herself.

We also can't find "Linda." She was snatched b'y her father just after her mother
divorced him: After years of molestation, the little girl had broken down Her
mother. was a nurse. "Please, Mommy, I'm begging you, don't go to work tonight I

promised never to tell you, but he hurts me so bad I know it's my fault, but
Mommy, Mommy, I'll be good, please just don't leave me alone with him again "
Divorce Custody- Visitation Missing child.

We can't find "Justin' either After a divorce, Justinl mother remarried Her
second husband regularly beat Justin His mother watched, praying that soon, any
day, the beatings would end, and the man would accept Justin as a son But Justin
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was afraid to wait He ran away Oh a runaway . well . Something inside
of us closes 4 when we heat that word Is it because we perceive the child no
knger as a rtassive but as on adolt protagonist whu has made a decision and
must live with it- Or because We all remember running away once or twice our-
selves. to Grandma s or to a friend's house, cherishing our parents' fright, savoring
our moment of power 'Now they'll see how it feels."

I have no doubt that part of this may have motivated Justin.
He Indy have hoped tu jolt his mother into action so that she would confront his

4tep-tathier draw a line, niake rules He left because he was afraid and in pain and
angry and, with just,fication, terrified He did what children do when they are
desperate lie ran away

But that was in June And Justin is only eight. And Sgt Dick Ruffino will tell
you that most runaways end up dead:.

Runaways leae home for a reason. If 'the reason turns out to be a history or
abuse then the child deseries another classification and another chance The
runaway should become a missing child

Parents snatch children for a reason. We are not talking about the rare case
when a parent has lost custody on 4 technicality and knows his or her child to be
trifing in an abusive situation. We'll concede that these abduction situations com-
'rise p fractional component of the overall picture of parental abductions.

Again, the primary motive for a parental' abduction is, plain and siniple, revenge.
It is a revenge far sweeter and longer lived than a beating or even murder, for it
never ends Every day the abducting parent has the child, the searching parent
doesn't

Strangers snatch children for a reason Money Perversion. Lunacy. A reason we
can't comprehend. But a reason that result's in one more missing child.

In all these cases a child is in danger Is there any person anywhere who cuuld
argue for a second that some kinds of missing children should be helped( and others
not' For God's Sake, Let's set about the task of locating bur children the moment
they are reported missing, before there is one more Etan patz, Neely Synth, Joanna
Yerkovich, Yusuf Bell, or Adam Walsh to accuse us

We are losing children. When we add up the numbers, we find a total with stx
digits. We are here because fur every chikl who is lost, there was a parent who
turned to the government and was turned away.

If you are going to start helping now, in the middle, you must begin by admitting
your mistakes in the beginning. The Lindbergh Act carefully excludes almost every
sear.hing parent who needs it, again, only parents whose missing children conform
to very narruwly defined criteria fall under the jurisdiction of this Act. The Federal
Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act of 1980 is similarly difficult to utilize. There is-
a very large gap between the intention and the application of both of these Acts. It
is up to you to see that the Missing Children Act affords protectiun to the thousands
of-children who were denied assistance as a result of the exclusivity of these two
prior Acts.

When I first began working for Child Find, I couldn't believe the truth. I thought
all the parents I was talking to were crazy. Or exceptions. Or too distraught to
acquire the assistance they needed. I simply could nut take in the fact that there
was no assistance available "But the gcnernment . . !" I kept stuttering, "The
FBI' The national missing persons bureau! Teletype machines! Networks!"

The FBI will look for Patty Hearst, but not for Etan Patz. There is no national
missing persons bureau Teletype machines reach out to perhaps half the major
cities in our country And networks? Yes, there are networks There are some police
who do not operate on assumptions or prejudices but who conscientiously pursue
every missing child, regardless of circumstances, money, manpower, or time.

And there are networks of private organizations like Child Find. And we come,
here, to some of th sulutions thiit have been created in the absence of any national
federal solution We are the first to admit that we are only making a tiny dent in
the context of an enormous national tragedy.

Almost every private agency has been founded by a searching parent, These are
people who went first to their government, found nothing, and began filling in the
gaps.

None of us can do the whole job by. ourselves. And neither can you. We can't
afford to listen to promises from anyune whu claims to be able to handle the whole
problem

It is too complicated, too vast Too well-organized, too spontaneous. There are
always "if4."

As American citizens, we trust you with our education, our constitutional rights,
our retirement, our old age And in our last moment of innocence, when we come to

1
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you for help because our I. hildren are missing, we trust. yuu with something so
precious, so fundamental, that when yuu turn us away, you have, in effect, lost us

Now, you say, you are ready to help. Good But please forgive us,if we are vyary
Where were you on December 20, 1974? Where were you on May 25, 1979" Where
were you when the mothers of Atlanta first pleaded fOr help? Where ii..rere you or
July 27, 1981? And on September 6, when 21/2, year old Ryan Burton was abducted
from her bed as she slept m Breckenridge, Tome And earlier this month, when
another two-year old was abducted from her bed in Watertown, Wisconsin" Ryan is
still missing The body of the Menders baby was found a week after she disap-
peered

You were not there, then. You say you may be here sometime in the future We
welcome you We need you But we can't wait for you.

As I see it, there are se%eral functions which can only be accomplished by an
mstitution as large as our federal government. First of all, obviously, we are in
desperate need of a national clearrunghouse storing infurmation on missing chil
dren The names in this mmputer should be available to all private organizations,
like Child Find, who have a proven and irreproachable record of ciedible dedication
with missing persons cases One of the first things you will have to do is learn to
share. Our network did nut form instantaneously All of our groups check out all
other groups very carefully. If you want to join us in our work, if you want to kriow

^the names of our registered missing children, you must observe out rules You are
commg in very late. We trusted you before and you weren't there YOU must earn
our trust again.

You con du this, as I said, by recommending that a national clearinghouse be
established. That's step one.

We are gomg to begin advising private citizens to take precautions with their
children. One of these measures suggests that parents-voluntarib take their chil-
dren down to the local police station and have them fingerprinted There's no need
to leave the fingerprints there, parents Fan bring them home and there's no formal
record.of your child's prints anywhere.

But., if the child turns up missing one day, you are quantum leaps ahead of the
usual procedure. Once the gavernrnent computer is operational, you can take these
fingerprints back down to the local police station where they will be sent to the
federal clearinghouse. If the fingerprints do not match up With those of unidentified

/bodies, they are then made available to huspital emergency rooms and child abuse
protective shelters and other institutions with access to children We would like to
see-all such agenues fingerprint abused children and check them against those
stored in the national computer. We would like to see all state child abuse agencies
check with our private organizations, to see if their abused children match up wi,th
our missing children. These agencies could be directed to ours through a federal
clearinghouse.

And, although it seems to go against ever principle of oui democratk society, we
would like to see children fingerprinted when they register for school This clearly
conflicts with our right to privacy, but abduction conflicts with our children's right
to hfe, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. We must weigh the risks against the
advantages..

You can also help by seeing that thildren learn how to avoid potential abduction
situations. I don't want you to run out and hire actors and producers and start
filming It's already been dune. There again, the private sector lias itepped into the
void left by the government. But they don't have the money to distribute these films
nationwide. Unfortunately, demand far excees supply when it comes to distributing
the two best preventive films we know of. The federal government might contact
the universities where these films were produced arid see that enough copies are
made so that they can be shown across the country. ,

Searching parents are broke parents. Because these parents are tfieir only re-
source, they are often their own forn1 of financial funding. I ern not asking that you
subsidize them. iAlthough you may be interested to learn that in Norway the
Sovereign State dOes, in fact, bear all costs related to the search for missing
children. We recently located a child here in the U.S. who had been abducted from
Norway Her mother did not have to pay a penny of our $50 registration fee) I am
asking that the legal aid agencies across the country, which are being shut down
right and left, be funded again. As usual, the ciiminal has no legal expenses until
hes caught. The searching parent Jften pays his attorney to' research the problem
only to be told that further action will come at astronomical fees No money, no
legal representation, no child. The victim is victimized again.

We also need a special task force of investigators who know how to find missing
children. Who will know how to make use of all the available resources Perhaps a
special branch of the FBVI think we need a specially trained core of people whose
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tirSt qualification i that thev ye dune it before, or that they care enough to learn
how to do it 1

When Gloria Yerkosich first orgarnted Child Find, she quickly established a
communications network with the doren or SU other agencies offering assistance to
earching parents By putting all of these agencies in touch with each other, letting
each know the primary focus uf the others, she helped each to more clearly define
its own goals. and to avoid duplicating work already being done by another

The booklet was called Whiirares About' Missing Children'' We hope, one day,
to be able to add the United States Government to our list
There are no children here to speak to you today But you will have heard the

voice vf one family. the small family of John and Reye Walsh. made smaller still by
the terrible omissions of our legislative forefathers We must all unite in our
determination to see that the Missing Children Act be as effective and geherous as
possible '

When we hear John and Reve Walsh's story, and the stories of all the other
parents and t ntjdren told in my testimony and others, we are fared with a courage
so profound. so crueily tested, that it is hard to comprehend where it might have
taken rout Fur some' of US, courage ilk-a spontaneously dssumed sensation which
fades whorl ttie moment of danger passes For others, it is a' virtue we pursue
through alifetime ,

For any parent who ha. lost a child, courage js the nutriment which sustains life
4 It is a condition that l.an t be eseaped, these parents must live with their courage as

they live with their sorrow
rhe rist of "us may make our daily decisions, take our daily risks, expend our

daily ration of courage It is not until you face these %parents, and their losses, that
, youican truly marvel at the resiliency of the human spirit

But even these parents will reach a moment when courage sierns &npty We must
accomplish the passage uf the Missing Children Act if we ever hope to seek absolu
tion in the eyes of these pgrents, and their children

,. Yinally. although the task of responsibly addressing a problem we have too Idtg
ignored, and by iimoring encouraged, may seem overw elmliig, we too have reason
to hope We have une universal ally whose power is 4jM1ute, more acute, than
any other we can name. parents who are empower , tir love for their Chit-
dren'Wo amount of government inadequacy, social indifferende, or intolerable reali-
xy can change it If you join us. you will find that it is your single greatest
resources

'TFSTIMUNY OF Bsrry DIN0VA, CODIRECTOR AND NATIONAL COORDINATOR

THE PROBLEM

Our great country IS Lapable of working technological miracles, but it cannot
protect its innocent young children from destruction by ordinary street criminals
Our children are disappearing involuntarily from their homes at a rate estimated to
be at least .30.000 per year. Most of these disappearances remain unigtved, even
when a body is found to prove that the victim did not run away that the
voluntary runaway became a victim of street crminals

11 THE CAUSES

1 Apathy
These crimes fluullisli and escalate each year because no one seems to care Until

Atlanta, the media did nut consider missing and murdered children as newswor
thy 1'h erral public therefore remained unaware of the problem But even since
Atlanta. when press coverage is more prevalent, some citizens have chosen to

close their eyes and ears tu the message unless it hits them personally or hitS
someone close to them

2 Corruption
We can pick up a newspaper almost every day ahd read about corruption in high

mares Because corruption exists within some police agencies and in many judicial
chambers, and even in Congress, criene is allowed to gcounchecked

J. FBI weakness
Our once esteemed FBI ts no match for organized crime, either'because of fear or

.because there is corruption within its own ranks, fed by financial greed and/or
personal gratification .
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I .11vtfranon
Every community across America must stir up its citizens to take precautions

against street criminals. I.antil we can detect and weed out the corrupt elements in
our official agenctes and patrol those agencies more efficiently, we must protect
ourselves and our childken by being alert to the symptoms of crime and by taking
preventive measures We must make our eicatiis aware of the problem and moti-
vate them to take community action We need b.cck parent programs ,ncrabsentee
reporting systems in all uur schools, aid we neect trusecvorthy security
guards outside all shopping centers Oar coderul legis'aues tan herald this move-
ment at tti grass roots level IF tifev aft. big enough to take on this respunsbi!
lity

GAgressional no estigations
a Corrupt individuals COng-celt.G must also take the respoosibility of detecting

and weeanig out corrupt inde..duals from all gucernment agemiestat every lecel
loca/ state.and federal Corruption at the local lecel, as it prrtains to missing child
inyestigations. is a tederal matter The federal cuvernment must therefore assume
'responsibility fOr the total purification that is necessary

b Organuedl crtme.Our guvernment is well aware 01 the activities of organized
crime, and we are pleased te note 'hat the present Administration is making a
serious effort to cotinhat it Flowever. we quenion their prarities We know that in
order to capture the hag wheels of orgainzed crime the 'little guy" on the street
is allowed to operat t. unmolested, the logic belag that he will lead the crime busters
to the "big wheels. The prohlem with this theor., that it tstally disregards the
human hies being ruined by that 'little guy on the street Those human licesin
terms of missing ch Idren caught in drug prostitution, and pc.rnugraphy schemes
are the lives of innocent children who don't stand o chanre without our help White
slavery and child pornography are allowed to flourish vair If thP product ol
these multi-billion-dollar industries were rem.. ved from the g.-asp of the "little
guys," thiihilild exploitation could net exist Is so much niore difficult for our
government Triprotect these innocent children t is to send g man to thc tnoon'

I FBI redirection
We feel that the FBI needs tu reasses its priorities to place the protection of its

human resources above all else The children being taken by the criminals in this
country are usually the stable. consciehtiuus, highminded arid intelligent ones who
would role day become leaders of our society If we continu.t to ail" their lives to be
snuffed out without any attempt to &ice them- as we ha:e been clu.ng f the past
ten years or morewe'are not only guilty of murder, but we are ripping our
country of its best candidat-i, for lature leadership The FBI was ce a- respected
institution. but It has lust facor in reeent years We feel it could retain its stature
by redirecting its puWer toward sacing human lives instead of destroying tfiern We
think the FBI could be a formidabie flie of organized clime if it would come to the
fremediate aid of our endangered children by taking a new .look at its misinterpreta-
non of the Federal Kidnapping Statute"

1EDERAL KIDNAPPING STATUTP,

The answer to solving a large majority of mysterious disappearances of the past,
and to preventing many would be-abductions in the future, is a more realistic and
more accurate interpretation of the statute governing kidnapping in the United
States. We Submit the following views for evaluation and investigation

I FBI guidelines
The following guidelines have been quoted rePeatedly in correspondence to this

organization and to 'Joseph V Scofield. Jr father of missing I2-year-old Dee Sco-
field for whom the Dee Scofield Awareness Program was named

a. "The FBI is authorized to search.. . when there is information or an allega-
tion that a person has been unlawfully abducted or held for ransom, reward er
otherwise and where the person has been wilfully transported across stare
lines"

b. 'The statute estabjahes a rebuttable presumption that the victim of an abduc-
tion as been transported across state linep, if the vtctim is not released within 24
hours"

It is our contention that the Justice Department and the'FBI have ar>trarily
added the requirement of PROOF of abduction as a criterion for an FBI investiga-
tion of a missing child case when in fact no such proof is expressed or implied

12:;
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the statut, yuote.t Furthermun, the FBI .outinely ignores the 24-hour
presueaptwo (has (tido* am} abetthig the criminal and condemning the

rIstauta.nal rights
a A suspeeied er rainal is green his constitutional right of ben g considered

innocent ont,1 proven guilty by being alluv,ed to go free un bail until a coun duly
etinv to, immature eh(idren. on the other handby vu-tue of the
F131.b rbitrar) PROC,F requirenient are immediately convicted I of running away,
A h...v ..ng an ae-cidern, ur A Adnder,ng utf) until their families can prove ,foul play
was , vesi Where the ustite when craninal's rights take precedence over an

eliild s right$ whea convicted criminals can receive endless rights of
appeal (t taxpayers -xpense even though they gave nu such option to their inno-
cent .h..d v when victims families must personally bear the expense uf
prov mg' their child's innocence

b Onee it is determined that the slightest possibility of foul play exists, a chilo's
constitutional rigras are violated if that child is nut considered a victim until it can
be pro.rn otherwise As the system now works, this is not the case It was not
the case with Det Scofield. age 12, it was not the case with Adam Walsh, age 6. and
it was mit the ,ase with Neely Smith. age 5 (See par VII, Thumbnail Case
Histories, this testimony Adam and Neely were found murdered, far from the

a, places where they Esappeared Dee is still missing. We du not know if she is dead or
alive The FBI has refused, to investigate all of these cases.
d Present juttsdiettonal problems

ti abdva.ted ehild s rNival depends un an immediate search aad the ability of
police t., transcend boundary lines swiftly and smoothly These elements do not
exist w,thin the present jurisdictional system. Most police agencies still observe a
24 hour waiting penult!, and too often police pride hinders smooth interaction be-
tween pclive agencies Thus a kidnapper knows he is safe frum the law as soon as he
crosses the nearest jurisdictional boundary

Need for FBI Jurzsdletzon
a. This agency advocates FBI jurisdiction wr a separate federal agency) to find

every missing child under IS who cannot be located or PROVEN to be a runaway
within the first 4 }ours after disappearance. The Tampa Police Department has
indicated to us that 24 hours is sufficient time to determine. if foul play is a
possibihty in a child disappearance

b We maintain that every missing child deserves the protection of specially
tAaAned investigators who are authorized to transcend very local, county and state
bounder; Kidnapoed children are rarely held within the junsdictional boundaries,
but J the FBI had junsthction therewould be no boundary lines to protect the
criminals In uur opinion, ei.ery missing child under 18 should have the benefit of
FBI yurisdictica, whether or nut voluntary flight was involved. Until we consider
our children mature enough to vote, we cannot logically consider them mature
enough to fend for themselves on our crime-ridden streets.
tc) In rebuttal to the potential argument that federal jurisdiction over kidnap cases
might i.)late Article' I, Section 8, of the Constitution (which prohibits a national
police agency), we would remind you that the Federal Kidnapping Statute itself
makes provision far seich jurisdiction through its 24-hour presumption clause . .

which allows the presumption that the abductee has been taken across state lines if
not released within hours, thus meeting the basic requirements of the statute for
authorization of an FBI investigation.

V SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE

The a 1 es f the Dee Scofield Awareness Program abound with indications that
white slavery is flourishing in central Ponda and throughout the United States.
We invite bona fide federal investiga6 to pursue the following sources of informa
tion through us if they are interested in eradicating child kidnapping.

.nvestigatiOe journalist, who was referred to us by a representative of the
Florida Secretary of State, has documented records of white slavery throughout the
United States, complete with names and incidents involving organized cnme.

A mother of a 16-year old girl believed to be a victim of forced prostitution in
the etntral Florida area, has names and license tag numbers of suspected ring
operators She also has pictures of girls being loaded into trucks at a drop point
which was quickly changed as soon as she reported it to the local sheriff. The local
sheriff. incudentally, would not 4nyestigate" this operation because the informant's
own daughter was not among those in tloe documented photograph.
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3. Several cases of abduction and attempted abduction in Ocala and other central
Florida, areas have been reported tu us A 15-year old girl abducted from Ocala in
1980 was found three months later in Cahfurnia, too frightened to talk about the
experience both then and now. At the time of her return to Ocala it was thought
that two men were following her to get her back, and her whereabouth had to be
protected. Another 15-year-o1d girl was abducted from Ocala into a pickup truck but
managed to escape from the moving vehicle, tearing off a large portion of her skin
after hitting the ground A similar abduction was successful the following night in a
town thirty miles away

VI STATISTICS

1. Multiple crimes
In a large percentage of cases, child molesters are never caught. Dee's abductor

has not been imught, Adam s killer has nut been caught, and Neely's killer has not
been caught. When child molesters and murders are caught, it is often found that
they have already committed an acerage of five previous sex crimes. In some cases
it is many more than that. We are firmly convinced that the high percentage of
muluple child molesters and killers in the United Statei is a direct result of the
country's outdated jurisdictional police system.

2:Kidnap motivatwns
Today, only 10 percent of the actual child kidnap cases in the United States

involve ransom, according to our five-year study of the limited number of cases
available to us through newspaper clippings. The majonty of child kidnappings and
murders involve sex and depravity and mental deficiencies, as well as sophisticated,
well organized business enterprises that thrive on child exploitation Is a child any
less kidnapped when he is held for sex and depravity and pornography rather than
for ranson' Do not these other purposes come under the "or otherwise" clause in
the Federal Kidnapping Statute?

vn. THUMBNAIL CASE HISTORIES
4

In support of our beliefs and convictions stated herein, we offer as evidence the
following thumbnail recaps of three case histories from our files. Adam Walsh, age
6; Neely Shane Smith, age 5; and Dee Scofield, age 12:

1. Adam Walsh, age 6, is dead . . decapitated Had been missing two weeks
Adam disappeared from the toy department at Sears in the Hollywood:FL Mall

on 27 July 1981. He was allegedly seen departing the area outside Sears with a
strange man unknown to Adam's family This story was told under hypnosis by the
10year-old boy who ritnessed it. In our view, this constitutes valid information
that Adam was ;!unlawfully abducted." And since he did not return within 24 hours,
we feel he was entitled to the benefit of the presumption clause in ihe kidnap
statute that presumes a victim has been taken across state lines (a requirement for
an FBI investigationi if not released within 24 hours. But three area offices of the
FBI refused to investigate Adam's disappearance. the Fort Lauderdale office, the
Miami office, and the Southeast Regional Office which is based in Miami. These
refusals were made in spite of a plea from Senator Paula Hawkins, R-FL, at our
request, and in spite of an appeal to President Reagan by Attorney (enera1 William
French Smith at the request of a personal friend of Adam's family. On 10 August
1981, Adam's head was fountMer 100 miles from where he disappeared. An
autopsy indicated he had lived four days. If the FBI had assumed jurisdiction 24
hours after Adam's disappearance, -would he be alive today?

2. Neely Shane Smith, age 5, is dead . . strangled. Had been missing t o months
Neely diiappeared from her yard in Charlotte/NC on 18 February d91. In spite

of a $1,500 ransom demand tone of the requirements for FBI jurisdiction), Neely's
mother could not get FBI help. At her request, we wrote FBI Director William
Webster on 8 Aprir 1981 and requested an FBI investigation, citing the ransom
demand and a subsequent "Alleged" sighting of Neely in Key West/FL, three states
away. Neely's body was found before we received the negative reply that the FBI
lacked authority to search for her. We wrote two more times to the FBI, seeking an
explanation of why the ransom demand was not sufficient authority for the FBI to
investigate Neely's murder, and both times we received a negative reply which
completely ignored the ransom issue.

126 ,
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Dorollk$ Scofie1d:44e 12 is still missing lafter more than 3 years)
Dee vanished 22 July 146 from an Ocala. FL shopping center while waiting for

her mother to finish a written driver a test at the Florida Highway Patrol office so
they could go to a movie together A Highway Patrolman helped Dee's mother
search around the shopping center that afternoon, but an official search did riot
start until the next day when it was learned that Dee had been seen by a clerk at a
smaii convenience store near the Ocala National Forest just 24 hours earlier if
there had been an immediate search. would Dee be with her family today'

% Iii A CLAIC CASE-DEE SCOFIELD

i An analysis uf the sightings uf Dee Scofield after her disappearance on 22 July
IS;1) reveals a significant chronological and geographical pattern which should have
been detected by investigators, but which was not detected either by the Ocala 'FL
P D which had jurisdiction, or by the FBI which allegedly investigated some of the
sightings but did not take an active part in the overall investigation

2 It LS our belief that the Ocala P.D., being small and unaccustomed tc searching
tor missing persons I 23'7 runaways and missing persons cass during 1976, according
to Ocala, P D records, as compared to rapproximately 1,200 cases in the City of
Tampai FL per Tampa P.D records for 19764, lacked the insight and expertise
necessary to conduct an efficient investigation. It is our further belief that because
the FBI did not assume jurisdiction, in spite of several out-of-state sightings, and
investigated only selected sightings and.'or clues, the involved FBI investigators
lucked both the incentive and the tools for reaching any accurate conclusions

3 In our view, not all of the suspects in Dee's case have been cleared. One such
suspect is wanted by the FBI for another crime in the same locale, and once when
he was spotted in another state the sheriff there would not pick him up without a
written warrant from the jurisdictional police in Ocala/FL By the time the warrant
was mailed to the other state.the suspect had fled . if the FBI was notified, why
didn't the FBI pick up this suspect' If the FBI was not notified, why not?

4 Recent information received by the Dee program leads us to beleve that Dee
could have been a victim of forced prostitution If this is true, it is possible that
organized crime is involVed . and organized crime does come under FBI jurisdic-
tion Why isn't this angle pursued by the FBI. not just in Dee's case but in many
others as well' Is the FBI blind to these possiblities, or is it purposely avoiding
them?

5 A list of sighting's compiled by the Dee program illustrates the possibility that
Dee was in fact taken to California and back to Georgia, and that she may still be
alive The list also illustrates the need to eliminate the 24-hour waiting policy and
the need for a national agency iFBI or otherwise) responsible for finding missing
children and having total jurisdiction and complete authority to transcend every
local, county and state boundary

IX. LIST OF SIGHTINGS-DEE SCOFIELD

I. ?I Jul 76Ocala/FL. Two hours after dtsappearance
iThis was the only valid sighting, according to Ocala, P.D i Dee was allegedly seen

by two clerks at a small grocery store near the edge of the Ocala National Forest,
near tht hom,e of one of the suspects who is also wanted by the FBI for grand

' larceny. On initial questioning, one of the clerks provided information from which a
composite drawing Of the suspect was made. However, a week or so later she said
she had not seen the face when Dee came in and nervously purchased a Coke with a
dollar bill. The clerk then claimed she had only seen the back of the man's head
and his hairline; he had not turned around so she could see his face

J. 24 Jul 76Ocala/FL. Two days after disappearance
IThis sighting was dismissed by police as the product of a 12-year-old schoolgirl's

imagination The incident occurred in the morninebut was not reported to the
police until 10 00 PM. While riding in the back of her father's pickup, a classmate of
Dee's thought she saw Dee in the back of a passing van as the two vehicles pulled
up at an intersection outside Ocala. She thought Dee seemed to be mouthing the
word Help! but had been afraid to say ahything to her parents at first because she
was not sure it has been Dee. When the Ocala P.D. did get the report that night,
they allegedly gave the information to all their units which in turn checked all the
vans in the area but found,none matching the girl's description.
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j 19 Jul 76Brandon. FL .10 rni east of Tampa, 100 mi south of (cala) A week
after disappearance

This sighting was checked out personally by Det s dad. Joe Scofield A cashier at
the Big Star grocery- store in Brandun FL. who' had just moved to Brandon from
Ocala, had reportedly seen Dee twice in the grocery store and omit next door at the
K Mart department store However. when Joe Scofield confronted her on Sunday. 1
Aug, she said she could not definitely identify the girl she had seen as Dee

[Non One of the suspects from Ocala was in the process of being transferred to
the Brandon K-Mart. Ad of the day uf Dee's disappearance. his family was already !
living in the Brandon area but he had not yet moved There has been no surveil
lance of this man )
4. 8 Aug 76Indianapolis 'IN nco weeks after disappearance

iA frightening report un which efforts to obtain official action were extremely
frustrating ) At 9 00 AM on this Sunday morning, DT's family was preparing tu go
to church when they received a telephone call from a girl on vacation *ith her
parents. Having seen Dee s poster when passing through Ocala, she believed she had
just seen Dee being pushed ?into a car in front of an Indianapolis motel by a black
man There was a bumper sticker un the car which read. "Blacks hate whites The
Ocala police off-leer in charge of Dee's investigation *as unavailable. and the officer
on duty said he could not help: Dee's sister, Toni Karr, called Isana DiNova in
Tampa to have the Tampa P D check out the story, then Dee's fannly went un tu
church But Tampa police said they could do nothing without a direct request from
either the parents ritiw unavailable) or the jurisdictional Ocala PD ialso unavail
able) The man on duty at the Tampa FBI office told Betty DuNova he would repori
the incident to the Jacksonville office the next morning but he duubted they would
investigate it In desperation, Ivana DiNova called the Indianapolis PD , and al
though she got the same rules of jurisdiction there, the female officer on duty did
check out the lead, but with negative results The FBI chd not investigate this
sighting.
5. 12 Aug 76St. George/UT Three weeks after disappearance

Dee was allegedly seen at the Las Vegas Campground here by tourists who later
called the Scofield s from Nevada The FBI investigated this sighting but "were
unable to locate anyone there who, knew her';,(presumably the informaiit. who had
already left the area of the sighting when she tontacted the Scofield's)
6. Earls Sep 76Los Angeles/CA. Six weeks after disappearance

iThis was-not a sighting, but the contact is extremely significant and follows the
chronological, geographical sequence Joe Scofield received a telephone call frorn a
man calling himself Dr C A Thomas" who said he was with a group of parapsy
chologists at UCLA He said the group wanted to work on Dee's case and that they
had someone coming from Holland who would be helpful. FBI did not investigate

[NomThere was a noted psychic, Gerard Croiset, who lived in Holland at the
time Perhaps Dr Thomas meant to imply he was the man they were waiting for
See call from Dr Thomas. 7 Nov 76.i
7 15 Sep 76Stanton/MO Eight weeks after disappearance

On Sunday. 19 Sep 76, Joe Scofield received a telephone call from a man who
claimed he had definitely seen Dee in Missouri between Stanton and St, Clair He
was a veteran enroute from a VA hospital in Columbia/MO to the VA hospital in
Gainesville, FL as an out-patient. He said Dee was with other children in the yard
of a home for wayward children where there were numerous shacks out in the
woods where runaway children were living He said the home had had a bad fire
recently, burning some of the children badly FBI allegedly checked uut this lead,
with negative results
8. 7 Nor 76Los Angeles/CA. Fifteen weeks after disappearance

iThis refers to"Dr Thomas" and does not involve an admitted sighting, but the
fact that the caller lied about his identity and occupation to remove the unly means
of positively identifying Dee makes him highly suspect. His motives and current
wherebouts bear investigation.) "Dr. Thomas called Joe Scofield and told him the
man from Holland had arrived and the UCLA parapsychologists believed Dee was
in a California hospital in a state of shock, unable to talk with anyone He asked
Joe to send positive identification such as footprints, dental charts, etc Dee's dental
charts were sent to him. In Feb 77, when an ,unidentified body was discovered in
Marathon/FL, the Ocala P.D was asked to get Dee's dental charts from "Dr
Thomas' but learned he *as no longer at the address given the Scofield's and the
Los Angeles P D. was unable to locate him. Dee's family was able to trace him,
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however. through his last telephone bill in CA, to a telephone number in TX where
he was using another name lh has since vanished again and no officials are
looking for him UCLA said they had never had a parapsychologits named Dr C A
Thomas on their staff? The FBI did not investigate.

Y Jo De( 76Korthingtun, OH near lrnbts OH Fwe munths after disapeurance
,The Scofie Ids had moved to Cicala from a Columbus suburb ten months before

Dee disagpeared , A close acquaintance of the Scofield family saw a girl resembling
Dee,r1Ot in a pickup truck with a CB handle of "Runaway The truck's license

enumber was given that evening tu a Columbus relative of the Scofield's who in turn
reported it to the Ohio Highway Patrol about 17 hours after the incident) The
patrolman refused tu investigate because he had no proof Dee had been abducted,
and he would not call Ocala P D to verify her disappearance The Scofield's finally
received the information through family channels and had the Ocala P D check out
the Alabama license tag It took the Ocala P D. two weeks to learn the truck
owner s name and discover that he could not be be located No further attempts
'have been made to find this man. The FBI did not investigate

10 JOClan 77Augusta GA Scr months after disappearance
Acting on a telephone call recewed by Joe Scofield, the FBI checked out the caller

and could not locate anyone by the name given The Ocala,.P D reported that "there
was no such address as the one given, and the whole block there is a Plymouth
deakrship."

1Nork Did the *FBI check out employees/owner of dealership')

11 Early Sep 76Moultrie/VA Szx weeks after chsappearance
;This sighting is the only one that conflicts with the orderly geographical:chrono-

logical pattern of the preceding sightings and hence was not included in sequence /
A minister, on his way fram GA to Lakeland:FL called Joe Scofield after seeing
Dee s poster in Ocala Before leaving GA he said he hand been a couple get out of
their car outside a store A young girlwho resembled the picture of Dce had
stayed behind in theicar until the couple said to her, "Come on, Dorothy, aren't you
going to come with us"- The Scofield's personally maintained surveillance of this
Moultrie, GA store frum 15-18 Sep 76, with negative results FBI did not investigate

X SUMMARY

We understand the Missing Children Act would provide a nationili clearinghouse
for information on missing children and unidentified bodies, and t at it would be
accessible nut only to pulice agencies and other authorities, but to parents of
missing children as well We feel this would be a commendable first step toward
what is ultimately arid urgently neededone national agency to find missing chil-
dren and their abductors, and to insure that ,the abductors are brought to justice

TESTIMONY OF !YANA DINOVA, CODIRECTOR AND PRESIDENT

The five years of intensive, detailed research behind the Pee Scofield Awareness
Program have led us to the awakening of Congressmen, Senators, and even our
President, tu the dreadful crime of kidnapping. Cnminals who deal with kidnapping
profit by. personal gratification and in the fact that they are dealing with a multi-
million-dollar industry that is virtually being allowed to go unnoticed in our coun-
try The criminals will do what they do to make money where and when they can
get away with it, so why does any type of crime exist in this country Why are these
types of criminals spreading like weeds in our society? Why are child pornography
and child prostitution known to the officiatyfrom the cop on the beat to the
President of the United Statesand still allowed to grow'

The must important thing is to recognize and establish that this problem exists,
starting from as far up as the presidency and filtering down to the cop on the
beat At the same level of importance is the need forall the people in this
country to see the problem and the cure at the same time Just as the Presjdent
allows the budget to be presented in this manner, I believe that without the unified
resit/403n and concentrated effort to eradicate this crime against the most inno-
cent, Twe jeopardize the entire solution needed. This is needed today without wasting
one more minute or one more life.

Our Crusade to Stop Kidnapping exists because we believe that all crimes commit-
ted against children deserve the highest of all prioritiesdven before the AWACS
and the MX missile, and even before our national budget. Our children's safety and
well being must come first. -

Isn t it strange that in a country where justice prevails, its citizens know more
about Med-flies than they do about our endangered children?
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I believe that the President should meet with all of us who are dealing with and
trying to eradicate this crime against children and face this war against,children's
crimes as one more deadly than Communism itself.

Mien we succeed in eradicating crime against children, children will have a
chance to succeed.

Altamonte Springs, Fla., November 5, 1981.
Diva Six My little sister, Dee Scofield, was abducted from an Ocala shopping

center on July Ze, 1976, and still has not been found.
In spite of all futile efforts of family and friends, we know nothing more than we

knew at the time of her abduction Law enforcement officials did not act efficiently,
and the short time they did assist, it was not prompt and thorough.

Since Dee's dizappeaance, the family has been referred from one agency to
another, un5uccessfully, because they tell us, it is either out of their jurisdiction, or
they do not deal in missing persons. This leaves the family no choice but to
diligently search further, on our own, without any local, state, or federal assistance
which is so' desperately needed in finding my little sister and others so tragically
taken from-their

A national clearinghouse for missing persons could change all of this for many
thousiinds of families throughout the United States, looking for their loved qnes. It
would giie us so much hope.

Unfortunately, there is no agency established specifically for locating missing
persons, and because it is a national problem, federal assistance is needed.

Please won't you help.
Sincerely,

SHELLY SCOTT.

We are writting this letter praying that you will understand the necessity and
help to launch the clearing house for missing children.

Our tragedy happened five years ago with my sister Dee Dee Scofield, who was 12
old at that tune. Dee and my mother had gone to Ocala to do some shopping,

ut they first stopped at the Highway Patrol's Office where my mother took her
driver's license test. While waiting, Dee asked is she coukl go over to a department
store and buy my brothers birthday gift The store was across the parking lot from
the Highway Patrol's Office. That was the last she vras seen or heard from. The
emploYees remembered her making the purchase, but no one saw her leave the
store.

The whole investigation was a farce. The general attitude of the police depart-
ment was that she was a runaway, even though she never had, but it was an easy
out for them Finally, after a year, they admitted more than likely, it was foul play.
Why didn'ethey investigate along those lines to start with? If they had, the case
would have been more efficient and Dee would be with us tedayf

As for the FBI, they're a complete joke! They refused to enter the caseknless
there was a ransom note or proof that she was taken across state lines. Who needs
them then? They'll look for a horse valued at $500,000. without a ransom note or
proof that it was taken ever state lines, but what does that hay for our children?
Because there's no price, that can be put on human life, they're not worth looking
for?

Our family hasn't been the same since my sister was taken from us, One minute
she was there and the next gone. Not knowing what her fate is. We will not get to
talk with her, hold her or tell her how much she's loved. Your children and
grandchildren are safe right now so you can't imagine what hell families go through
in this type of ordeal.

MY Parents spent their life savings in the search for Dee, as well as paying for
private detectives who took advantage and literally ripped them off. This should
never had been the "case to start with if the investigation was handled properly.

A nationwide search system for missing children is desperately needed, not just
for our children who have been taken from our lives, but it could help to oave
others, maybe one of yours, who may one day be in the same tragic situation.

Sincerely.,
Torn Haim. ,
RONNIE KARR,
LENA SCOFIELD,
JOE SCOFIELD,
PAM COPPAGE,
RON COPPAGE.
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U S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,

Washington, D.C, November 17, 1981.

Hon Doi.; EDWARDS.
Chairman. Subcommittee on Cud and Constitutwnal Rights, Committee on the

Judiciary, House of Represereatwes, Washinston, DC.

DEAR CHAIRMAN EDWARD:. I am writing to express my concern over Senate
approved amendments to H R 4169. which incorporate the provisions of-S. 1701,

Missing Children Act, and Amendment Number 612 which would at least delay for

2 years a pilot study for decsntrahzation of state criminal history records.

S tit)! MISSING CHILDREN ACT

a!, 1701, introduced on October 5, 1981, by Senators Paula Hawkins, Claiborne

Pelf, Jeremiah Denton, Arien Specter and Strom Thurmond amends Title 28, U SC.

Section 534, by authorizing the Attorney General to acquire and exchange informa-

tion to assist Federal, state and local officials in the identification of certain de-
ceased individuals and in the location of missing children and other specified

individuals This bill has been referred to the Committee on the Judiciary for

appropriate action The Department of Justice has been rquested by the Senate
Judiciary Committee to provide Official comment on this legislation and is currently

preparing a response Although a significant imprOvement over its predecessor bill,

S 1355, certain provisions of 1701 cause considerable concern to the FBI.

One such provision is an attempt to provide the authority for a parent, legal
guardian, or next of kin of an unemancipated person to directly provide missing

person information to the FBI for the purpose of entering the missing person
information into the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) missing person file

The investigation of almost all mming children complaints are the responsibility of

local and state police authorities Preliminary descriptive and investigative informa-

tion pertaining to the missing person should be given to the local authorities
conducting the investigation for the person.. It is the local authorities that will
coordinate the search, maintain regular contact with the family, update information

leading to the location of a missing person, and eventually remove the name' of the

individual from the system For these reasons, it is essential that state and local
authorities maintain the front line position in these investigations and be given the

exclusive decision making authority to enter a missing person into the NCIC file

The FBI should continue entenng such information only in those casesvvolving

active FBI investigations, e , violations of Federal kidnaping statute and Unlawful

Flight to Avoid ProsecutionParental Kidnaping
It should also be noted that the current bill codifies existing NCIC criteria in

entering missing children, however, by creating permanent statutory language for

these provisions, it may deprive FBI management the ability to expand or limit the

criteria as needed
Another significant provision of S 1701 that should be discusse thoroughly in

Committee is the creation of the National Unidentified Dead File In June 1981, the

NCIC Adviso7 Policy Board accepted an offer of the state of Colorado to test the

unidentified desd file concept for a period of two years. The pilot project is to
determine the need -for such a file, cost, and the most efficient method in creating

such a file To legislate the creation of this file at this time is premature without

additional data from the pilot project.
Senate Amendment 612Delay of pilot project. Re Decentralization of State criminal

history records
This amendment would delay for two or more years an ongoing pilot study for

decentralization of state criminal history records, known as the Interstate Identifi-

cation Index (III1
Based upon progress..to date, III continues to represent the most promising alter-

native to centralization of computerized criminal history records. It is currently

undergoing a pilot test which has yielded favorable results in a joint operation

between the FBI and the Florida Department of Law Enforcement Operational

aspects of the test have beenpositive, as attested to by Florida representatives in a

recent House Judiciary Subcommittee hearing It is anticipated that III will reduce

the cost of criminal history records management at the state level arid ameliorate

concerns surrounding centralized criminal history record holdings at the National

Crime Information Center Advisory Policy Board It is recommended by the Attor-

ney General's Task Force on Violent Crime and has been endorsed by the Attorney
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Genera '. and the Presideat Support at tht state leccl has been expressed by Search
Group Inc., a national consortium fur state craninal justice information and statis-
tics representatives, and others

Through implementation oi the pilot phase of III, momentum fur achieNiog an
effett"Ne automated criminal history records system has been gamed, Earlier at-
tempts were unsuccessful and a mayor reason giyen by state officials fqr this failure
%VAS the inoecisi%eness and lack of direction at the Federal level apartment of
Justice Study Representative Viewpoints LA- State Criminal Justice Official Regard
ing the Need for a Nationwide Criminal Justice Information Interchange Facility
March 072%, I belie%e that stop2ing the Pdot III Project will be interpreted by thc
states as one more txarnple Federal indecision and the interest and inumektum
in seekmg a solution to this serious problem will c4sipate

While I support the concept of a stud% of criminal justice informatam needs and
the use of an inderident entity to conduit the study, I do nut behece the pi- ,posal
contained in the anendment is the preferable way to proceed. My .iews on
matter were set forth in a June 16, 191, letter to the Honorable Strom Thurmond,;\
a copy of which I am enclosing

If f or my staff may be of any other assistance to rou regarding these matters,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely yours,
WILUAM H WEBSTER, Dzrector

Juts,e-16, 1981
Hon STROM THURMOND,
trS Senate,
Washulgton. D C

DEAR SENATOR Titt instomi I am taking this `opportunity tu share with you and
the members of the Judiciary Committee, uur thoughts'concerning Senator Dolc
amendment to Senate Bill 951. the Department of Justice Authoraatmn Bill fur
Fiscal Year 19s2 The amendment directs the initiation of a 'study of rrimiimi
Justice information needs It specifies thc use uf an independent entity 'o conduct
the study in consultation with. and with the recommendations oft an advisory panel

Criminal justice information, such ats that managed by our Idenuficatiou Dvision
and the National Crane Information Center is a rational resource and the time is
opportune to examine what data, tedmology, management structures and controls
are needed to sene future requirements We fully support tilt use uf ui indt.pend-

, ent entat,y to conduct the,study and an athisory punel tu prokle that entity with
input and guidance

With regard to the proposed amendment, we are concerned mei what we perceive
as an issue-oriented, two-step approach wrnch is likely to defer any c'onsidcratio-n of
a new system design until existing concerns are debated and resolved It is uur
understanding that the ongoing study by the Office uf Technology Assessment will
address some of these matters. A preferable approach ib to define the users' needs
through an analysis of furictions and clear these issues as a natural consequence of
the analytic process

When an earlier version of this amendment was first proposed. the .FBI and
Department uf Justice staff, conducted a ngorous, analytic txamination of ap-
proaches and deNeluped pruposed blueprint fur such study IL would begin with a
top-duwn analysis of criminal justice community objectives, then identify present
and future information needs, perform an environmental evaluation which would
include policy issues enumerated in the proposed amendment, develop functional
requirements f or the system, list feasible alternative methods for system design and
then rank the alternatives in order of merit.

While this is an expansion of the current amendment, it will address these
matters of ,..oncern plus proNide the Congress and the criminal justice community
with the must useful product Jpecifications for a system which best meets the
crirmnal Justice community's funetional information requirements in light uf the
environment in which the system will operate over its life cycle

Excluding irayel and other .osts associated with the athisory panel, we estimate
that the effort we propose would require two years and cost $2.5 million A copy of
the proposed work statement is enclosed and my staff is available to confer with the
Commktee on this proposed plan.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM H. WEBSTER, Threat:it'
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